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I. Management Summary
A. PTW Project Description
El Paso Water Utilities Public Service Board (EPWU) contracted ARCADIS U.S., Inc. to perform preconstruction investigations for cultural resources as part of their proposed Paisano Drive 48 inch
Transmission Waterline Project (PTW) in El Paso County, Texas. The PTW is located at the west base of the
Franklin Mountains in northwest El Paso and can be found on the Smeltertown 31106G5 (1994) USGS 7.5’
topographic quadrangle (Figure 1). The project area encompasses 3.07 miles between -106.529548,
31.792403 (northwest) and -106.504871, 31.764421 (southeast). The northwestern and southeastern limits
of the linear project area lie near the northern bank of the Rio Grande, and the central portions of the project
are located within the Former ASARCO boundaries managed by the Texas Custodial Trust for remediation.
The PTW Project is required to address the steady increase in population on the west side of El Paso.
ARCADIS coordinated heavily with both the Texas Department of Transportation and the appropriate
railroads on the project and alignment to ensure project construction areas are not overlapping. Several
arroyos, the American Canal, and areas within the Former ASARCO property are considered jurisdictional by
the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers, Albuquerque due to the arroyos flowing directly into the Rio Grande, and
will require a Nationwide Permit 12 for utility line installation. ARCADIS is coordinating the installation of the
PTW with ongoing remedial actions to reduce impacts to Waters of the U.S. and prevent disrupting remedial
actions within the Former ASARCO property.
The PTW project extends from a point on the Rio Grande approximately one half mile north of the American
Dam following a path roughly parallel to Interstate 10 and through Former ASARCO property to a point near
the International Dam where it turns northeast and extends under existing highway and railroad infrastructure
to the University of Texas, El Paso (UTEP) parking lot where it rejoins EPWU facilities (Figure 1). This
distance is a total of 3.07 miles and involved survey coverage of that project length including buffers to
include projected work areas and known resources (Graves 2012). The survey investigation for cultural
resources for the then proposed PTW reported no newly recognized cultural resources, confirmed the
locations of known cultural resources, and recommended the PTW project would have no adverse effect to
historic properties (Graves 2012).
In 2013, El Paso Water Utilities Public Service Board (EPWU) contracted ARCADIS U.S., Inc. to perform
archeological monitoring for a select portion of the PTW. The archeological monitoring investigation
summarized here represents approximately 16 percent of the total PTW project length. The PTW was to be
installed within and near historic properties and other cultural resources of the historic period, requiring a
permit from the Texas Historical Commission. Archeological monitoring complied with permits from the Texas
Historical Commission (THC) Permit #6245, and United States International Boundary and Water
Commission (USIBWC) Permit LSF G-1840. The portion selected for monitoring during construction included
federal property adjacent to the American Canal and from the southern end of that portion, then toward the
northeast to reach an existing bore hole next to Doniphan Drive (Figure 2).
B. Archeological Monitoring Investigation
Archeological monitoring was conducted on multiple non-continuous occasions. The bulk of monitoring was
conducted by ARCADIS field archeologists with support from the EPWU Archeologist between July 15, 2013
and September 6, 2013. At that time, excavation in the monitoring areas was on hold while other project

actions not requiring monitoring were ongoing. On October 4, 2013 a short segment of new trench was
opened with the excavation monitored by an EPWU Archeologist. The final segment of trench within the
monitoring area was excavated on March 25, 2014. This was also monitored by an EPWU Archeologist. The
monitoring program involved field and post-field activity. Field activity included on-site full-time observation
and inspection during construction excavation and related ground disturbing activities, documenting
mechanical excavation in previously recorded site locations, identifying and documenting new discoveries,
exploring exposed refuse deposits, and documenting sediment and fill profiles throughout the construction
exposure. Post-field activity consisted of compiling a field catalog of recovered objects, transferring recovered
objects, filing site record forms with the THC, and preparing this summary report. Site records are now on file
with the THC and recovered artifacts are curated at the USIBWC office in El Paso, Texas.
C. Project Location
As discussed above, the 3.07 mile Paisano Drive 48 inch Transmission Waterline Project is located at the
west base of the Franklin Mountains in northwest El Paso. The northwestern and southeastern limits of the
linear project area lie near the northern bank of the Rio Grande, and the central portions of the project are
located within the Former ASARCO boundaries managed by the Texas Custodial Trust for remediation.
The portion of the PTW subject to archeological monitoring included 2,674 feet of the overall PTW length.
Monitoring was conducted from the PTW alignment adjacent to the American Canal where the canal exits a
crossing under U.S. Highway 85 (Route 85), also identified as West Paisano Drive, and the water line’s
crossing under the southern end of Doniphan Drive just north of the Franklin Canal (Figure 2).
The portion of the PTW subject to archeological monitoring bisected a portion of the Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill
National Register Historic District (41EP37), and a portion of the American Canal’s left levee (41EP7014). It
also encompassed the recorded locations of 41EP37-B and 41EP6782. These two sites were historic artifact
scatters now presumed destroyed. PTW excavation revealed other resources not previously recognized.
They include a concrete and brick cistern (41EP37-C), an unassociated concrete footing (41EP37-D), a city
sewer line from circa 1950 (41EP37-E), a foundation from circa 1961 (41EP37-F), and bisected a portion of
retaining walls within Hart’s Mill Arroyo (41EP37-G). The PTW passes within approximately 100 feet of the
former Hart’s Mill, the Franklin Canal National Register Historic District (41EP4673), and the reported location
of Oñate’s Rio Grande crossing of 1598.
D. Summary of Results
The PTW passed through the Old Fort Bliss National Register Historic District and resulted in nearly
complete removal of two historic period artifact scatters, one inside (41EP37-B) and another outside the
district (41EP6782). Both aforementioned sites were previously recommended not eligible for NRHP listing.
The archeological monitoring program was intended to allow documentation of these scatters and discovery
of other cultural resources in the monitored project portion should other resources be present, which they
were. In addition to complete excavation of two previously recorded ineligible historic period artifact scatters,
monitoring enabled discovery of two previously unknown historic period archeological features (41EP37-C
and 41EP37-D) flanking the pipeline path, recording three exposed but not previously recognized historic
period archeological features (41EP37-E, 41EP37-F, 41EP37-G), and recording one historic period canal
previously recommended eligible for NRHP listing (41EP7014). The PTW Project afforded opportunity to
explore and document formation processes of each of these historic period resources, to obtain samples of

archeological deposit content, clarify associations between archeological deposits and standing historic
properties, and to make this information available for research and public use to the extent this information is
not deemed confidential by the THC.
Six archeological resources were newly recorded including one resource previously recommended eligible
for the National Register of Historic Places and commendable as a State Antiquities Landmark. PTW
installation had no impact to Hart’s Mill, Simeon Hart’s Residence, historical monuments located near
construction work areas, or the Oñate Crossing. Monitoring revealed features and deposits related to the
American Canal and confirmed no deposits contemporaneous with the Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National
Register Historic District were within the area subject to archeological monitoring. Full-time monitoring yielded
information regarding formation processes in portions of the historic district and the setting of nearby historic
locales. Documentation of these discoveries mitigate direct impacts to levels below significant. Further, the
information gained through archeological monitoring can facilitate future investigations by filling knowledge
gaps about marginally informative areas and guide future research in the vicinity to places with greater
research potential.
The area has a high likelihood to retain portions of archeological deposits encountered and that may reveal
more information. This information is most likely to inform greater understanding of formation processes of
the canal levee and bank-side littoral environments flanking Hart’s Mill and Old Fort Bliss. Because extensive
alteration of the setting has taken place over time, it is less likely that deposits retaining fair or better integrity
remain west and south of the PTW construction path (Figure 2). Instead, deposits with fair or better integrity
are more likely to remain in areas east and north of the PTW and may also lie deeply buried under modern
alterations on private property and perhaps also city property. The archeological opportunity on USIBWC
property has been exhausted within the area monitored. Records resulting from the archeological monitoring
and materials recovered from federal property represent a data recovery sufficient to mitigate direct impacts
to archeological resources and their context encountered during PTW construction.
The boundary of the Old Fort Bliss National Register Historic District is recommended to be revised to
conform approximately to the former boundaries of the U.S. Military property. Boundaries contemporary with
the post in the 1890s are indicated on a hand drawn map dated 1893 (Ruhlen). A copy of that map is
included as Appendix A of this report and the proposed revision to the district boundary has been submitted
to the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory (TARL). The purpose of the recommendation is to depict
the original or near-original post boundaries during the period of significance and facilitate recognizing former
post features in the area.
Two previously recorded scatters of historic period artifacts (41EP37-B and 41EP6782) were present within
the PTW construction path. Each was previously tested and recommended not eligible for NRHP listing
(Lindemuth 2011; Graves 2012). Monitoring PTW construction through these two recorded locations afforded
opportunity to fully observe and document their formation processes and corroborated prior
recommendations of ineligibility for the NRHP.
It is recommended the American Canal (41EP7014) remain considered eligible for NRHP listing as
installation of the PTW pipeline had no direct impact on attributes that meet NRHP eligibility requirements
(i.e., its importance in border water resources development and international agreements of the U.S.-Mexico
border region (Parsons 2000)). PTW construction did have a direct impact on the construction composition of
the canal’s left bank within the monitored portion, but Parsons (2000) recommended this attribute was not a

valid attribute for NRHP consideration since the engineering and construction methods used had long been
in application in many places. Final grading and finish of the PTW require original contours and surfaces be
restored to pre-construction condition or better. This requirement on the construction contractor will result in a
post-installation appearance consistent with its pre-installation appearance, and thus, the PTW has no net
adverse effect on the American Canal appearance, feeling, or setting. The American Canal is also an
appropriate candidate for SAL designation, should the THC choose to pursue it for this publicly owned
historic property.
Two historic period features left in place are recommended for provisional eligibility for NRHP listing pending
further investigation to assess their actual eligibility. These two resources (41EP37-C and 41EP37-D) were
beyond the PTW excavation extent and were left in place to facilitate their assessment through planned or
non-salvage archeological investigations. Three other historic period resources were considered ineligible for
NRHP listing. One of these (41EP37-F), a footing dating to the early 1960s, was documented and then
completely removed during PTW construction. Another (41EP37-G), the Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls, were
partially removed during PTW excavations, which allowed documentation of their construction and
composition. The last was the loss of the northernmost 100 feet of a municipal sewer line installed prior to
1950 that flanks the monitored portion of the PTW from the northern end of the sewer to Hart’s Mill Road
where it joins the city’s sewer force main. The bulk of the sewer line (41EP37-E) remains in situ, but is not
recommended for NRHP listing.
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II. Terms and Language in this Report
The audience for this report is very likely to include persons who have not yet worked closely with
archeologists. It may also include archeologists who have limited exposure to the process of archeological
monitoring during construction. In an effort to be clear and to avoid using overly complex or extended
phrases to remain clear, the following glossary of terms is offered. The goal is to build clarity within brevity
and provide readers a source for understanding the terms used in this report.
References cited in the text below are indicated in American Antiquity style. For those unfamiliar with it, the
author and date of a reference is within parentheses following a quote, paraphrase, or reference to another
body of work. In some cases the page number from the source is included after a colon (e.g., Parsons
2001:34). The source is found in alphabetical order in the References Cited section of this report.
Archeological monitoring program is sometimes referred to in this report as the monitoring program,
monitoring, archeological monitoring and construction monitoring. Construction of the PTW water line
required an archeologist be present during excavation for construction in specific areas. The archeologist in
the field during construction excavation is the archeological monitor (aka monitor). The monitor observed
clearing, vegetation removal, grubbing away roots and modern trash, and all earth disturbing activity
initiated by PTW construction work in the monitoring area.
Area of Potential Effect or APE is the area within which the proposed project may have an impact on
cultural resources. Usually delineation of the APE follows a sequence of decisions and assessments until a
final APE for cultural resources is arrived at.
City property. The city of El Paso also owns property next to the monitored portion of the PTW construction
path.
Cultural resources means the physical manifestation of human action or the recognized and ongoing
recognition of human relationships with the environment important in the traditional practices of a
community. They can include things people make, places people make them, and places people recognize
as important, whether they touch them or not.
Eligible. A term used to capture cultural resources listed or recommended for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) or as a State Antiquities Landmark (SAL).
Federal property. The United States Government owns the bulk of real property through which the
monitored portion of the PTW was constructed. The agency managing this federal land is the United States
International Boundary and Water Commission or USIBWC.
Historic properties are cultural resources listed or eligible for listing on the NRHP are recognized by the
term historic property or historic resource and can include cultural resources of any age or period. They can
be districts, buildings, structures, or objects that satisfy specific criteria for eligibility and demonstrate their
significance to history or culture on a local, state, or national level.
Left bank. The banks of a flowing water body are referenced as if facing downstream with the direction of
flow. In this way the left bank and right bank remain consistent relative to the point of reference. All PTW
construction activity was conducted left of the American Canal and left of the Franklin Canal.
4
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Monitoring area. The monitoring area extended from the point where the American Canal exits under U.S.
Highway 85/Paisano Drive on USIBWC property, from that point south to the bend at what used to be the
International Dam and beginning of the Franklin Canal, and then toward the east to a bore pit next to
Doniphan Drive. The monitored area is illustrated in Figure 2 of this report.
NRHP is the National Register of Historic Places, sometimes referenced as the National Register or
Register. It was established through the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and is administered by
the Keeper of the National Register. Cultural resources are assessed to learn if they do or could meet
established criteria for eligibility. If they do or can they are considered eligible for NRHP listing and identified
as historic properties or historic places. They can include districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects
from any period of history, although things less than 50 years old must satisfy additional eligibility criteria.
Anything more than 50 years old that is encountered during a federal undertaking must be assessed to
learn its NRHP eligibility. Impacts to historic properties are assessed on the qualities that make a property
eligible for listing and described as having adverse or no adverse effects. The criteria for NRHP eligibility are
summarized on the signature page of this report.
Private property. Some of the property through which the monitored portion of the PTW was constructed is
in private ownership. The city of El Paso Water Utilities Board reached agreements with those landowners
for easements and temporary access to construct the PTW. Private ownership is not illustrated in a figure of
this report, but consists of all surfaces not owned by the federal government or the city. These are areas
east and north of the federal property fence line, but not Doniphan Park, which is owned by the city.
Undertaking is the term applied to a federal action that may have an effect on the environment. This
includes cultural resources, especially historic properties. A proposed action, if sponsored or authorized by
the federal government, is an undertaking for the purposes of identifying and assessing its effects on the
environment.
SAL is the abbreviation of State Antiquities Landmark. Historic structures and archeological sites were two
types of cultural resources encountered in the current undertaking that can meet the criteria for SAL
designation under certain circumstances. Historic structures are evaluated using the same criteria as for
NRHP eligibility and must also be listed on the NRHP to be candidates for SAL designation. Archeological
sites have a slightly different set of criteria to assess eligibility for SAL designation. These are (1) the site
has the potential to contribute to a better understanding of the prehistory and/or history of Texas by the
addition of new and important information; (2) the site's archeological deposits and the artifacts within the
site are preserved and intact, thereby supporting the research potential or preservation interests of the site;
(3) the site possesses unique or rare attributes concerning Texas prehistory and/or history; (4) the study of
the site offers the opportunity to test theories and methods of preservation, thereby contributing to new
scientific knowledge; and (5) there is a high likelihood that vandalism and relic collecting has occurred or
could occur, and official landmark designation is needed to ensure maximum legal protection, or
alternatively, further investigations are needed to mitigate the effects of vandalism and relic collecting when
the site cannot be protected. More information regarding SALs and Texas history are available on the Texas
Historical Commission website at http://www.thc.state.tx.us.
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III. Introduction
A. PTW Project Description
El Paso Water Utilities Public Service Board (EPWU) contracted ARCADIS U.S., Inc. to perform preconstruction investigations for cultural resources as part of their proposed Paisano Drive 48 inch
Transmission Waterline Project (PTW) in El Paso County, Texas. The PTW is located at the west base of
the Franklin Mountains in northwest El Paso and can be found on the Smeltertown 31106G5 (1994) USGS
7.5’ topographic quadrangle (Figure 1). The project area encompasses 3.07 miles between -106.529548,
31.792403 (northwest) and -106.504871, 31.764421 (southeast). The northwestern and southeastern limits
of the linear project area lie near the northern bank of the Rio Grande, and the central portions of the project
are located within the Former ASARCO boundaries managed by the Texas Custodial Trust for remediation.
The PTW Project is required to address the steady increase in population on the west side of El Paso.
ARCADIS coordinated heavily with both the Texas Department of Transportation and the appropriate
railroads on the project and alignment to ensure project construction areas are not overlapping. Several
arroyos, the American Canal, and areas within the Former ASARCO property are considered jurisdictional
by the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers, Albuquerque due to the arroyos flowing directly into the Rio Grande,
and will require a Nationwide Permit 12 for utility line installation. ARCADIS is coordinating the installation of
the PTW with ongoing remedial actions to reduce impacts to Waters of the U.S. and prevent disrupting
remedial actions within the Former ASARCO property.
The PTW project extends from a point on the Rio Grande approximately one half mile north of the American
Dam following a path roughly parallel to Interstate 10 and through Former ASARCO property to a point near
the International Dam where it turns northeast and extends under existing highway and railroad
infrastructure to the University of Texas, El Paso (UTEP) parking lot where it rejoins EPWU facilities (Figure
1). This distance is a total of 3.07 miles and involved survey coverage of that project length including buffers
to include projected work areas and known resources (Graves 2012). The survey investigation for cultural
resources for the then proposed PTW reported no newly recognized cultural resources, confirmed the
locations of known cultural resources and recommended the PTW project would have no adverse effect to
historic properties (Graves 2012).
In 2013 El Paso Water Utilities Public Service Board (EPWU) contracted ARCADIS U.S., Inc. to perform
archeological monitoring for a select portion of the PTW. The archeological monitoring investigation
summarized here represents approximately 16 percent of the total PTW project length. The PTW was to be
installed within and near historic properties and other cultural resources of the historic period, requiring a
permit from the Texas Historical Commission. Archeological monitoring, the primary subject of this summary
report, complied with Texas Historical Commission (THC) permit #6245, and International Boundary and
Water Commission (USIBWC) Permit LSF G-1840. The portion selected for monitoring during construction
included federal property adjacent to the American Canal and from the southern end of that portion then
toward the northeast to reach an existing bore hole next to Doniphan Drive (Figure 2).
B. Archeological Monitoring Investigation
Archeological monitoring was conducted on multiple non-continuous occasions. The bulk of monitoring was
conducted by ARCADIS field archeologists with support from the EPWU Archeologist between July 15,
2013 and September 6, 2013. At that time excavation in the monitoring areas was on hold while other
project actions not requiring monitoring were ongoing. On October 4, 2013 a short segment of new trench
6
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was opened with the excavation monitored by an EPWU Archeologist. The final segment of trench within
the monitoring area was excavated on March 25, 2014. It was also monitored by an EPWU Archeologist.
The monitoring program involved field and post-field activity. Field activity included on-site full-time
observation and inspection during construction excavation and related ground disturbing activities,
documenting mechanical excavation in previously recorded site locations, identifying and documenting new
discoveries, exploring exposed refuse deposits, and documenting sediment and fill profiles throughout the
construction exposure. Post-field activity consisted of compiling a field catalog of recovered objects, filing
site record forms with the THC, and preparing this summary report. Site records are now on file with the
THC and recovered artifacts are curated at the USIBWC office in El Paso, Texas.
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C. Project Location
The 3.07 mile long Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission Waterline Project is located at the west base of the
Franklin Mountains in northwest El Paso. The northwestern and southeastern limits of the linear project area
lie near the northern bank of the Rio Grande, and the central portions of the project are located within the
Former ASARCO boundaries managed by the Texas Custodial Trust for remediation.
The portion of the PTW subject to archeological monitoring included 2,674 feet of the overall PTW length.
Monitoring was conducted from the PTW alignment adjacent to the American Canal where the canal exits a
crossing under U.S. Highway 85 (Route 85), also identified as West Paisano Drive, and the water line’s
crossing under the southern end of Doniphan Drive just north of the Franklin Canal (Figure 2).
A portion of the PTW bisects the reported boundaries of the Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National Register
Historic District (41EP37) and was within part of the historic construction area of the American Canal
(41EP7014). The portion of the PTW subject to archeological monitoring interacted with previously
recognized historic properties (41EP37, 41EP7014) and other cultural resources of the historic period
(41EP37-B, 41EP6782). Construction also revealed cultural resources not previously recognized (41EP37C, 41EP37-D, 41EP37-E, 41EP37-F, 41EP37-G). The PTW alignment also passed within approximately
100 feet of the former Hart’s Mill, the Franklin Canal Historic District (41EP4673), and the reported location
of Oñate’s Rio Grande crossing of 1598.
D. Summary of Results
The PTW passed through the Old Fort Bliss National Register Historic District and resulted in the complete
removal of two ineligible historic period artifact scatters, one inside (41EP37-B) and another outside
(41EP6782) the district. The archeological monitoring program was intended to allow documentation of
these and discovery of other cultural resources in the monitored project portion should other resources be
present. In addition to complete excavation of two previously recorded ineligible historic period surface
artifact scatters, monitoring enabled discovery of two previously unknown historic period archeological
features flanking the pipeline path, recording three exposed but not previously recognized historic period
archeological features, and recording one historic period canal previously recommended eligible for NRHP
listing. The PTW Project afforded opportunity to explore and document formation processes of each of
these historic period resources, to obtain samples of archeological deposit content, clarify associations
between archeological deposits and standing historic properties, and to make this information available for
research and public use to the extent this information is not deemed confidential by the THC.
Six archeological resources were newly recorded including one resource recommended eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places and commendable as a Texas State Antiquities Landmark (Table 1).
PTW installation had no impact to Hart’s Mill, Simeon Hart’s Residence, historical monuments located near
construction work areas, or the Oñate Crossing. Monitoring revealed features and deposits related to the
American Canal and confirmed no deposits contemporaneous with the Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National
Register Historic District period of occupation were within the area subject to archeological monitoring. Fulltime monitoring yielded information regarding formation processes in portions of the historic district and the
setting of nearby historic locales. Documentation of these discoveries mitigate direct impacts to levels below
significant. Further, the information gained through archeological monitoring can facilitate future
investigations by filling knowledge gaps about marginally informative areas and guide future research in
areas with greater research potential.
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Areas flanking the installed PTW have a high likelihood to retain portions of archeological deposits
encountered and that may reveal more information. This information can most likely inform greater
understanding of formation processes of the canal levee and littoral environments surrounding Hart’s Mill
and Old Fort Bliss. Because extensive alteration of the setting has taken place over time, it is less likely that
deposits retaining fair or better integrity remain west and south of the PTW construction path (Figure 2).
Instead, deposits with fair or better integrity are more likely to remain in areas east and north of the PTW
and may also lie deeply buried under modern alterations on private property and perhaps also city property.
The archeological opportunity on USIBWC property has been exhausted within the area monitored.
Records resulting from the archeological monitoring and materials recovered and curated represent a data
recovery sufficient to mitigate direct impacts to archeological resources and their context encountered
during PTW construction.
Table 1

Historic Properties and Cultural Resources Recorded in Association with
PTW Installation.
Physical
Status

NRHP Status

41EP37

Unaffected

Listed

Historic period artifact scatter

41EP37-B

Presumed
destroyed

Cistern pre-1961

41EP37-C

In Situ

Unassociated Footing

41EP37-D

In Situ

Previously recommended
not eligible
Provisionally recommended
eligible
Provisionally recommended
eligible

Municipal Sewer

41EP37-E

1961 Shed Footing

41EP37-F

Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls

41EP37-G

Historic period artifact scatter

41EP6782

American Canal

41EP7014

Resource ID
Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National Register
Historic District

Trinomial

Bisected,
remainder in
situ
Destroyed
Bisected,
remainder in
situ
Presumed
destroyed
Construction
fills
bisected,
remainder in
situ

Recommended not eligible
Recommended not eligible
Previously recommended
not eligible
Previously recommended
not eligible
Previously recommended
eligible

The boundary of the Old Fort Bliss National Register Historic District is recommended to be revised to
conform approximately to the former boundaries of the U.S. Military property. Boundaries contemporary with
the post in the 1890s are indicated on a hand drawn map dated 1893 (Ruhlen). A copy of that map is
included as Appendix A of this report and the proposed revision to the district boundary is illustrated on
Confidential Figure 1. The purpose of the recommendation is to better reflect the boundaries involved in
post activity during the period of significance and to better reflect alterations over time and their influence on
the architectural and archeological record.
Two previously recorded surface scatters of historic period artifacts (41EP37 and 41EP6782) were present
within the PTW construction path. Each was previously tested and recommended not eligible for NRHP
listing (Lindemuth 2011; Graves 2012). Monitoring during PTW construction excavations through these two
11
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recorded locations afforded opportunity to fully observe and document their formation processes and
corroborated prior recommendations of their ineligibility.
It is recommended the American Canal remain considered eligible for NRHP listing since installation of the
PTW pipeline had no direct impact on attributes that meet eligibility requirements (i.e., its importance in
border water resources development and international agreements of the U.S.-Mexico border region
(Parsons 2000)). The PTW compromised the historical composition of the canal’s left bank within the
monitored portion, but Parsons (2000) recommended this attribute was not a valid attribute for NRHP
consideration since the engineering and construction methods used had long been in application in many
places. Final grading and finish of the PTW requires original contours and surfaces be restored to preconstruction condition or better. This requirement on the construction contractor will result in a postinstallation appearance consistent with its pre-installation appearance and thus the PTW has no net adverse
effect on the American Canal appearance, feeling, or setting.
Two historic period features left in place are recommended for provisional eligibility as NRHP or SAL listing
pending further investigation to assess their actual eligibility. These two resources (41EP37-C and 41EP37D) were beyond the excavation extent of the PTW and were left in place to facilitate their assessment
through planned or non-salvage archeological investigations. Three other historic period resources were
considered ineligible for NRHP listing. One of these, a footing dating to the early 1960s was documented
and then completely destroyed by PTW construction. Another, the Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls were partially
destroyed during PTW construction, but it revealed their construction and composition. The last was the loss
of the northernmost 100 feet of a municipal sewer line installed prior to 1950 and that flanks nearly the entire
monitored portion of the PTW. The bulk of the sewer line remains in situ, but is not recommended for NRHP
listing.

IV. Undertaking
El Paso Water Utilities Public Service Board (EPWU) contracted ARCADIS U.S., Inc (ARCADIS) to provide
cultural resource consulting services for EPWU’s Paisano Drive 48 inch Transmission Waterline (PTW)
Project in El Paso County, Texas. Prior to the start of construction for the pipeline, a summary of known
cultural resource site records and background of the project region was compiled and soon followed with a
field program to test two known archeological site locations and assess the potential of the PTW to impact
cultural resources and historic properties (Graves 2012).
A portion of the PTW bisects the Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill Historic District and passes within approximately
100 feet of Hart’s Mill, the Simeon Hart Residence, and within the historic construction area of the American
Canal. Each of these historic period cultural resources is either listed in or eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP), or they are Texas State Heritage Landmarks. Because of the planned
path of the PTW, the Texas Historical Commission (THC) required archeological monitoring under their
review authority of projects that may have an adverse effect on historic properties. The monitored portion is
a small segment of the overall PTW project.
Two permits were required for development and implementation of the archeological monitoring program,
one from the THC and another from the USIBWC. The first to be obtained was a permit through the THC for
cultural resource investigations associated with planning the larger PTW project. THC permit #6245 was
issued and later amended to apply THC permit stipulations to the archeological monitoring work. Obtaining
12
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a THC permit is required by Texas statutes and City of El Paso regulations to comply with state statutes for
any project that may impact cultural resources.
The second permit obtained was from the United States International Boundary and Water Commission
(USIBWC) as most of the PTW being monitored would be on federal property managed by this agency.
USIBWC Permit LSF G-1840 was issued for this work on USIBWC jurisdiction.
The balance of surface ownership involved is either privately owned or is city property. City of El Paso staff
obtained permission to occupy private property prior to implementing PTW construction. The end result
being that the city obtained permission from each landowner or manager prior to implementing the
construction portion of the PTW and had the necessary permits in place to conduct the work that satisfied
state and federal requirements. Because the PTW is a municipal water transmission line, its regulatory
nexus was primarily that of The City of El Paso, but because federal property and a federal agency permit
were involved, approving interactions with historic properties, the context of assessment of impacts is
oriented toward that of a federal undertaking. Nevertheless, the PTW project is a municipal endeavor
compliant with Texas requirements.
Implementation of an archeological monitoring program for the PTW portion selected and approved by the
THC was one step in mitigating the potential for adverse effects to historic properties that may occur due to
project approval and construction. Other steps include making the results of the monitoring effort available
by generating an accessible record of what was in the PTW path that includes observations of context,
associations and formation processes, photographs, maps, site records, and artifacts for which this
summary report serves as an introduction. Some of the information obtained during monitoring is considered
confidential as it relates to the location and potential content of archeological deposits. Standing and visible
resources as well as archeological deposits that have been removed or substantially modified are discussed
freely within this summary document. Discussions of archeological deposits not explored beyond the extent
of PTW disturbances are cursory in order to maintain confidentiality regarding location and content. Records
of locations and composition of all resources encountered in the PTW monitoring effort are on file with the
THC under their designations listed in Table 1.
A. Project Description
1. Overall Project Description

The PTW is located at the west base of the Franklin Mountains in northwest El Paso and can be found on
the Smeltertown 31106G5 (1994) USGS 7.5’ topographic quadrangle (Figure 1). The project area
encompasses 3.1 miles between -106.529548, 31.792403 degrees (northwest) and -106.504871,
31.764421 degrees (southeast). The northwestern and southeastern limits of the linear project area lie near
the northern bank of the Rio Grande, and the central portions of the project are located within the Former
ASARCO boundaries managed by the Texas Custodial Trust for remediation. The PTW Project is required
to address the steady increase in population on the west side of El Paso. ARCADIS coordinated with both
the Texas Department of Transportation and the appropriate railroads on the project and alignment to
ensure project construction areas were not overlapping. Several arroyos, the American Canal, and areas
within the Former ASARCO property are considered jurisdictional by the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers,
Albuquerque due to the arroyos flowing directly into the Rio Grande. ARCADIS is coordinating installation of
the PTW with ongoing remedial actions within the Former ASARCO property
13
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2. Monitoring-Specific Project Description
Approximately 16 percent (2674 feet) of the total project alignment (Figure 2) passes through the Old Fort
Bliss National Register Historic District and two historic period surface artifact scatters. A permit for
excavation (#6245) was obtained from the Texas Historical Commission (THC) during testing prior to
pipeline construction and was later extended to include archeological monitoring during pipeline construction
through this portion of the alignment. Materials, design, and methods employed for installation of the PTW in
the monitored portion did not differ substantially from those employed elsewhere on the project. The primary
difference was the archeological monitoring requirement which did not influence construction methods or
schedule.
B. Disturbance
The PTW includes installation of a 48 inch transmission waterline employing vegetation clearing,
mechanical trenching, and trenchless technologies. Vegetation removal was limited to that growing in areas
in the working path and temporary construction easement. The removed vegetation consisted primarily of
giant reed, some small mesquites, several rabbit brush plants, and a few salt cedar trees. Portions of fence
were removed and slated for replacement according to stipulations called out on construction plans. A
substantial amount of modern refuse was also present throughout the area monitored, chiefly along the
fence line marking the boundary of USIBWC jurisdiction. Excavation depth was between 8 to 17 feet below
existing ground surface with the width varying according to methods employed to comply with Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations. In some locations the trench was flared to provide
adequate sloping for safety and in other locations a trench box or trench shield was used. Excess dirt was
stockpiled within the construction easement for use in backfilling the trench and establishing the finish
grade. Finish grade will be consistent with the elevation and contour of the working path at the start of
excavation.
The north segment of the PTW includes a tie in location on Paisano Drive; then the route traverses due east
under an existing stone quarry access road until it meets the access road for the El Paso Wastewater
Treatment plant. The route travels across Executive Drive and parallels the proposed new Border Highway
project until it reaches the Smeltertown Cemetery. The pipeline will traverse under the Smeltertown
Cemetery utilizing drilling (the entry pit is approximately 60 feet north of the cemetery), exiting southeast of a
slag pile within the Former ASARCO facility. The central segment crosses under existing rail lines within
Former ASARCO property onto an existing unnamed black-topped road and continues southeast. The
south segment includes a section that runs along and under Paisano Drive and parallels the left bank of the
American Canal until it turns east towards the southern boundary of the University of Texas at El Paso
(UTEP). The south segment will be drilled under Doniphan Drive, Schuster Ave, the railroad tracks and
Interstate 10 and will tie into the existing EPWU supply line in the UTEP parking area. EPWU has worked
closely with the Texas Department of Transportation (TXDOT) to confirm no spatial conflicts with their
planned road projects.
C. Area of Potential Effects
According to 36 CFR 800.16(d), the area of potential effects (APE) is the geographic area within which an
undertaking may directly or indirectly cause changes in the character or use of historic properties, if such
properties exist. The APE is influenced by the geographic area, the scale and nature of the undertaking, and
the effects (physical, visual, auditory, atmospheric). In defining the APE of the current undertaking, direct
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physical and visual effects had the highest potential to change the character of historic properties. The PTW
was designed primarily as an underground or buried water transmission pipeline. Excavation for the pipeline
and creation of work and storage areas presented obvious potential for physical impact to archeological
components of historic properties. Above-ground features of the PTW were planned to consist primarily of
manhole vaults and relief valve ports. The PTW comprises 3.1 miles of proposed linear corridor (3.1 miles
linear disturbance areas times 100 ft buffer or 78.04 acres) within which development, operation, and
maintenance of the PTW was anticipated to impact cultural resources.
Although an APE can readily extend well beyond the physical footprint of a proposed undertaking, the APE
of the monitored portion and current undertaking was limited to active working surfaces, disturbance for
creating working areas and access, and to visual impacts. Most visual impacts were temporary and
remediated following construction. Some above-ground features of the PTW will remain visible, but are
generally consistent with features already in place and viewable from historic properties with line of sight to
the PTW alignment.
Four cultural resources were previously recorded in the monitored area and included 41EP37 –Old Fort
Bliss/Hart’s Mill National Register Historic District; 41EP37-B, a historic period refuse scatter within the
district; and 41EP6782 –historic period refuse scatter. The American Canal had been previously
recommended eligible for the NRHP, but prior to the monitoring program it remained unrecorded. It has now
been assigned trinomial designation 41EP7014.
The final PTW monitoring APE was approximately five acres and included the entire area within which
development, operation, and maintenance of the proposed undertaking may impact cultural resources.
ARCADIS defined the APE based on the best information available regarding proposed impacts of the PTW
and the best available data for archeological and historic property locations at the time of the writing of the
monitoring plan. Archeological monitoring was conducted within the described APE.
D. Acreage of Survey and Archeological Monitoring
ARCADIS conducted a pedestrian survey of the overall PTW alignment covering a total of 3.1 miles (Graves
2012) comprising approximately 78 acres. The survey included shovel tests along the proposed PTW
corridor. ARCADIS archeologists clustered shovel testing at the southern and northern extent of the
Smeltertown (La Calavera) Cemetery to define its boundary and reduced shovel test spacing from 100 feet
to 50 feet in areas east and south of 41EP37 – Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National Register Historic District.
As a result, the entire proposed PTW APE was inspected in 2012 using intensive methods to identify
archeological deposits within the proposed PTW corridor.
An archeological monitoring program was required and implemented for the portion of the PTW within and
near the Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National Register Historic District. The area subject to archeological
monitoring encompassed 2,674 feet of the PTW alignment. This length extended from where the American
Canal exits a crossing under U.S. Highway 85 (Route 85) also identified as West Paisano Drive, to the
water line’s crossing under the southern end of Doniphan Drive just north of the Franklin Canal (Figure 2).
The width of this area varies from approximately 25 feet wide at the northern end to a maximum of 160 feet
near the southeast end of the monitored portion. It included temporary easements for work areas, spoils
piles, equipment staging, and construction excavation for this portion of the PTW and involved
approximately five acres.
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V. Environmental Setting
A. Present Environment
1. General Topographic Features
The project is located in the Basin and Range physiographic province of Texas (Ferring 2007). The area is
commonly known as the Trans-Pecos (referring to west of the Pecos River) region of Texas and is within the
Chihuahuan Desert. Peaks of the Franklin Mountains command much of the view in the general area.
2. Project Area
a. Topography
The native topography would have been flat floodplain with small alluvial rises or fluvial gravel bars in the
immediate project area. Any current understanding of the natural topography must utilize past references or
historic photographs due to the high level of disturbance that has taken place throughout the PTW project
area.
b. Hydrology
The primary water source in the project area historically was the Rio Grande. Small, unnamed local
drainages drain roughly west to this primary source. Limited rain (9.4 inches annually) and snow (5.1 inches
annually) contribute to a very low or absent amount of available surface water through a given year. In 1938,
the American Canal was constructed to extract the United States’ allotment of water from the Rio Grande
and transport it to the Franklin Canal for municipal and agricultural use and distribution (Ackerly 1999).
Direct access to the canal as a water source was limited, and the principal source of domestic water was the
city water distribution system in place prior to 1938.
c. Geology
Exposed geology across the Basin and Range region of Texas includes rocks from Precambrian to
Quaternary. The major bedrock underlying the project area is Quaternary gravels deposited by the Rio
Grande (Bureau of Economic Geology 1992). However, there are bands of andesite that outcrop into the
north end of the archeologically monitored portion of the PTW. These same rocks appear in the surrounding
landscape to the northeast as tilted bands cloaked by alluvial and colluvial sedimentary deposits.
d. Soils
Soil formation in the project area is weak and subject to a number of effects that limit or interrupt soil
development. Nevertheless, the matrix encountered during monitoring was generally rich and moist with
only the upper portion becoming dry, while the deepest strata could be saturated. Sediment in the project
area consists primarily of gravelly loam or sandy loam deposits. They formally consist of Pleistocene
gravelly alluvium known as Delnorte-Canutio association, which are present on the surface and extend to at
least 80 inches in some places (NRCS http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov). Gravelly loam and sandy loams
were observed within the project area. It is important to note that although the PTW alignment is separated
from the current bank of the Rio Grande, the river would have meandered within its former channel to some
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extent. In this scenario the river could have altered course with sediments being eroded or deposited
depending on conditions at the time.
Prior to construction and archeological monitoring, the greatest potential for buried cultural materials was
near the recorded sites and along the river, although these locations are heavily disturbed, and cultural
materials may not retain their primary contextual position. Historical and modern disturbances and current
conditions of the area indicate a low potential for buried cultural materials retaining their primary context.
This was verified during monitoring, which clarified disturbance of surface and near-surface contexts had
substantially diminished the possibility of finding cultural materials from earlier periods in primary context.
However, some disturbances, in particular those associated with constructing the American Canal,
generated their own sequence of primary deposits which clarified associations between some cultural
resources in the area.
e. Vegetation
The northern Chihuahuan Desert is characterized as desert shrubland (Brown and Lowe 1980) consisting
largely of creosote bush, prickly pear cactus, cholla, blue grama, and a suite of other species. Vegetation
across the proposed PTW location included mesquite, saltbush, mustard, prickly pear, yucca, and the
invasive species of giant cane, salt cedar, and Russian thistle. Vegetation in the project area included few
examples of native flora and was either landscaped or dominated by invasive species typical of disturbed
surfaces in this climate.
3. Constraints on Discovery and Preservation
The general surface visibility was excellent during the linear survey preceding construction monitoring,
averaging 90 percent, and remained excellent throughout the archeological monitoring effort. Vegetation
cover increased slightly near the American Canal at the far north and southeast extent of the PTW project,
but was not a factor influencing visibility or access during construction monitoring. Weather was warm (70 to
100 degrees Fahrenheit) for the entire monitoring program, with some periods of seasonal rain generating
increased flow within arroyos and surface runoff conduits draining to the American Canal.
a. Factors that influence the discovery and preservation of cultural resources
Factors that influence the discovery and preservation of cultural resources in the area include, but are not
limited to, shifting littoral conditions along the river, early development of the location as a site for a
residence and mill, livestock trampling, river channelization, smelter operations, rail development and
removal, remediation activities, buried pipe lines, buried fiber optic lines, overhead power lines, canal
construction, fences, border fence construction and border protection, road construction and maintenance,
vehicular traffic, residential and commercial building construction and maintenance, brickyard operations,
parking lot construction, modern demolition and refuse discard, fill, push piles, and transient and full-time
residents in the immediate vicinity of the monitored project portion. Access to all portions of the project area
by roads or highways was very good. Local residents and transients have had consistent and direct
pedestrian access to the project alignment.
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VI. Background Research
The following discussion is focused on the portion of the PTW selected for archeological monitoring. The
results of research and pedestrian survey for the balance of the PTW alignment have already been reported
(Graves 2012). Figure 2 illustrates the portion of the overall PTW alignment selected for archeological
monitoring during construction. Only the resources on record when monitoring began were identified during
background research. These same few records were also discussed by authors of previous investigation
reports. The previously documented resources and prior investigations prompted initial research questions
explored during monitoring and were supplemented with others as monitoring progressed.
A. Research Design
The background research and pedestrian survey portions of the cultural resource investigation conducted in
2012 sought to identify cultural resources within a 100 foot-wide corridor along the PTW alignment.
Following this, an archeological monitoring program was implemented to further extend the goals of
research and survey to include areas disturbed during construction for the PTW where it flanks the
American Canal and passes through the Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National Register Historic District, and
selected areas nearby (Figure 2). Research, pedestrian survey, and construction monitoring were
conducted with three primary management goals in mind: 1) to locate cultural resources and delineate their
specific boundaries within the investigation areas; 2) to assess significance of those resources and potential
effects of the pipeline on them; and 3) make recommendations for resource treatment.
The three primary goals of the survey investigation, to identify, assess, and recommend, remained
appropriate goals for the archeological monitoring program as well. However, archeological monitoring
included large portions of the buried context within the prior survey area not previously accessible through
hand excavation but where the same goals could also be pursued.
Research questions guiding archeological considerations during monitoring were based on results of
previous cultural resource investigations. In general, the research questions were as follows: Would new
information about known archeological sites alter their prior assessment? Would deeply buried archeological
deposits be revealed? Would physical connections between the Old Fort Bliss Officer Quarters activity
areas and marginal areas of the American Canal be confirmed? Finally, has the extent of disturbance of the
area over time avoided areas that may yet retain opportunities for meaningful research and investigation?
The course of archeological monitoring generated a suite of research questions as new information was
obtained and new ideas could be examined in light of developing knowledge about the archeological context
within the construction pathway.
Graves (2012) offered two propositions during survey and testing that preceded construction regarding the
presence and preservation of archeological deposits.
•
The greatest potential for buried cultural materials is near the known sites and cemetery; although
these locations are heavily disturbed and any materials discovered may not retain specific contextual data
(Graves 2012).
This proposition held true and was borne out by facts observed during monitoring. Although monitoring was
limited to that portion of the PTW alignment flanking the American and Franklin Canals, this portion is near
and within several known sites and did reveal other sites not previously exposed or recognized as being
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more than 50 years old. It is true the area is heavily disturbed and observations during monitoring indicate
many portions of the buried context have been compromised.
•
There is little doubt that prior to the existing disturbance along the linear project area the probability
for discovering stable cultural deposits and historic and prehistoric artifacts would have been high. Current
conditions of the area, however, result in a very low potential for intact buried cultural materials (Graves
2012).
Both parts of this proposition were answered with mixed results. Monitoring revealed existing disturbance is
only the most recent expression of historical disturbance patterns and that those were very likely preceded
by natural disturbances in this littoral physiographic setting. In other words, the Rio Grande floods
periodically, as do the arroyos leading to it, encapsulating deposits or washing them away. Surfaces along
this particular portion of the river prior to 1850 would have been primarily subject to natural formation
processes such as inundation, sediment deposition, erosion, vegetation cover, vegetation loss, fire,
scavenging, weathering, and a host of microscopic and small-scale disturbances affecting preservation of
cultural remains. Use of the area by humans over time would have had less widespread effects but could
include complete removal or displacement of artifacts or disruption of surfaces and deposits. Oñate’s
crossing of the river here in 1598 could have meant substantial impacts to archeological deposits, or the
expedition might have passed them by altogether while leaving its own archeological imprint. This portion of
the Rio Grande offered Simeon Hart advantages he capitalized on when he constructed his residence and
mill circa 1850. With the exception of massive river events depositing substantial amounts of sediment that
could bury sites or similar events that could wash sites away completely, virtually all of the preceding
impacts to cultural deposits would have been superficial.
Settlement and its impacts on the landscape of the area increased once Hart settled and infrastructure for
his mill, hacienda, and the developing community took shape. Impacts would have included roads and trails,
material stockpiles, access points for water, and refuse disposal areas. This may have concentrated activity
in certain places resulting in elevated potential for replacing prior archeological imprints. However, early
development by Hart very likely did not involve ground disturbing activities with a deep extent. The
persistence of the Hart residence and mill location over time limited development within the immediate
vicinity of the mill and hacienda. Modern advances in earth-moving methods may only have impacted areas
at the margins of the Hart grounds. The current PTW installation is also along those margins, but where the
separation between the two is greater, the potential for intact buried deposits is also greater. Portions of the
PTW alignment corridor confirm the low potential for intact buried cultural materials on the river/canal side,
while areas farther from the canal have a higher potential for preservation.
Prior to monitoring, the PTW alignment was investigated through pedestrian survey and shovel test
sampling in May and June 2012 (Graves 2012). That investigation included shovel tests of two recorded
scatters of historic period materials. Both of these resource locations, 41EP37-B and 41EP6782, were
further examined during the archeological monitoring program. Substantive additional information about the
formation of these two surface scatters was obtained through monitoring that could not be obtained through
hand excavation of shovel tests.
However, the conclusion that scatter 41EP37-B did not extend into the PTW installation area and therefore
would not be affected by the PTW, proved incorrect. The PTW installation encompassed a large portion if
not all of this scatter location. However, exposures during construction demonstrated the surface scatter
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recorded as 41EP37-B formed as a result of disturbance to fill deposits placed during canal construction.
Their disturbance had to be after 1938 and was more likely after 1950.
Archeological monitoring’s basic function is to extend observations to large amounts of subsurface material.
It is effectively another form of survey but with some expectation that things are present to be found. This is
why the research goals of the survey and hand excavation preceding monitoring remained appropriate for
the monitoring effort. Prior work could only address surface and near surface expressions of the
archeological context, but the likelihood was that further down there remained an important consideration of
the THC, IBWC, and ARCADIS, as well as prior researchers (Ackerly 1999, Parsons 2000, and Lindemuth
2011), the city, and local historical preservation groups, among others.
Formulating new research questions during the course of fieldwork is common, especially when the pace
and extent of earthwork is enhanced by mechanical methods like those employed for construction
excavation projects. Very few questions that come from such conditions reflect middle range theories
regarding cultural behaviors or community development processes for example. These usually build on the
results of broad-based investigations or aggregated results from several; so middle range inquiry was
beyond the scope of the monitoring effort as an extension of survey goals. However, the nearest thing to
middle level research focus was what monitoring the exposure could reveal about site formation processes,
not only for known sites, but for any revealed during excavation.
A fairly concise group of questions regarding site formation processes were developed during monitoring as
more information about the area and its buried context was learned. Four of them were selected for
discussion in this report, but numerous other minor questions were posed, considered, explored and
discarded. Virtually, all the minor queries explored observations of sediments, objects, or contexts and
served as working hypotheses informing the larger topic of site formation process and the three primary
goals of the investigation. The following bulleted questions were asked almost continuously during
monitoring and helped formulate conclusions about cultural resources in the project footprint and the
immediate vicinity.
•

Are former surfaces preserved and discernible in the exposed profile, and if so are they datable?

•

Does the excavated exposure reveal one or more natural deposits, and if so how do they relate
spatially to cultural deposits in or near the exposure?

•

Is the exposed cultural deposit datable and how?

•

Does the cultural deposit intrude or encroach on another cultural resource and how?

Answers to these questions further informed considerations of eligibility and re-examination of conclusions
posed by prior investigators regarding the few sites known prior to monitoring. The research discussion
section of this report includes a more detailed exploration of these findings. In general they allowed
confirmation of prior recommendations regarding non-eligibility of the two historic artifact sites (41EP37-B
and 41EP6782). They facilitated assessing impacts of the American Canal on Old Fort Bliss archeological
contexts and confirmed conclusions of the 2012 survey and hand testing that recommended construction of
the PTW would have no adverse effect on historic properties. ARCADIS monitors were able to obtain and
document sufficient evidence of the sequence of formation processes in the project vicinity to support
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conclusions and base recommendations for future resource treatment that hopefully will benefit future
investigations.
B. Previous Investigations
The first research goal, identifying cultural resources and their specific boundaries within the PTW
alignment, was accomplished in part by consulting site and survey records of the Texas Archeological
Research Laboratory and through a program of intensive pedestrian survey and shovel testing where
previous studies had not been undertaken (Graves 2012). Background research consisted of three literature
and data searches including: file searches conducted through the Texas Archeological Sites Atlas
Restricted Information Access; local literature and photograph reviews; and review of Texas General Land
Office (GLO) Plats (Graves 2012).
Based on the file search, previous surveys occurred near and in some cases overlapped the PTW. These
included one survey for the Border Fence conducted in 2011 (Lindemuth), one survey for the EPWU water
transmission main line conducted in 2006 (Flowers), and one survey for the International Boundary and
Water Commission in 2009 (Stinchcomb, Karbula, Leezer, Stone, Frederick, and O’Mack). Approximately
0.5 mile of the proposed PTW was previously surveyed according to these records. To fully assess the
potential for the PTW to impact cultural resources a pedestrian survey with shovel testing was conducted
(Graves 2012) as part of the PTW pre-construction study to complete coverage and determine proximity of
existing sites to the PTW.
No prehistoric sites are known in the immediate area of the PTW. File searches identified one historic district
(41EP37) and two previously recorded archeological sites within the area to be monitored (41EP37-B and
41EP6782 see below). File searches did not report the American Canal among previously recorded
resources, but prior assessments of potential impacts to the canal from proposed upgrades (Ackerly 1999;
Parsons 2000) included recommendations the canal is eligible for NRHP listing under criteria A and C.
Construction and operation of the PTW would have no direct impact on canal attributes eligible under those
criteria.
The Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National Register Historic District (41EP37) encompasses approximately 23
acres as a single, nearly square representation of this former military post. The original Fort Bliss occupied
approximately 135 acres (Ruhlen 1893). It was established at this location in 1878 very near Hart’s Mill.
Simeon Hart settled in the area in 1850 and established Hart’s (flour) Mill in 1851. The U.S. government
acquired access to use Hart’s mill in 1878, following Hart’s death, and incorporated it functionally into Fort
Bliss. Fort Bliss was in operation at this location until 1893 when a different location (its current one) was
acquired (THC 2014). At that point the U.S. government property straddling the PTW was liquidated,
obtained by private owners, and has since been referred to as Old Fort Bliss distinguishing it from the
current Fort Bliss. Within the district now are two large former Fort Bliss officer quarters buildings currently
occupied as apartments, three brick buildings constructed after 1929, and the La Hacienda restaurant that
was formerly Simeon Hart’s residence used as an officer’s club at Old Fort Bliss (Bell and Hume 1971). The
officer quarters at 41EP37 are 100 feet east of the PTW waterline disturbance.
Site 41EP37-B was recorded as a surface scatter of late nineteenth to middle twentieth century artifact
fragments. It is within the boundary of the Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National Register Historic District. When
the surface scatter was identified and recorded in 2011, it was recognized as a scatter of refuse at least
spatially associated with Old Fort Bliss. Recorders recommended extending the district boundary to
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encompass the scatter (Lindemuth 2011). Shovel tests conducted during survey and testing confirmed site
boundaries and that the surface scatter did not extend to include subsurface deposits (Graves 2012:11).
The absence of contiguous subsurface deposits and the superficial and disturbed context of the scatter
prompted recommendations the surface scatter was not eligible for NRHP listing, even though the items
identified may have been associated with the Old Fort Bliss occupation. In other words, the surface scatter
identified as 41EP37-B was recommended not eligible, with the possibility PTW construction could reveal
new information.
Site 41EP6782 was recorded as a scatter of debris dating from the late nineteenth to middle twentieth
century. The scatter was recorded east of the left bank of the American Canal where the transmission
waterline was to be installed and north of site 41EP37-B. Site 41EP6782 was originally recorded as a
surface scatter and associated sparse subsurface deposit, confirmed by testing, and was recommended
ineligible for NRHP listing (Graves 2012:2).
C. Additional Sources
A review of GLO records for El Paso revealed the BLM has no records for this area in Texas. Alternative
sources of ownership history relevant to features that would express themselves in the archeological record
were not obtained prior to field monitoring.
Four historical markers are present near the PTW project alignment. These markers include La
Hacienda/Simeon Hart, Camino Real, El Molino, and Old Fort Bliss. These historical markers are
educational in nature and not placed at the exact location of historic places or events but are proximal to
locations recognized when the monuments were erected. They commemorate places now recognized as
historic properties eligible for or listed on the NRHP and recognized by the state of Texas. Interestingly, they
are placed in a group outlined by re-purposed railroad crossties reportedly in the location of Hart’s Mill.
Photographs of the area taken prior to 1934 and showing the monuments in 1961 (Figures 3, 4 and 5)
confirm the approximation is generally accurate. During PTW construction the monuments, immediate open
space and La Hacienda were fenced and secured from intrusions by construction personnel, materials,
equipment, and activity.
Two aerial photographs not accessed prior to the beginning of archeological monitoring were obtained from
two sources in El Paso. Mark Howe, Archeologist with the USIBWC, provided electronic format copies of a
1929 aerial photograph (Figure 3). This image clarified several misunderstandings about which buildings
had been present prior to installation of the American Canal, as well as what buildings had been erected
afterward when reviewed in conjunction with historical photographs taken during canal construction. Figure
3 is a composite showing the 1929 aerial image superimposed over a current aerial image with the footprint
of the American Canal and its construction area shown as well to illustrate the historical area involved in
constructing the canal in 1938.
Bernie Sargent, Chairman of the El Paso County Historical Commission, provided a copy of a 1961 aerial
photograph of the south corner of the PTW monitoring area (Figure 4). This photo was instrumental in
providing an age for 41EP37-F in this area as well as conditions that had changed in the area since 1929.
Mr. Sargent also forwarded a digital photograph of a framed photo taken by Maria Luisa Flores possibly as
early as 1930 (Figure 5). These are included in this document for ease of reference and access, but the
original images will exhibit greater resolution.
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Figure 4

Aerial view of the southern end of the monitored PTW project area in 1961, looking southeast. North
is toward the bottom right of the image. Digital image provided by El Paso County Historical
Commission.

Figure 5

Overview of the Hart Residence and Mill near the southern end of the monitored PTW project area,
looking west. Photo by Maria Luisa Flores undated but probably circa 1930. Digital image provided
by El Paso County Historical Commission.
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D. Affected Resources
Three previously recorded sites were identified in the record search; 41EP37- the NRHP district, 41EP37-B
– an artifact scatter, and 41EP6782 – an artifact scatter. The American Canal was also recognized as being
next to the PTW construction area, although it was not previously recorded.
Site 41EP37 is a National Register Historic District known as Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill. Buildings remaining
from the 1890s period are approximately 100 feet east of the PTW, but approximately 1,661 feet of the
district is bisected by the PTW. Shovel tests conducted during pre-construction investigations for the PTW
confirmed physical remains of the district did not extend into the proposed installation area, and therefore
would not be directly affected by the PTW. The PTW installation scar and maintenance activity may be
observed from the district. However, installation was short-term and maintenance activity likely to be
infrequent. Vegetation, power lines, modern debris, fences, paved areas, modern buildings, the American
Canal, and the Border Fence are just a few examples of existing visual intrusions on the setting of Old Fort
Bliss. The overall visual contrast posed by the PTW will be very weak given the known disturbance and will
have no adverse visual effect to 41EP37 Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National Register Historic District.
41EP37-B – a scatter of artifacts, was tested and no subsurface component was identified (Graves
2012:11). As such it was recommended not eligible for NRHP listing but was spatially associated with the
NRHP district and would be in the path of PTW construction when implemented.
Site 41EP6782 was identified as a scatter of farmstead or fort debris recommended not eligible for NRHP
listing. The debris was identified east of backdirt created by construction of the American Canal near where
the PTW was designed for installation. There was a potential to directly impact portions of 41EP6782 during
PTW construction.
As an added note, the overall PTW included two other previously recognized resources. 41EP5792 is on the
Former ASARCO property well north of the segment selected for archeological monitoring. Site 41EP5792
is a set of heavily damaged bridge supports. The undertaking did not have the potential to physically affect
site 41EP5792 beyond temporary alteration of its setting during construction. Following installation of PTW
components the work area is to be returned to its prior grade and general condition, thus restoring its
setting. The other previously recognized resource is the Smeltertown Cemetery located approximately 60
feet from PTW construction. Shovel tests and other field observations indicated the PTW would not impact
the cemetery. Power lines, modern debris, roads, fences, and slag piles are remaining elements of the
setting in which the cemetery developed. The overall visual contrast would be very weak given the setting
and pose no effect to the cemetery.
E. Cultural Context
Archeological materials from the full range of prehistoric cultural periods are represented in the Trans-Pecos
region. However, the earliest periods, Paleoindian and the Early Archaic, are represented by only a small
number of sites. Important prehistoric site types in the region include rock shelters, lithic scatters, burned
rock middens, hearth fields, ring middens, and agricultural settlements. Prehistoric site densities can vary
from extremely high in some settings, such as certain ridge tops and areas near larger, more reliable
drainages, to nonexistent in settings that are environmentally homogenous, distant from water, or exhibit
little topographic relief. Factors affecting variability in site density are not always readily apparent. Previous
surveys in the general area have identified prehistoric sites on broad ridges or hilltops and on benches and
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terraces near larger drainages such as the Rio Grande. Many of these prehistoric sites, however, are small
artifact scatters lacking temporally diagnostic materials.
Prehistory in the Trans-Pecos region is conventionally divided into broad temporal periods (Mallouf 1985,
1986; Miller and Kenmotsu 2004; Simmons et al. 1989) consisting of the Paleoindian (12,000-8,000 BP),
Early Archaic (8,000-6,000 BP), Middle Archaic (5,000-2,500 BP), Late Archaic (2,500-1,000 BP), and the
Late Prehistoric (1,000-400 BP).
The Paleoindian period includes the Clovis, Folsom, Cody and Plano traditions, and is represented in the
Trans-Pecos region by the Clovis, Folsom, Plainview, Golondrina, Meserve, Angostura, and Lerma basally
ground, lanceolate projectile point types. More temperate, cool, and mesic conditions of the early
Paleoindian (Late Pleistocene/Early Holocene) period promoted more mosaic faunal assemblages,
including now extinct large mammal species such as mammoth and Bison antiquus. Paleoindian lifeways
are often considered to have been based on large mammal hunting accomplished by small, highly mobile
bands. Paleoindian isolated finds and sites have been recorded predominantly near major playas or along
rivers, but also in the mountains and alluvial fans.
The Early Archaic is marked by the onset of arid climatic conditions associated with the Altithermal.
Interpretations of human adaptation to drier and warmer conditions prompt expectations of decreased
population densities, and occupation of higher elevations (mountains and foothills rather than interior
basins). Drier conditions in lowland areas correlated with decreased forage for large game and a likely shift
of mammal populations to higher elevations. The Altithermal and the broader trend toward late Holocene
environmental conditions are associated with patterns of behavioral adaptation suggesting a more diverse
hunting and gathering lifeway. Changes in subsistence included growing diversification in the kinds of
resources exploited and new technologies used in their procurement and processing. Materials recovered
from Early Archaic sites in the Trans-Pecos region show increased numbers of plant resources along with
groundstone implements and burned rock features. Projectile points are stemmed and represented by the
Jay, Bajada, Martindale, Baker/Uvalde, Nolan, Pandale, and Bulverde types. Along with projectile point style
changes the raw materials selected for points during the Early Archaic also changed and use of coarse
grained materials became more common.
The Middle Archaic period in the Trans-Pecos region involved continuation of the Early Archaic broadspectrum hunter-gatherer lifestyle and a trend toward our modern climate. Increasing numbers of Middle
Archaic sites suggest increased population densities. The period is defined by the presence of large
stemmed, corner, and side-notched projectile points, with some basal notched forms, that include Langtry,
Val Verde, Castroville, Montell, Lange, Conejo, Almagre, Williams, Shumla, and Marcos types. Materials
recovered from Middle Archaic sites include basketry, sandals, cordage, matting, netting, pointed sticks,
stone and shell beads, antler flaking tools, groundstone, abraders, awls, and a wide variety of flaked lithic
tools. Stone-lined pit ovens appear to have been used to process plant foods. Sites include lithic scatters,
burned rock middens, hearth fields, and a few rock shelters. Middle Archaic sites typically occur in basin and
foothill zones, but several have been documented in mountain settings.
The Late Archaic period is marked by continuation of the broad-spectrum hunter-gatherer adaptation with a
marked increase in population and intensified food gathering practices. Late Archaic sites are found in all
areas of the Trans-Pecos region and were commonly reoccupied. The period is defined by the presence of
smaller corner and side-notched projectile points, with some bifurcated forms, that include Figeroa, Ellis,
Darl, Edgewood, Frio, Paisano, Palmillas, and Ensor types. There is an increase in groundstone with
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querns, manos, and metates commonly found at Late Archaic sites. Ring middens and stone-lined pit ovens
are more abundant as plant resources continue to be an important resource. Possible structures have been
recorded in the El Paso area attributed to the Late Archaic period. Early ceramics appear in the TransPecos region as early as 1,800 BP to 1,500 BP along with evidence of the introduction of such cultigens as
maize, cotton, and chili peppers.
The Late Prehistoric period saw a continuation of previous life ways with increased population densities
evidenced by proliferation of recorded archeological sites and radiocarbon dates of this period. The bow and
arrow became the dominant weapon used with smaller often side-notched projectile points such as the
Cliffton, Toyah, Scallorn, Perdiz, Livermore, Harrell, and Fresno types. Late Prehistoric ceramics include the
El Paso Brown, El Paso Polychrome, Chupadero Black on White, Jornado Brown, Three Rivers Red on
Terra Cotta, Mimbres Black on white, Northern Mexico wares, Galisteo Black on White, Black on Red
Glaze, and Middle Pecos Micaceous Brown types. The earliest and most prolific Late Prehistoric
occupations were the Jornado Mogollon agriculturalists who resided along the Rio Grande. Late Prehistoric
occupations within the interior Trans-Pecos region do not appear to represent agriculturalists.
History in the Trans-Pecos region is divided into five temporal periods (Hester 1999; Sanchez 1992;
Simmons et al. 1989) identified as Spanish Exploration (AD 1535-1659), Spanish Colonial (AD 1659-1821),
Mexican Colonial (AD 1821-1836), Texas Republic and Nineteenth Century American (AD 1836-1900), and
the Twentieth Century American (AD 1900-present).
Spanish Exploration in the Trans-Pecos region began in 1535 with Álvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca and his
companions sometime in the mid-1530s. Cabeza de Vaca was followed by numerous European explorers
including Francisco Vázquez de Coronado sometime in the early 1540s, the Rodríguez-Sánchez expedition
of 1581; the Espejo-Beltrán expedition of 1582 and the expedition under Juan de Oñate (Timmons 2014a).
Oñate’s expedition crossed the Rio Grande at a point west of what became downtown El Paso. He
designated the crossing point "El Paso del Río del Norte," which was perhaps the earliest use of the name
El Paso on the river. Oñate established a headquarters on the northern reaches of the Rio Grande as a
base for explorations into the southwest. His expectation was to encounter another population similar to that
of Mexico, but found the Pueblo Indian towns of the region lacking in gold or silver and resistant to Spanish
practices (Timmons 2014b). Spanish attention and interest in the region as a source of wealth waned in the
coming decades but was replaced with a renewed interest in expanding religious conversion through the
mission system.
The Spanish Colonial period began with the first frontier settlement and mission constructed near El Paso in
1659, although it was on the opposite bank. After this, the region was becoming settled following
establishment of this and other missions elsewhere in the Spanish province of New Mexico. By 1680,
Pueblo Indians revolted against the Spanish system and were successful at driving missionaries, settlers,
and soldiers alike from Pueblo lands to seek refuge in the region surrounding El Paso (Timmons 2014a).
This influx formed a base for ongoing settlement in the El Paso vicinity. Timmons (2014a) asserts that by
1750 as many as 5,000 people lived in the area including Spanish, Indians, and mixed-parentage residents.
The increasingly settled and stable population attracted other Indian tribes with raiding traditions including
various bands of Apache. Spanish efforts to defend their settlements prompted establishment of the presidio
of San Elizario in 1789 (Timmons 2014a). The theme of military intervention to shield the population from
Apache raids would be a continuing factor in the history of the project vicinity through the late 1800s.
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When Mexico was granted independence from Spain in 1821, the short-lived Mexican period began and can
be characterized as a continuation of Spanish Colonial subsistence and settlement practices but
independent of Spain. Ranching, agriculture, and various commercial enterprises became well developed in
this transition from Spanish to Mexican governance. Locally the largest influence on the population was the
fluctuating nature of the Rio Grande River capable of generating damaging floods (Timmons 2014a).
Mexican governorship practiced the granting of land tracts to individuals as part of mission system
secularization and redistribution of formerly Spanish government lands. One recipient of grant lands in the
El Paso vicinity was Juan María Ponce De León, who held lands that eventually became much of downtown
El Paso’s business district (Johnson 2014). Development of economic and community institutions in the
region slowed somewhat in response to decreased stability across southern Texas preceding the
declaration of Texas Independence in 1836. The drive for independence was in response to changing
government approaches to governance and culminated with the declaration. Doubtless the conditions
preceding it and the process of declaring independence were of keen interest to citizens and residents of
the El Paso area, but the direct effect of it on the population and daily life was limited.
The Republic of Texas was established in 1836, and in 1845 Texas was incorporated into the United States
of America. In 1846, the war with Mexico began. A notable action in the region took place in December
1846 when Col. Alexander Doniphan traversed El Paso del Norte to invade Chihuahua (Timmons 2014a).
The war concluded in 1848 with the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo which established the current border
between the two nations (Sides 2006:308). As a result, there was a marked increase in population,
settlements, and transportation routes. Major routes shifted orientation from the south to west. It was this
westward axis of attention that prompted several early entrepreneurs to settle in the area and establish
economic enterprises. One of which, establishment of El Molino by Simeon Hart, had a direct association
with the project vicinity.
1. The Immediate Project Vicinity

Juan Oñate’s crossing of the Rio Grande River in May 1598 is reported to have taken place at or near the
area monitored for the PTW (Lindemuth 2011:3-8). The scale of Oñate’s expedition would have left some
imprint on the landscape, but these impressions and any features probably could not persist against more
than 400 years of use and alterations to the crossing area. Nevertheless this expedition established a ford
across the Rio Grande that later served as a nexus of travel routes in the region and was a significant
contribution to economic and social developments in the trans-border region.
American owners of lands in the region included James Magoffin and Hugh Stephenson who owned tracts
prior to Texas’ independence from Mexico. By 1849, American investment in the El Paso footprint would
result in five additional communities established on the left bank of the river (Timmons 2014a). Of primary
interest for the PTW project alignment was that of Simeon Hart who establish a flour mill called El Molino.
Immediately north of the mill he constructed his home, which eventually became the La Hacienda
restaurant. He also established a sawmill on the property by 1850 (Lindemuth 2011). Hart signed contracts
with the U.S. Army to provide flour, which he continued up to the outbreak of the U.S. Civil War. In addition
to providing the Army with flour and similar provisions Hart operated a mail service between El Paso and
Santa Fe and a freight service between El Paso and Albuquerque (Lindemuth 2011; Timmons 2014c).
These endeavors may have influenced the archeological record in the project vicinity by prompting
construction or alteration of buildings and task areas associated with El Molino or his other enterprises.
Hart’s political and economic situation during the Civil War probably had no physical influence on his mill,
residence, or other facilities on the property.
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The iteration of Fort Bliss bisected by the PTW construction path was established in 1878 (Lindemuth 2011)
or 1879 (Metz 2014a). The site was selected, purchased by the U.S. Government, and consisted of
approximately 135 acres immediately north of Hart’s mill and residence. A primary task for troops garrisoned
at Fort Bliss was controlling hostile Indian activity in the surrounding region. Construction at the post was
slowed because the military labor force was engaged in field campaigns rather than on post. Following
Geronimo’s surrender in 1886, conditions in the region began to stabilize and the need for multiple military
forts diminished. Fort Bliss was at risk of being obsolete, but local community leaders contributed funds and
persuaded the government to maintain a post in the region, although at a new place, its current location
north of El Paso (Lindemuth 2011; Metz 2014a). Following this change the former location on the bank of
the Rio Grande became known as Old Fort Bliss and would not see military use until the Mexican
Revolution in the early 20th century.
Railroads and development of their infrastructure and interests played a substantial role in the history of El
Paso and the project vicinity. Railroad influence was significant in that it fostered development of large-scale
industry such as mineral processing. These large operations were large employers and drew Mexican and
American workers to the area. One such employer was the smelting operation west of the project area
established in 1887 by the Kansas City Consolidated Smelting and Refining Company to process copper
and lead ores from regional mines in Mexico and the U.S. (Kohout 2014a). This kind of large-scale industrial
development helped set the scene for El Paso reaching a population of more than 10,000 by 1890
(Timmons 2014a). Changes in the project area around this time had a lasting influence on the landscape.
An 1893 map of Fort Bliss shows the footprint of the military reservation bisected by track alignments of the
Union Pacific Railway and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
Local industrial developments in place by 1893 solidified shifts from El Paso’s former frontier attributes
characterized by military encampments, houses of gambling and prostitution, gun fights in the streets, and a
host of establishments and practices typical of frontier boomtown settings, toward more settled and
consistent attributes encouraged by improved economic stability, diversity, and modernization. As Timmons
states it, “reform-minded citizens conducted a campaign to curb El Paso's most visible forms of vice and
lawlessness, and in 1905 the city finally enacted ordinances closing houses of gambling and prostitution”
(Timmons 2014a). This shift in attitudes and goals for the local area coincided with the new century and
early years of the Twentieth Century American Period.
During the early decades of the Twentieth Century American Period El Paso continued to shed its former
frontier boomtown character and develop as a modern western American city. In 1899, the smelting
operation became part of the American Smelting and Refining Company (ASARCO) and was a major
employer in the El Paso area, which lead to development of Smeltertown approximately 1.5 miles north of
the project area. Prior to 1910 the plant employed nearly 900 workers (Kohout 2014a). By 1910, El Paso’s
population exceeded 39,000 and continued to grow (Timmons 2014a). The influence of the ASARCO plant
on El Paso was substantial in both its economic and environmental influence.
Another indicator of population increase and economic development in the region was increasing stress on
water resources. To address this U.S. and Mexican governments signed a treaty in 1906, which established
water amounts due each nation from the Rio Grande. The U.S. built the Elephant Butte Dam in New Mexico
and guaranteed the proper allotment to Mexico via their Acequia Madre in Juarez, two miles downstream of
the international border. The International Dam was constructed in 1907 and served as the physical point for
Mexico’s water allotment to be diverted, with the remainder going to the U.S. via the Franklin Canal.
Reportedly this allowed Mexico to remove more than their share resulting in reduced flow to irrigated lands
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in the El Paso valley. This situation and suspicion persisted to 1935 when Congress authorized construction
of the American Dam and American Canal upstream of the international boundary to ensure the U.S.
allotment could be obtained first. This proved an effective solution to the issue of treaty water distribution
(Metz 2014b).
El Paso and the project area in particular, have a close relationship with Ciudad Juarez immediately across
the Rio Grande in Mexico. Beginning in 1893 the Mexican Revolution was taking shape and as it evolved its
connections to El Paso would include important regional events. Victor Ochoa launched a revolutionary
movement against Porfirio Diaz, then president of Mexico. At the time Ochoa was a resident of El Paso
(Romo 2014). The Mexican Revolution had many other links with El Paso. In the 1890s, Diaz banished
Teresita Urrea, a prominent healer who then settled in El Paso, in 1908 an anarchist plot formed and failed
in El Paso; in 1909 U.S. President William Taft met with Mexican President Porfirio Diaz in El Paso, and by
1910 the Mexican Revolution began in earnest with thousands fleeing to El Paso and other points in the
U.S. to escape the violence. In 1911 revolutionary leader Francisco Madero established his offices in
downtown El Paso, and armed engagements in Juarez between Madero’s troops and Mexican federal
troops were observed from rooftops in El Paso in 1911 (Romo 2014). Revolution events in the El Paso area
also included the U.S. stationing troops on the border in 1911, Carranza’s supporters established a
Constitutionalist headquarters in El Paso in 1913, Mariano Azuela wrote the first novel about the revolution
in 1915 in El Paso, and “Pancho” Villa supporters killed American citizens on a train in Mexico in 1916
(Romo 2014). This latter event along with Villa’s raid on Columbus, New Mexico likely prompted a retaliatory
attack on Mexicans in downtown El Paso and the U.S. Army to order General John Pershing to lead 10,000
troops into Mexico in an unsuccessful effort to capture Villa (Romo 2014). Of particular interest and potential
impact to the project area were U.S. Army units bivouacked near the International Dam during a period of
seasonal flood in 1916.
By 1929, the project area exhibited a shift from a primarily military orientation to one composed of a mixture
of residential, commercial, and industrial developments. Major roads were paved, but minor roads and
neighborhood streets remained dirt and gravel surfaced. Changes in the project vicinity included demolition
of several former Army buildings and construction of new buildings under private ownership. West Paisano
Drive was well established by this time and included a bridge crossing of Hart’s Mill Arroyo and the railroad
tracks. Several industrial buildings had been established along railroad sidings within view of the project
area. An early form of what is now Doniphan Park was also present across the street from Hart’s residence
and a set of apartments was constructed facing Hart’s Mill Road and the park.
El Paso’s growth during the first decades of the twentieth century slowed during the 1930s. After reaching a
population of over 102,000 in the 1930 census, it declined to around 97,000 by 1940 (Timmons 2014a). In
the 1930s Hart’s Mill and residence had become repurposed. The residence became a restaurant and the
mill was largely demolished by the mid-1930s. By 1937 the American Canal had been planned and was
underway to its completion in 1938. Historic photographs of the canal under construction offer additional
insights into the development and use of the project vicinity in this period. These indications are primarily the
removal of small outbuildings and the construction of other buildings such as the long brick residences south
of the former officer quarters. Construction of the American Canal encroached on the riverside margins of
properties that previously extended to the river and in part channelized the left riverbank (Figure 3).
By 1961 the built environment along the monitored portion of the PTW was essentially as it was in 2012 with
a few specific exceptions south of Hart’s residence. In general, the area had continued its development
toward industrial and commercial uses, although the former officer quarters and the brick buildings facing
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Doniphan Park were residential. Some of these buildings, extant in 2012, had been erected since 1938.
This may reflect a need for worker housing close to the mills, the ice plant, and other industries along the
railroad sidings across West Paisano Drive. West Paisano Drive/ U.S. 85 had become almost twice as wide
and fully paved with a new bridge overcrossing lanes leading to and from downtown El Paso. This is very
much as it was when cultural resource surveys for the PTW were conducted in 2012. The property along the
Franklin Canal had been developed. It included a large metal shed or warehouse building east of the arroyo
and accessible from Doniphan Drive. The former Simeon Hart residence had become La Hacienda
restaurant with a paved parking area to its south. The former mill footprint was preserved as a group of
monuments accessible from the restaurant parking lot. Also by 1961 the vehicle bridge crossing the
American Canal at the foot of Hart’s Mill Road had lost its decking and served only as support for a
municipal sewer main.
Since 1961 the project vicinity has continued as a mixed use locale supporting residents and small industrial
businesses. The large industries across West Paisano Drive closed and were replaced with an architectural
salvage business and social outreach services and facilities. Intensified management of the international
border largely since the late 1980s has had an impact on use and development of this corner of El Paso that
overlooks portions of Ciudad Juarez in Chihuahua, Mexico. Historical photographs of the area indicate
substantial development of neighborhoods across the border, somewhat in step with development in El
Paso. This trans-border development reflects economic and social developments in both cities enhanced
through physical connections such as roads, but also family and social group ties, and commercial
opportunities. Illicit drug trafficking, economic, and immigration challenges in both countries of late have
made formerly casual excursions between these cities a rarity. The monitored portion of the PTW allowed a
rare view into the buried context of El Paso’s history while it passed through a unique portion of this dynamic
and still changing city.
In general the rural counties of the Trans-Pecos are still the least populated areas in Texas with
approximately three-fourths of the rural Trans-Pecos population living in eight or nine small towns. Today,
extensive cattle grazing is the dominant commercial land use in rural areas of the Trans-Pecos as only small
scattered areas have sufficient water for irrigation. Aridity and long-standing land-tenure practices have
combined to produce unusually large ranches and low animal densities across this region. Major
transportation routes cross the Trans-Pecos region oriented primarily from east to west. The former focus
toward the south that dominated the region until the mid-1800s shifted, but the shift has reflexed in the past
50 or 60 years. El Paso del Norte was originally on a strategic historic north-south trail connecting Mexico
City with Santa Fe, New Mexico, and today more than forty million people a year cross the border at this
point (Schmidt 2012).
a. Known Site Density
No prehistoric and very few historic period sites have been recorded within the PTW project vicinity. A
review of prior investigations revealed several historic period resources are present but not recorded.
Nevertheless, ARCADIS anticipated a low probability of new site discoveries based on previous projects in
the area. Historic period structures and debris related to fort activity and associated historic period
settlement were thought to be the most likely to be encountered during monitoring. These kinds of deposits
would probably have been localized to areas nearest remaining and former post buildings, with river margin
refuse deposits anticipated within the PTW construction path flanking the canal construction path. Overall
density was estimated at approximately one site of any period per 40 acres.
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b. Known Cultural Themes
Archeological materials from the full range of prehistoric and historic culture periods are represented in the
Trans-Pecos region of Texas and specifically in and near El Paso. Although no prehistoric sites have been
recorded near the PTW project, known historic cultural themes from the study area are typically military and
industry. These are largely manifest as structures dating between 1850 and 1899 and structures and debris
from the early to middle decades of the twentieth century.
c. Chronological Placement and Environmental Setting of Known Sites
Prehistoric and historic sites within the Trans-Pecos, both long term and temporary, tend to be located near
dependable water sources and on higher ridge tops. Prehistoric sites within the Trans-Pecos are generally
lithic scatters or campsites/habitations. Lithic procurement sites occur within areas having silicate outcrops.
Sandy eolian deposits and stable alluvial deposits, when present, offer excellent potential for buried cultural
materials and have been found to contain artifacts and features representing 10,000 years of occupation in
the Trans-Pecos region. Historic sites are generally debris scatters with or without structural features that
are usually associated with settlement during early periods and with industrial development during later
historic periods.

VII. Methods of Survey and Monitoring
A. Summary of 2012 Survey Methods
The pedestrian survey ARCADIS conducted in 2012 involved three people traversing the proposed PTW
alignment’s survey buffer spaced at 50 foot intervals covering a total width of 100 feet. Geographic
Information System (GIS) files were loaded onto Global Positioning System (GPS) devices providing on-thefly guidance in the field. Attention was given to areas of enhanced visibility, such as ant mounds, animal
trails, gopher holes, deflated areas, disturbed areas, and eroded exposures. No previously recorded sites
were updated, and no cultural resources were recorded during the 2012 investigation and no new or revised
site maps were produced.
B. 2012 Testing Strategy
THC called for shovel tests to be excavated as part of during ACRADIS’ 2012 survey investigation. In
general, a shovel test was excavated every 100 feet along the proposed PTW. However, they were limited
to areas that did not exhibit extensive modern or recent disturbance. Shovel tests were placed to expose the
horizontal and vertical extent of recorded site deposits and to offset reduced visibility where deposition or
vegetation cover obscured surfaces. Shovel tests were typically dug to at least two feet deep and 1.5 feet
wide. Obstructions within the shovel test commonly precluded deeper excavation. The dirt from shovel tests
was screened through ¼-inch hardware cloth. Each shovel test was documented using field forms to
capture observations of sediment color, texture, and type; potential for cultural resources, etc. All shovel
tests were backfilled following documentation. Shovel test intervals were reduced to 50 feet within the Old
Fort Bliss Historic District and nearby areas. Exceptions to shovel test placement in this area included paved
parking lots and areas extensively disturbed by modern construction.
Shovel tests along that portion of the PTW alignment later slated for monitoring revealed heavily reworked
dirt, construction debris, modern surface refuse, and suggested disturbances associated with constructing
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the American Canal. The width of disturbance was not documented in engineered plans or previous reports,
but historic photographs indicate a disturbance width over 50 feet (Figure 6). Shovel tests in this area did not
exceed 50 centimeters depth due to the degree of previous disturbance.

Figure 6

Canal construction December, 1937, looking upstream. Photograph copied from Ackerly 1999:39.

C. PTW Construction Excavation Sequence
A brief explanation of the sequence and process of construction excavation are offered as context for
understanding conditions during monitoring. The onsite monitor had no control over excavation contractor
staff, equipment, schedule, sequence, or methods. Authority to stop work was not exercised. The
excavation contractor and staff accommodated each monitor’s need to establish safe and effective
observation points, access the trench, explore finds, investigate, and document things during the course of
excavation.
The excavation sequence included marking, clearing, grubbing, excavation, lowering, joining, shading,
backfill, compaction, and final grading. Marking involved placement of station markers along the
construction path at 50 foot intervals. These were identified from a project alignment reference point and
annotated with the station number e.g., 146+50, with values increasing from north to south. These points
provided spatial reference for the horizontal and vertical placement of the pipeline. Approved work areas
(Figure 2) were then cleared of debris and grubbed to remove vegetation as needed. The principal piece of
excavation equipment was the tracked excavator sometimes referred to as a track hoe (Figure 7). The
excavator completed a segment of cut then lowered in a piece of pipe for joining before shifting position to
begin another portion of the cut. Excavation was followed by shading, backfill, compaction with a wheel, and
final grading. Marking, clearing and grubbing were completed for large portions of the monitored alignment
before excavation began. The sequential stages of construction, from excavation afterward, were started
and in progress as the next stage began.
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Figure 7

Tracked excavator, spoil piles, and front end loader, looking north. Photo taken by Russ Collett,
July 25, 2013.

In some portions of the alignment, primarily the southeast leg, trenching was begun from the surface. A
tracked excavator was used and piled excavated material to the side (i.e., spoil). The spoil was scooped by
a loader and taken to a stockpile (Figure 7). Some spoil was screened to remove potentially damaging
objects larger than four inches, which created backfill to shade the pipe. A trench shield was used for much
of the monitored alignment and the decision to use or not use the shield was influenced by local conditions
such as depth of cut and available work space. Where the shield was not used, the trench walls were
sloped back to stabilize them during installation and backfill (Figure 8). This meant the width of the cut could
be as much as 35 feet. Where the shield was employed, an excavator began by digging a small portion of
the trench then dragged the shield into position (Figure 9). Then the trench was deepened and lengthened
to allow the shield to fit within the cut. The shield measured 52 feet long and seven feet wide. Enough to
accommodate a standard 48 inch by 50 foot pipe segment with about one foot to either side of it inside the
shield. The excavator was employed to lower pipe into the trench using a sling. This mix of methods was
applied primarily from the existing bore pit at Doniphan Drive to the bend where the American Canal met the
Franklin Canal. From this bend northward the shield was in regular use. Observation of the exposed cut in
shielded areas was accomplished by tracking progress of the excavator with each incremental movement of
the shield, usually about eight feet at a time.
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Figure 8

Excavation in progress with trench sides sloped for safety, looking northwest. Photo taken by Russ
Collett, July 31, 2013.

Figure 9

Excavating the trench shield into position, looking west. Photo taken by Russ Collett, July 30, 2013.
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Beginning at the south end of the federal property the upper portion of the canal levee was removed to form
a working bench for the construction path (Figure 7). The depth of this initial cut varied from two feet to as
much as six feet below the original surface. Clearing this area before excavation included grubbing out giant
reed, mesquite, and removal of modern trash and portions of varied fences along the property line (Figure
10). A backhoe was used for some of this and the loader for removal of many of the fence posts. The loader
and excavator were used to make the initial cut forming a working bench (Figure 7). Once the bench was
formed the shield was dragged into position and the pipe trench excavated into the bench. As the width of
the workspace narrowed toward the north, an off-road dump truck was used to haul spoil from the cut to the
stockpile (Figure 11).

Figure 10

Clear and grub in progress along the federal property fence, looking southeast. Photo taken by
Russ Collett, July 24, 2013.
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Figure 11

Using a dump truck to haul spoil from the head of the cut, looking north-northeast. Photo taken by
Russ Collett, August 21, 2013.

D. 2013 Monitoring Methods
Methods employed for monitoring were consistent with industry practice and conformed to both the THC
and USIBWC permits. Points from which to observe the exposed cut were selected for safety and best
available safe vantage. Photographs were taken using digital cameras with hard copy photo notes
transcribed to a running log maintained as an Excel spreadsheet (Appendix B). Daily activity notes were
sketched to paper then transcribed to a Word document with greater detail (Appendix C). A running log of
items and features observed was maintained with station numbers, position within the excavation path,
depth, and details specific to each find (Appendix D). Opportunities to enter the construction cut to inspect
sediments or cultural materials were selected for safest opportunity as well as most effective access to
contents. Time spent in deep cuts was limited.
Drawings of selected profiles were made to scale. Descriptions of sediment layers were compiled and
accompany the profile drawings (Appendix E). A printed set of project engineering maps was used to clarify
station numbers, nearby infrastructure, and to capture impromptu comments and notes for transcription.
Regular contact with the client representative, USIBWC representative, and Principal Investigator was
maintained by phone and e-mail. Members of the El Paso historic preservation community, EPWU, and
USIBWC visited the site on multiple occasions during construction. These meetings included the monitor
during breaks in excavation activity and resulted in obtaining several additional sources of historical
information not encountered during prior research.
Material culture observed in work areas was documented regardless of age or perceived source or
association with nearby historic sites. Present along the federal property fence was a substantial amount of
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modern trash including clothing, food packaging, broken toys, broken electronics, furniture fragments, and a
few automotive parts. These were documented as a running tally by station number or station number
bracket such as items between 146+00 and 146+50 (Appendix D). Selected objects were collected. Their
find location was mapped or noted by area and a description entered to the artifact catalog (Appendix F)
accompanying the collection. Mapping of observations and finds was accomplished using a combination of
direct notation to engineering plans and recording with sub-meter global positioning system units.
Hand and Guided Mechanical Excavations

The initial construction excavation cut behind the Old Fort Bliss Officer Quarters revealed culturally placed
fill deposits. The question of age and origin was raised and explored through hand excavation to obtain a
sample of content and prepare exposed cut walls for scale drawings and photographic documentation. The
working hypothesis was that deposits containing artifacts were directly associated with occupation of Old
Fort Bliss prior to its abandonment by 1894. Alternatively, the deposits could reflect occupation of the
buildings after 1893, or that they were associated with construction of the American Canal.
Hand work began by clearing the exposed profile and documenting selected portions in drawings and digital
photos (Figure 12). This revealed the sequence of layers in the exposed profile. The sequence extended
from recently disturbed spoil overlying the levee surface at the time construction began and continued down
to the base of the initial cut, which had reached native sediments at a depth of approximately four feet. Each
natural and cultural layer was described and included in a scale drawing. The content and composition of
each layer was recorded and edited as new information and detail was obtained during the process. The
drawings and descriptions are included in Appendix E).

Figure 12

Fill deposits exposed during initial cut behind former officer quarters, looking east-northeast. Photo
taken by Russ Collett, August 1, 2013.
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Following this, a notch was hand excavated perpendicular to the face of the cut and effectively tangential to
the canal and federal property fence in this area (Figure 13). Beginning at the surface, each layer was
removed and the material passed through ¼ inch hardware cloth to separate fine sediment from larger
components and artifacts. Observations supplementing layer descriptions were noted. Objects selected for
collection included anything that was not a natural deposit constituent. Natural constituents, such as sand,
caliche, unmodified stream cobbles, and unmodified bedrock boulders, were discarded to the cut. Collected
objects were placed in polyethylene bags with their provenience recording location and layer. Following
hand excavation, additional photographs were taken and a detailed profile drawing made.

Figure 13

Hand excavation of fill deposits behind former Old Fort Bliss officer quarters, looking northnortheast. Photo taken by Mark Howe, August 3, 2013.

Following completion of hand excavation, a series of guided mechanical excavations was conducted. These
were placed to expose and track the extent of cultural layers and allow their further description and
documentation prior to pipeline trench excavation. Three mechanical excavation foci were placed in the
PTW alignment north of the former Officer Quarters. Each was guided by the field monitor and extended
from the surface of the levee access road down through culturally placed fill layers to native sediment
(Figure 14). This process provided information to assess the age and origin of cultural layers flanking the
canal and resulted in collection of 279 objects. Those objects were cataloged and provided information
about their age, origin, and presence in the left American Canal levee.
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Figure 14

Guided mechanical excavation to expose fill deposits flanking the canal, looking north. Photo taken
by Russ Collett, August 9, 2013.

Objects collected during hand excavation and guided mechanical excavations were processed at an off-site
field laboratory established for the purpose in a motel room. No specialized equipment was needed for
cleaning and documenting items. Bone, rusty metal, adobe, and fragile or friable items were bagged and
assigned a provenience and field catalog number. Durable items such as glass and ceramic were dry
brushed then rinsed in clear tap water to remove crusted matrix. Wet items were placed on a rack to air dry
completely before being placed in polyethylene bags with a provenience tag including the field catalog
number. Items with maker’s marks or other potentially diagnostic markings were photographed to capture
those markings. All collected items were photographed in greater or lesser detail as part of the catalog
process. The cleaned, bagged and tagged collection was packaged in cardboard boxes for handling and
transfer. All of the collected items were obtained on federal property and are in the possession of the
USIBWC El Paso Section at their offices in El Paso, TX.
E. Weather and Ground Conditions during Monitoring
Field conditions did not hamper access, opportunities for observation, or documentation methods, and are
not believed to have negatively affected results. Weather during monitoring was warm with some periods of
overcast and even rain. During one rain event, Hart’s Mill Arroyo bisecting the PTW alignment became
blocked, overtopped its banks and flooded the trench and pipe installed up to that point, but excavation in
this area had already been monitored and there was no negative effect of flooding on monitoring.
Vegetation was cleared during the grubbing stage of construction and was also monitored with items
observed at the surface noted to a running list.
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VIII. Results of Archeological Monitoring
A. Cultural Resource Finds
Archeological monitoring during construction of the PTW included direct interaction with four previously
recognized cultural resources and the new identification of five other archeological cultural resources. Each
newly identified resource was recorded with the state of Texas. Updated records for previously recorded
resources were also filed. Construction of the PTW exposed or bisected all or portions of each of these and
revealed substantial information regarding their formation and NRHP eligibility. All resources the PTW
monitoring program interacted with are described below in greater detail in the order of their resource
numbers assigned by the state of Texas. The locations of each resource relative to the project are illustrated
on Confidential Figure 1.
1. 41EP37 – Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National Register Historic District.

Archeological monitoring of excavations confirmed there was no archeological component of this district
within the PTW construction path. The PTW construction path bisected the recorded district boundary.
However, physical remains identified during monitoring in the district boundary and nearby were limited to
construction fill layers formed during construction of the American Canal in 1938. No indication of buried
deposits directly associated with Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill or datable to the pre 1938 period were present in
the monitored area. Construction excavation followed approximately the south district boundary and then
paralleled the American Canal side of the federal/private/city property line. Therefore, there is still a potential
that buried deposits contemporaneous with the Old Fort Bliss and Hart’s Mill period may be present east
and north of the PTW.
2. 41EP37-B – Historic Period Artifact Scatter

This surface scatter was recorded in 2011 (Lindemuth) and tested by Graves in 2012 with the result that no
subsurface component of the surface scatter was identified (Graves 2012:11). PTW excavation confirmed it
was only spatially proximal to the district at the surface and lacked connection between the surface and
buried deposits. The surface scatter was therefore not a contemporary deposit and contributing element
associated with Old Fort Bliss. Excavation during construction for the PTW revealed an absence of buried
deposits connected with the current surface (Figure 15). Objects reported at the surface were most likely
redistributed to the surface after completion of canal construction in 1938. Likely vectors for this include
modifications of canal bank contours, installation of utility poles and anchors, placement of a sewer line, or
multiple of these. Figures 6 and 15 show the magnitude of historical disturbance behind the former officer
quarters buildings in the vicinity of surface scatter 41EP37-B. Figure 16 and Appendix E illustrate the
sequence of fill layers exposed in profile during monitoring.
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Figure 15

Copied from Ackerly 1999:31. “Initial Excavation of American Canal, 20 March 1937.” This view is
looking downstream. The officer quarters buildings are visible at the left edge of the image.
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Figure 16

Profile exposure of American Canal levee fill layers. This point was along the PTW construction
path, canal-side of the municipal sewer behind Old Fort Bliss officer quarters, vicinity of surface
scatter 41EP37-B. Drawn by Russ Collett, July, 2013.

Artifacts identified at the surface prompted recording the scattered artifacts as a site. Surface artifacts were
underlain by fill layers without artifacts. Underlying the “sterile” fill were two layers containing artifacts like
those observed at the surface separated by fill without artifacts. In other words, fill layers devoid of artifacts
separated two buried artifact-bearing layers (VIII and X) and also separated them from the surface.
Additionally, if the materials had been deposited to the surface as primary discard they would have had to
be placed after completion of canal construction in 1938 and as such could not have been directly deposited
by military occupants of Old Fort Bliss. The movement of artifacts to the surface after 1938 may be a result
of one or more post 1938 events with the potential to reach buried fill layers containing artifacts. Utility poles
and their anchors were installed in the site area by 1938 but have been repositioned at least once since
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then. A municipal sewer line was also installed circa 1950 or repaired after 1950 in the immediate area
(EPWU 2013). Figure 17 shows the proximity of these disturbances to the recorded site location and
supports the inference that post 1938 features were likely vectors for moving artifacts from trash-laden fill
layers to the surface. PTW construction excavations removed virtually all the surface scatter from the
recorded location with the only remaining portion being along the federal/private property line.

Figure 17

Utility poles and sewer infrastructure (at orange stake right of center) near the recorded location of
41EP37-B at far end of cut (Officer Quarters are beyond frame to right), looking north. Photograph
by Russ Collett August 9, 2013.

3. 41EP37-C Circular Cistern

This feature was exposed as unconsolidated materials at the margins of the PTW construction trench began
slumping into the exposed cut (Figures 43 through 45). It consists of a poured concrete base rising to
approximately 24 inches topped with multiple courses of mortared fired clay brick to a total approximate
height of four feet. The estimated diameter is eight feet. There is at least one drain pipe in the south-facing
side of the base. The feature is being recorded as a site and is known to be more than 50 years old. It was
within the footprint and beneath the floor level of a large shed shown in a 1961 aerial photograph (Figure 4).
The shed was not standing during monitoring work and no portions of the cistern extended above the
ground surface.
The cistern is located outside the excavated PTW alignment, was exposed by sidewall failure, and remains
in situ. A copy of a 1961 aerial photograph obtained from the El Paso County Historical Commission shows
a large metal building overlying the location. The cistern had been emptied and filled with dirt and rubble,
probably prior to construction of the metal shed on the location in 1961. A building or cistern-like structure is
not shown at this location in earlier photos or maps examined for the PTW project.
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The overall size and extent of this feature and site is unknown. The cistern measures approximately eight
feet across, but the extent of the site is not known since it was beyond the bounds of the PTW excavation.
The parcel totals approximately three acres with this cistern within the horizontal limits of the footing for the
shed present in 1961. Depth of the deposits is also unknown. The cistern was exposed by trench wall
slumping. At the time of discovery the cistern was approximately one foot below the surface. No artifacts
directly associated with the cistern were present. Other artifacts were present in and next to the cistern but
were components of the fill rather than contemporaneous with cistern use.

Figure 18

41EP37-C Cistern exposed by sidewall collapse during PTW excavation, looking west-northwest.
Photographed by Russ Collett, July 29, 2013.
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Figure 19

41EP37-C Cistern exposed by sidewall collapse during PTW excavation and continued undercutting
by saturated sediments falling away during placement of the trench shield, looking west.
Photographed by Russ Collett, July 30, 2013.

Figure 20

41EP37-C Cistern exposed by sidewall collapse, looking northwest. The cistern’s base is at the
upper left. In the center ground is a damaged marble pillar base or cap. Note also the varied rock
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sizes and shapes, and roof shingles in the fill next to the cistern. Photographed by Russ Collett,
July 31, 2013.

This site was recorded in part for its age being greater than 50 years and also its information potential. The
site was not explored during the PTW project. The construction trench sidewall collapsed and revealed the
cistern and excavation for the PTW did not need to expand to involve the cistern. As a result, only the
objects and strata exposed by the slumped trench wall were visible during monitoring. Leaving the cistern in
situ and recording the location and observed constituents was the preferred treatment rather than a salvage
excavation program. A large metal building was at one point constructed over the cistern, which probably
would have been beneath, but not part of, the metal shed shown in the 1961 aerial photo. It is very likely the
cistern was abandoned prior to constructing the metal building. No readily accessible record was found that
identified the site as a specific residence or business.
The site is recommended provisionally eligible for NRHP listing. It has been preserved in archeological
context but needs assessment against listing criteria. Background information about it may be available
from archival or documentary sources, which were not explored by the PTW project. The entire south flank
of the site can be avoided by testing, if testing is done, since it was removed and replaced during PTW
construction.
A review of city or county records may reveal the presence, use or purpose of one or more buildings at this
location as well as construction history. The full extent of the site has not been determined. The area to the
south was removed and replaced. Nearest the site the PTW construction removed and replaced material for
a depth of about 18 feet and a width approximately 30 feet. Beyond the 30 feet, upgrades to the Franklin
Canal may have impacted associated features or deposits that were not impacted by construction of the
large metal building on the site by 1961. Knowing the use and purpose of the large metal building may lead
to greater understanding of impacts to the local surroundings contemporaneous with the 1961 Shed or the
cistern and that had an impact on other archeological resources that may have been present in the same
location.
4. 41EP37-D Unassociated Footing

This feature was discovered when sandy fill exposed by the PTW construction trench slumped away on the
canal side and exposed a portion of it (Figure 49). Portions of the feature were exposed by wall slump at
points for approximately 30 feet. It was left in place because it was not directly in the PTW excavation path
and could be retained in situ. Finished ends or corners were not exposed in the field, but may be present
and the feature could extend toward the canal. The footing consists of concrete with small rounded
aggregate poured in-place approximately one foot tall and possibly reinforced. Historic photos and maps
show no recognizable structure at its location that would have a foundation or footing. It is possible it was
installed as a temporary structure during canal construction or later and the footing left in place when the
balance of the building or structure was removed. Although large pieces of rubble were identified in fill
during construction monitoring, this item appears in-situ and too large to have been rubble added to fill in
1938. An age greater than 50 years prompted recording of this footing. It is recommended provisionally
eligible for national or state listings pending evaluation, which was outside the scope of the monitoring effort.
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Figure 21

41EP37-D First exposure of the unassociated footing during PTW construction, looking westsouthwest. Photograph by Russ Collett, August 14, 2013.

5. 41EP37-E Municipal sewer

This municipal sewer line was installed by 1950, according to city records (EPWU 2013). It consists of fired
clay sewer drain tiles and associated brick masonry manhole structures. Only a portion of the line was
documented during the PTW project construction. Its age greater than 50 years prompted recording of this
sewer line although it was deemed not eligible for national or state listings. The northern end of the site was
bisected during PTW construction and replaced with modern materials.
The sewer line consists of glazed ceramic sewer drain tiles forming a segmented linear flow line. The line
collects from residential and commercial sewer outlets and conveys effluent to larger sewer lines farther
down slope. Manhole vaults are resent at irregular intervals along the line. Each manhole vault was
constructed by hand using standard size fired clay bricks mortared in place. This construction method predates use of prefabricated concrete sectional installations common since the 1990s. Examples inspected
during the course of monitoring revealed internal placement of bricks to function as hand and foot holds. In
general the workmanship exhibits an understanding of work on sewer lines and was executed with an
exceptional level of skill and care. A modern riser added to an existing manhole vault that was becoming
buried lacked almost all of these characteristics, sharing only the use of brick and mortar. The entire line
runs very close to the property line delineating federal property from private and city ownerships. The
exception is at the north end of the PTW monitoring area where the sewer crosses into federal property.
Some vaults rise several feet above the federal surface but are level with private surfaces to the east
(Figure 50). This suggests private properties may have raised their property grades sometime in the late
1940s or that manhole vaults were raised in coordination with private owner improvements.
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Figure 22

41EP37-E Above-ground portion of a manhole vault feature, looking northeast. The short fence is
the federal property fence originally six feet tall from the 1938 grade. Photograph by Russ Collett,
August 13, 2013.

The sewer line itself was composed of vitrified clay pipe segments with a salt glaze that measured eight
inches diameter and 30 or 36 inches long with ½ inch thick walls. No maker imprints were identified. Drain
tiles interconnected with a bell-and-spigot joint type (Sewerhistory.org 2014). This joint style consists of a
female end formed with a bell to accept the spigot or male end and each component of the joint is formed
on each pipe segment in the manufacturing process. The result is a self-contained unit pair and avoids the
need for separate couplers to form a seal although grouting to finish the connection and seal is common for
these joint types if no internal gasket is present. Some joints were observed with grout (possibly Portland
cement) and no gaskets were present, suggesting all the joints were grouted. Connections to the manhole
structures were also grouted to seal the joint.
The length of sewer line exposed by PTW construction was 100 feet, with the balance outside the
construction path. Fired clay bricks are standard size (2 x 4 x 8 inches). Manhole vaults vary in dimension
and were not documented during the PTW monitoring fieldwork. Covers are cast iron with city markings, but
no manufacturer or serial number was identified. Feature F-RML-10 (Figure 51) was documented following
removal of one manhole vault. It consists of the backfilled bell hole excavated to allow construction of the
vault. Following vault construction it was filled with spoil and refuse.
Feature F-RML-10 was identified in the sidewall of the PTW construction trench where a masonry manhole
vault was removed. Items from the feature were collected and processed to determine their likely source(s)
and age(s). Artifacts recovered from Feature F-RML-10 are tabulated in Table 5. The Feature lacked
indications it had been part of a privy or residential refuse pit, but was consistent with a single discard event
into the void surrounding the completed manhole vault. Feature F-RML-10 contents included 13 items
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based on the best idea of how many individual items were represented by the fragments recovered. The
categories represented include building materials (n=2), consumer products (n=2), household items (n=6),
and kitchen items (n=3). The largest number was from the household group and included complete or
fragmented portions of three medicine bottles, one piece of serveware, one vase, and one pot similar to a
planter. Kitchen items included one example of cookware, one sauce bottle, and one fragment of a glass
container. The building materials consisted of fragments of window glass with different thicknesses.
Altogether the variety of items recovered from Feature F-RML-10 is consistent with those expected from a
typical residence. In this case, the small amount of materials suggests a single discard event rather than
repeated discards contributing to the feature over time. The age of items in the feature was estimated
determined based on maker’s marks, materials or indications of the manufacturing process, whichever was
most concise for each item. The range of dates extends from 1850 through the present. However, the range
of earliest estimated dates includes 1850 to 1928 with the implication that although feature contents could
have been produced prior to 1928, the feature itself could not be older than 1928, as long as the estimated
ages were correct. Following from this conclusion then, Feature F-RML-10 is consistent with discard after
1928 and would not have been a result of activity during occupation of Old Fort Bliss during its period of
significance from 1878 through 1893. Its position within the void for the sewer vault suggests strongly it was
formed after the sewer line was constructed and the estimated date for that is around 1950.
Excavations to install the sewer line and vaults were sources of potential disturbance to older cultural
deposits in the sewer’s path. The depth of disturbance is likely to be roughly six feet below grade since the
overall surface trends downward as well. The depth of disturbance at Feature F-RML-10 was 79 inches, but
because of alterations to private property grades along the sewer path there may be locations where the
sewer’s depth exceeds that, possibly to ten feet below the surrounding grade. No artifacts specific to the
construction and use of the sewer and manhole were present, aside from fragmented sewer drain tiles,
bricks and mortar. Feature F-RML-10 was the only aggregate of artifacts and was not part of 41EP6782.
The feature’s position relative to the sewer vault suggests items in the feature had been discarded into the
void excavated for constructing the vault while it was being backfilled.
Table 2

Sum of Items Recovered from Feature F-RML-10, 41EP37-E
Earliest Estimated Production Date

Category
Building materials
Consumer

Secondary Category

1860

1875

1913

1928

n/d

Total

2

2

Container

2

2

1

1

1

3

Pot

1

1

Serveware

1

1

Vase

1

Bottle
Kitchen

1882

Window

Medicine
Household

1850

1

1

2

3

Cookware

1

Sauce

1

1

Serveware
Grand Totals

1

1

6

2

1

1

1

1

1

4

16
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Figure 23

41EP37-E Profile representation of exposed context surrounding Feature F-RML-10, east profile.
Drawn by Rebecca Little, September 13, 2013.

6. 41EP37-F 1961 Shed Footing

Foundation or footing for a shed 70 feet by 70 feet and consisted of reinforced concrete poured in-place.
The shed appears in a 1961 aerial photograph (Figure 4), but was not standing at the time of monitoring
(Figure 42). Persons familiar with the area for several years did not recall having seen the shed at any time
they could remember. Only the perimeter footing and two mid span footings were present. Its age was
greater than 50 years and prompted recording although it was deemed not eligible for national or state
listings. The aerial image confirmed a large building had been present at the footing’s position and provided
information about the building that could not be determined from the footing alone.
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Figure 24

41EP37-F View to west across exposed footing identified as the shed present in 1961.
Photographed by Russ Collett, July 29, 2013.

The footing itself was poured into wooden forms and consisted of concrete reinforced with ½ inch
reinforcing bar produced with a pattern still in use in 2013. The concrete included minimal rebar, (two ½ inch
bars near the top and two at bottom of the pour), with no structural spacers or separators between the rebar.
The concrete measured approximately 24-inches deep by 12 inches, with small (probably ¾-minus) angular
aggregate. In each corner and at the midpoint along each wall, the thickness in plan view was increased to
18 inches from 12 in the form of a square. Threaded ¾ inch bolts extended above the finished surface to
attach the shed frame. The overall dimensions of the footing measured 70 feet by 70 feet, with attachment
points in each corner and midway on each wall.
The 1961 aerial photo shows the shed in situ with a low-pitch sloped roof with side gables, six evenly
spaced bays on the north wall, and a standard access doorway on the east face of the northeast corner. A
small porch apron was poured in place on the south face of the southeast corner but was not reinforced or
connected with the footing. Each bay is shown with a roll-up or tilt-in door like those typical for garages.
There was no remnant or other indication of a floor. The parcel totals approximately three acres, with this
footing toward the east end. No artifacts clearly associated with the footing were present. Other artifacts
were present in the vicinity, but were more clearly related to other sites.
This shed footing was recorded as a feature/site solely for its age being greater than 50 years. Additionally,
it represents one possible source of disturbance and materials identified in the area that may have impacted
older cultural deposits or features. The construction and use of pre-fabricated metal frame and metal sided
buildings has its roots earlier in the 20th century, but this example was fairly recent and employed methods
very consistent with examples constructed in the 1990s and probably still in use. No readily accessible
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record was found that identified the site as a specific business. It may have served as off-site garage space
for a business elsewhere in El Paso.
The 1961 Shed (as shown in the aerial image) exhibits characteristics of mass-produced or pre-fabricated
component buildings available for erection on a building site. Foundations or footings would have been laid
out using templates that conform to bolt patterns pre-drilled in frame members. None of the building would
have been crafted on site. Materials would have had salvage, re-use or re-purpose value and since none of
the siding or frame materials were present it is likely they were removed completely from the site when the
building was removed. Installation of the PTW resulted in complete destruction of this site. As a result, future
research must be through archival or documentary sources only. A review of city or county records may
reveal the use and purpose of the building as well as its construction history. Knowing the use and purpose
may lead to greater understanding of impacts to the local surroundings contemporaneous with the 1961
Shed and could have had an impact on other archeological resources nearby.
7. 41EP37-G Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls

These are two masonry walls constructed to control erosion within Hart’s Mill Arroyo (Figures 46 through
48). Their age may be greater than 50 years and prompted recording of these walls. Previous investigators
recommended them not eligible for national or state listings (Lindemuth 2011:6-7), which is supported by
information obtained during monitoring of PTW construction.
The walls consisted of three separate construction methods. They progress from the upstream portions at
the Doniphan Drive overcrossing where cobbles were mortared to form walls and stacked blocks were also
used (Figure 46). Downstream of this recycled concrete slabs were used to stabilize the arroyo banks
(Figure 47) and finally the portion across the PTW construction path consisted of hollow clay blocks
supplemented with recycled concrete (Figure 48). Approximately 50 feet of the arroyo walls were bisected
by the PTW construction path. Wall portions south of the PTW path and interfacing with the Franklin Canal
were replaced by slab construction. The slab construction consists of reinforced concrete slabs with a slope
angle consistent with the sides of the Franklin and American canals. Installation of the reinforced concrete
likely occurred in 1997 when other improvements to the Franklin Canal were undertaken (Ackerly 1999:55).
A large mound of debris and sediment including hundreds or thousands of fired clay bricks and blocks has
accumulated in the Franklin Canal channel where the Hart’s Mill Arroyo empties into it. The source of these
objects may include the arroyo walls as well as other sources upstream.
Vegetation cover across the construction path had been removed to facilitate PTW construction. It is
possible the arroyo banks were raised through addition of fill and armoring the walls of the arroyo would
have been an effort to stabilize and prevent erosion of poorly consolidated and poorly engineered fill. Fill
material with these characteristics was observed on both sides of the arroyo during monitoring.
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Figure 25

41EP37-G Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls cobble and stacked block portions upstream from the PTW
construction path, looking southeast. Photograph by Russ Collett, July 25, 2013.

Figure 26

41EP37-G Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls, dry-stacked slab portion upstream from the PTW construction
path, looking northeast from the right bank. Photograph by Adam Graves, June 19, 2012.
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Figure 27

41EP37-G Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls, dry-stacked hollow block and recycled concrete portion within
the PTW construction path, looking southeast from the right bank. Photograph by Russ Collett, July
29, 2013.

Each wall bisected during PTW construction (Figure 48) consisted of dry stacked fired clay blocks. Each
block measured 12 x 6 x 4 inches and included two voids resulting in a hollow block rather than a solid brick.
Blocks of this type are still in production today and are a strong and lightweight material but have limited
impact resistance. The walls began abruptly and abutted retaining walls constructed with recycled concrete
slab fragments. The walls themselves were poorly constructed and lacked attributes of properly constructed
masonry walls including: ties to the banks, proper batter, reinforcing, and backing matrix such as gravel.
Additions to the walls were evident as other fragments of recycled concrete slab had been added above
them to increase their height but only in selected places.
The walls are within a privately owned parcel also encompassing 41EP37-C and 41EP37-F. The parcel
totals approximately three acres. The base of each wall lacked a clear footing and there was only one face
of each wall present. In other words the blocks and added cement slab pieces were dry stacked without a
prepared footing and each wall consisted of one thickness of blocks.
Only one fragment of fired clay block included an identifiable manufacturer name. The impression was
“LUDOWICI” and no other impression was identified on this or other blocks in the construction path. Other
artifacts were present in the vicinity but were clearly recent refuse and not related to this site. This site is
being recorded in part for the potential its age could be greater than 50 years. It is also consistent with the
alignment of a portion of the arroyo channelized by 1929 (Figure 3). There may have been a peripheral
association with Hart’s Mill, perhaps as an outflow channel, although only the mortared cobble and stacked
stone portions involved materials and construction methods consistent with other masonry features
documented at the mill (Lindemuth 2011:4-5). Additionally, the constructed walls along the arroyo and any
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changes in its alignment represent possible sources of disturbance and materials identified in the area that
may have impacted older cultural deposits or features closer to and associated with Hart’s Mill. During
excavation for the PTW water line portions of the arroyo channel armoring wall were excavated through and
revealed minimal effort was put into constructing the bank stabilizing walls and that the materials used are
predominantly late 20th century manufacture, including recycled concrete. No readily accessible record was
found that identified the feature and no clear indication the bank stabilizing walls were present by 1929 or
1961.
8. 41EP6782 – Historic Period Artifact Scatter

This scatter of glass and ceramic fragments was recommended not eligible for NRHP listing by previous
investigators (Lindemuth 2011). It was tested again and no subsurface component was identified (Graves
2012:11). Excavation during construction for the PTW confirmed the absence of intact subsurface deposits
in this location and clarified the association was not with Old Fort Bliss. Deposits attributable to Old Fort
Bliss were not encountered at any point during PTW construction.
Subsurface layers exposed during construction excavation revealed the upper 24 inches of the location
consisted of highly disturbed fill material. Therefore, artifacts at the surface and in the upper fill layer were at
best, secondary deposit or items intermixed with the fill matrix. A surface or near-surface deposit of historic
period artifacts may have formed at or near the recorded location, but it had become highly disturbed by
2011. Two historic period homes are immediately east of the PTW alignment and may have been the
source of these items. Discard to the canal side of the fence was evident all along the monitored area and
based on the variety of items it has persisted since the fence was erected in 1938. Utility poles and their
anchors or the municipal sewer line through the site location, as well as formation of the levee bank were
considered potential disturbances of what was later recorded as an artifact scatter site. PTW construction
excavations removed site and observations made of the context during monitoring support
recommendations of previous investigators against NRHP eligibility for 41EP6782.
Three other cultural resources of the historic period were identified during archeological monitoring for the
PTW that were not recognizable through pedestrian survey or hand excavation methods. These newly
identified resources include a cistern (41EP37-C), a footing (41EP37-D), and a municipal sewer (41EP37E). In addition to those, two other historic period resources visible at the surface were bisected during PTW
construction excavation and include the Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls (41EP37-G) and the American Canal
(41EP7014). Their locations are shown on Confidential Figure 1 and discussed in order of their official
numbers.
9. 41EP7014 - American Canal

The American Canal had not been recorded with the state as a cultural resource prior to this archeological
monitoring investigation. Two prior assessments of proposed alterations to the canal, Ackerly in 1999 and
then Parsons Engineering in 2000, included reviews of its engineering and historical context. Ackerly
(1999:70) recommended the American Canal eligible for NRHP under criteria A and C. Parsons
Engineering (2000) conducted an update to the 1999 Ackerly report. In this, they assessed an added
alternative and detailed more about the bridges crossing the American Canal. Additionally, they
recommended against the American Canal as an appropriate early use of reinforced concrete engineering,
which Ackerly had recommended, as it was commonplace by the mid to late 1930s (Parsons 2000:2).
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Parsons’ assessment was that the American Canal System is significant primarily for its association with
American history and less for its engineering and construction characteristics (Parsons 2000:13). Both
Ackerly and Parsons assessed proposed improvements to the American Canal and recommended the
proposed improvements could be implemented without adverse effect to what they considered the attributes
that make the American Canal eligible for the NRHP. Proposed alternatives for canal improvement included
removal and replacement of some canal lining sections, redesign of some canal slopes, and covering other
portions to improve the canal’s water carrying and delivery efficiency (Ackerly 1999; Parsons 2000).
However, both of these prior investigations concluded that attributes of the American Canal and American
Dam making them important historically rest primarily in the historical contribution to border water
relationships and treaty development with Mexico and not their physical construction. As such, the
alternatives analyzed by Ackerly and then by Parsons would have no adverse effect on attributes making
the American Dam and American Canal eligible for NRHP listing. However, there is no indication that either
investigator filed a site record with the state. Nevertheless, since the proposed PTW project was planned to
flank and not directly impact the physical canal structure, it too was recommended as having no adverse
effect to the canal or its eligible attributes. In fact, approval to construct the PTW with the stipulation that an
archeological monitoring program be implemented for the portion in and near the Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill
National Register Historic District fostered opportunities to collect substantial information about the
resources and contexts in this area, including the American Canal and its impact on archeology in its wake.
The American Canal was completed in 1938. It begins at the American Dam approximately 1.51 miles north
of the monitored area and extends in its historically constructed original channel to what had been the
location of the International Dam at the main angle point at the south end of the USIBWC property (Figure
2). The American Canal has an overall length of about 2.0 miles. All of this length is shielded with reinforced
concrete and includes open channels and enclosed conduits that allowed other surface infrastructure to
cross the canal, such as West Paisano Drive at the north end of the monitored area (Figure 2). The canal
channel design included a few variations of open and enclosed sections to accommodate local conditions.
For example, in the monitored area the northern segment of the canal channel is open and has steeper
sides than open channel segments to the south along the bulk of the monitored area (Figures 18 and 19).
The difference was to accommodate the dense bedrock encountered at the north compared to the less
dense river edge deposits to the south. PTW construction did not extend to contact any of the poured
concrete components of the canal channel. However, it did intersect with the left levee, the fence, and
several cross-levee drainage conduits installed by 1938 and later. Each of these features was documented
and is summarized below with photographs and drawings.
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Figure 28

Copied from Ackerly 1999:41. “Open Section “B” Looking Downstream, 1 May 1938.” This image
was most likely taken from the edge of the outlet of Closed Conduit “B” where it exits from under
West Paisano Drive. Note the transition from Open Section “B” to Lower Open Section “A” at the
dark mass in the canal. Note also the high cobble content of the levee flanks on both sides.

Figure 29

American Canal effectively completed March, 1938, looking upstream. This view shows a large
portion of the Lower Open Section “A” pattern. The bridge in the foreground is at the end of Hart’s
Mill Road. Photograph copied from Ackerly 1999:40
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Since the PTW was designed to follow but not intersect the canal, there was no indication the canal would
be affected by the PTW. In fact, the canal was not affected by the PTW even though the PTW construction
path bisected a portion of its left bank within the monitored area shown on Figure 2. Historical photographs
of the canal under construction revealed an extensive disturbance path, part of which the PTW would share
(Figure 6). The 2012 survey reported no surface indication of the prior canal construction disturbance.
Additionally, testing along the alignment in 2012 did not reveal deposits or recognizable indications the
canal construction footprint extended into the proposed PTW construction alignment. In hindsight there had
been numerous modern alterations to the 1938 surface and configuration of features along the federal
property margin. These modern alterations obscured the former 1938 footprint and extent of construction
alterations in that period. The spatial relationship between the American Canal and PTW construction
footprints was only recognizable by monitoring during construction of the PTW.
a. Formation processes of the canal’s left levee
Natural shifts of the Rio Grande had presumably been unchecked prior to its near channelization in the
areas north of the International Dam. In its natural state, it had the potential to bury or encapsulate surfaces
or wash them away entirely, or to replace them with new material to become new surfaces along the river
available for human use. Efforts to channelize the Rio Grande may have extended toward Old Fort Bliss, but
determining where, when, and if that happened was not within the scope of this investigation. However, it
was appropriate to look during monitoring for indications of former river margins and former efforts to
stabilize the bank along with other indications of archeological deposits and landscape alterations preserved
subsurface.
At least one photograph from 1916 illustrates the potential for the river to flex its might and push hard
against the best efforts of local residents, in this case Company C of the 22nd Infantry (Figure 20). In this
image from 1916 the view is toward the north from what looks to be mid span of the International Dam. The
International Dam was constructed in 1907 (THC 2013 web search) and revised in 1938 with construction of
the American Canal. The southernmost Old Fort Bliss Officer Quarters building at 1836 West Paisano Drive
is visible to the right of the tree at the end of the dam. The importance of this image is what it captures in
terms of the amount and extent of flooding possible in the project vicinity prior to river channelization and
construction of the American Canal. No doubt the dam influenced the height and path of floodwaters, but
under certain natural conditions similar extents could have been reached or exceeded. Perhaps the most
important indication in the photograph is where floodwaters have not reached. The placement of post
buildings such as the Officer Quarters and presumably Simeon Hart’s residence and mill as well are above
the immediate danger zone. The implication is that flood defenses may not have warranted efforts with the
potential to disrupt cultural deposits at the surface or shallow depths below surface. If this implication is
correct then only the usual patterns of activity in and around Hart’s Mill and Old Fort Bliss would have
impacted prior archeological deposits in this period.
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Figure 30

Company C of the 22nd Infantry bivouacked on the Rio Grande near Hart’s former mill and the
former Fort Bliss Army post, 1916, looking upstream. Photograph from Michael Belis, 2014.

By 1929 the area along the river was largely undeveloped and exhibited indications of limited use with direct
access to the river, as well as a well-defined and stable left bank (Figure 3). Hart’s Mill buildings and
associated external areas were supplemented by this time with the addition of a six unit residential complex
facing Hart’s Mill Road and what is now Doniphan Park. Hart’s Mill Arroyo has distinctive edges where it met
the Franklin Canal. The 1929 aerial photograph captured a number of buildings present near the Officer
Quarters as well as some reported to be post barracks that were not present until after the photo was taken.
As indicated on Figure 3 the path of the canal bisected the locations of maybe 15 small buildings and
approximately 11 acres of riverside landscape were altered resulting in the loss of as many acres possibly
retaining archeological deposits along the river margin.

Fill layers and levee construction

Historic photographs show construction of the left levee included areas of cut and fill (Figures 6, 15, and 21).
Typical examples of cut include forming the bottom profile and lower portions of the canal sides, which is
shown in Figures 6 and 15. At the north end of the monitored portion, canal construction in 1937 and 1938
included creating a notch for the canal by cutting into cobble conglomerate and andesite bedrock strata
(Figure 21). The shape and configuration of canal sides was different in such areas because of the rock and
greater difficulty of shaping the channel. Cuts established a rough volume to accommodate and engineered
surface to support construction as shown in Figure 22. Fill was used as a medium on which to grade the
final contour of the canal before the concrete sides were formed, poured and finished, and to form the
finished shape of the levee and areas beside it. Grading the finished surface allowed surface runoff to be
directed to inlets, controlled erosion on open slopes, maximized capacity, minimized accessibility other than
at established points, and provided a compact surface for vehicle and pedestrian access. To achieve this, a
substantial amount of fill material was imported and used in combination with native materials obtained from
cutting the canal channel. Some imported material included municipal refuse. Figures 23 through 28 show
the relationship of fill layers within the left levee encountered and documented during PTW construction
monitoring.
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Figure 31

Canal construction May, 1937. This view may be from within Open Section “B” or very near the
connection with Conduit “B. Note the jointed bedrock exposure at right (left bank of canal) and
conglomerate exposure to left (right bank of canal), looking upstream. Photograph copied from
Ackerly 1999:33.

Figure 32

Canal construction December, 1937, “showing configuration of constructed joints and gravel drains
common in all open sections.” Photograph copied from Ackerly 1999:21.

Fill layers and natural strata exposed during PTW construction were documented for the entire monitored
length of the PTW excavation. Typical layer sequences were documented in scale drawings of the exposed
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profile at representative points. The full series of profiles and a key to sediment and fill layers described is
included as Appendix E.
The northern portion of the monitored area from approximately Station 134+00 to Station 143+00 revealed
the levee channel was cut into conglomerate and andesitic geologic strata (Figures 23 and 24). The upper
dressing of the cut consisted of a graded veneer of fill material approximately two feet thick. South of this
the depth of construction fill increased and reached a maximum of 4.5 feet deep below the pre-PTW
construction ground surface (Figures 25 and 26).

Figure 33

Cross section representation of the PTW trench cut in the north (Station 142+50). Layer I is the most
recent fill, Layer XII is coarse to medium grained sandy flood sediment, layer XVII is cobble
conglomerate. Drawn by Russ Collett, August 17, 2013.
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Figure 34

Exposed conglomerate in the PTW trench walls, typical of the northern end of the monitored area,
looking northeast. Photograph by Rebecca Little, September 3, 2013.
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Figure 35

Cross section representation of layers within the American Canal fill exposed during PTW
excavation behind the former officer quarters. The PTW cut is at left and federal property line to
right. Spoil was a result of clearing and grubbing prior to initial cut. Layers VI, VII, and IX are fill
without artifacts. Layers VIII and X are fill with artifacts. Layer XI is native flood sediments. Drawn by
Russ Collett, August 4, 2013.
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Figure 36

Oblique view of the exposure drawn in Figure 25, looking northeast. Photograph by Russ Collett,
August 3, 2013.

Two layers in the left levee, VIII and X, contained artifacts. A cut into the east sidewall exposed during PTW
construction was hand excavated to obtain a sample and assess the composition of these two layers
(Figure 26). They were subsequently exposed again by guided mechanical excavation (GME) in three
areas. GMEA 1 was closest to the hand excavated profile and was the only one of the three GMEAs that
included additional material from layer X, although no artifacts were in that portion of the layer. Layer VIII
was encountered in GMEAs 1, 2 and 3 where additional materials from this fill deposit were recovered.
Figures 27 and 28 illustrate the continuation of fill layer VIII toward the canal. The vertical sequence of
layers shown in Figures 25, 26, and 27 are the clearest illustration of disturbed material (i.e., fill) overlying
native sediments. When considered together, the sequence of layers exposed in the left levee bank
suggests intent to build height in a short time span rather than their formation by occasional discard
accumulated over a longer period of time. The fact that artifact-bearing layer X rests directly on layer XI,
which is native river terrace deposits, raises the possibility that layer X may be contemporary with
occupation of Old Fort Bliss and construction of the Officer Quarters buildings. However, the fill layers
overlying layer X are convincingly associated with construction of the levee bank in 1938.
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Figure 37

West portion of cross section representation of layers within the American Canal fill exposed during
PTW excavation behind the former officer quarters. The American Canal itself is to the left outside
the frame. The topmost surface was not captured, but was spoil disturbed by clearing and grubbing
prior to initial cut. Layer XI is native flood sediments. Layers VI, XII, XIV, XV and XVI are fill without
artifacts. Layers VIII and X did not extend to this portion of the levee fill. Drawn by Russ Collett,
August 4, 2013.
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Figure 38

East portion of cross section representation of layers within the American Canal fill exposed during
PTW excavation behind the former officer quarters. The PTW cut and federal property line are to the
right outside the frame. The topmost surface was not captured, but was spoil disturbed by clearing
and grubbing prior to initial cut. Layer XI is native flood sediments. Layers VI, XII, XIV, XV and VXI
are fill without artifacts. Layer VIII includes artifacts, and layer X did not extend to this portion of the
levee fill. Drawn by Russ Collett, August 4, 2013.

b. Artifacts, Collection Strategies, Age and Source Indications
Three artifact collection strategies were employed during archeological monitoring for the PTW. The first
employed was collection of individual artifacts with potential to reflect historical activities and periods. The
second artifact collection strategy employed was complete collection of all non-natural items obtained during
hand excavation of a sample of cultural fill layers behind the Officer Quarters buildings near the recorded
location of 41EP37-B. In this effort, all cultural items dislodged during hand excavation were retained. The
intent of this was to characterize the content of each fill layer encountered in hand excavation. The third
artifact collection strategy was to obtain temporally diagnostic items from recognized fill layers in order to
refine the age and possibly the source of cultural constituents in each layer. The guided mechanical
excavation areas were examples of this third collection strategy. In general, artifacts were identified in
almost every portion of the monitored area. Many of these were “modern” refuse items logged to the
ongoing tally of finds in order to account for their presence. This generated a running reflection of
disturbance as well as a list of the types of items that might be intermixed with historical contexts. The
running list of observed items is included as Appendix D. The catalog and summary tables of recovered
items are included as Appendix F.
Nineteen artifacts were collected and identified individually with a field number. These disassociated finds
were collected primarily as indicators of the range of ages and activities that may have taken place in the
PTW project area. Each was associated with disturbed historical fill layers. One item, a corroded coin, was
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collected from the active surface (layer I) and has not been dated yet. The other seventeen items were
recovered from scattered locations within layer VII. Because this layer is so widespread and very disturbed,
it is the least instructive portion of the historical fill. A range of dates for the objects recovered from layer VII
could not be refined other than having general appearance, composition, manufacture and decorative
elements consistent with items from the mid-19th to early 20th centuries. One ceramic item included a
Laughlin maker‘s mark in use circa 1900 (Kovel 1986:26). The functional make up of these items is
dominated by the kitchen group (n=13). The household group contributes four items, one coin and one
cartridge. In general, these finds proved poor indicators of age but adequate indicators of source and
density of artifact content within layer VII, which proved to be widespread.
Hand excavation yielded 143 items from one specific sample focus excavated as a cross section of the left
levee. Items of natural origin such as sand or unmodified rocks were discarded and the balance was
collected. Artifacts were present in the hand excavated sample only in layers VIII and X (Table 2). Although
other layers (VI, VII, and IX) were culturally placed, they did not also include artifacts at this position. Figure
25 illustrates the profile exposed by hand excavation and the relationship of fill and natural layers
encountered. Seven items were from layer X and the rest from layer VIII. Of those from layer VIII, seven
items were not confirmed as specific artifacts and included six specimens that might be fragments of adobe
block or mortar, and one unidentified piece of corroded iron or steel. Table 2 summarizes items recovered
from hand excavation by category and secondary category for each layer. Table 3 summarizes items
recovered from hand excavation of layer X by earliest estimated age. Table 4 summarizes the same results
from layer VIII.
Table 3

Sum of Items Recovered from Hand Excavated Sample by Category and
Secondary Category for Layer.
Category

Bone

Building materials

Secondary Category

Layer VIII

Layer X

Not butchered

1

2

Drain tile

1

1

Fasteners

1

1

Slate

Consumer

1

Hardware

Household

Kitchen

3

1

Window

1

1

Bottle

8

8

Crown caps

3

3

Dairy

1

1

Liquor

Garment

Total

1

1

Softdrink

1

1

Strap slide

1

1

Fasteners

56

3

59

Strapping

1

1

Coal

12

12

Medicine

2

2

Butchered bone

24

Glassware

1

1

Sauce

2

2

Tableware

7

7

1

25
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Category

Secondary Category

Layer VIII

Layer X

Total

Machinery

Belt or gasket

1

1

Munitions

Cartridge

1

1

Doll

2

2

Smoking

1

1

Example

6

6

Unknown

1

1

Personal
Soil
Unknown

Grand Totals

Table 4

135

8

143

Sum of Items Recovered from Hand Excavated Sample by Category and
Secondary Category for Layer X Only.
Earliest Estimated
Production Date
Category

Secondary Category

1875

1880

n/d

Total

Bone

Not butchered

2

2

Building materials

Slate

1

1

Consumer

Liquor

Hardware

Fasteners

Kitchen

Butchered bone

1

Grand Totals

1
3

1

3

3
1

1

4

8

As indicated in Table 3, layer X, which is the deepest, has the potential to be contemporary with Old Fort
Bliss occupation from 1878 through 1893. The layer is in direct contact with native riverbank sediments. In
this position layer X may have been the first fill layer contributed to the levee build up, but it may also be a
remnant deposit contemporary with fort occupation. A pre-1900 age for layer X could not be ruled out or
strongly supported based on the limited return from this layer.
c. Features associated with the American Canal encountered during PTW construction
A total of 12 built features associated with construction and use of the American Canal were identified and
documented within and along the monitored portion of the PTW construction path. Their locations are
illustrated on Figures 29 and 30. Among them are two mortared stone storm drain outfalls (Features FROC-07 and F-ROC-08) with two associated intake lines, three poured concrete surface runoff inlets
(Features F-ROC-04 through F-ROC-06) with three associated drain lines, and two other drain pipes that
carried surface runoff through the left canal levee and emptied onto the left canal bank. Additionally, the
fence delineating the edge of federal property installed in 1938 was present in some locations in varied
stages of repair and utility. The substructure of Hart’s Mill Road Bridge remains in use as a structural
support for a municipal sewer main that crosses the canal. Use of the bridge as a vehicle path was curtailed
prior to 1961 (Figure 4). No remains of the Globe Street foot bridge were identified during monitoring.
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Table 5

Sum of Items Recovered from Hand Excavated Sample by Category and Secondary Category for Layer VIII Only
Earliest Estimated Production Date

Category
Bone
Building materials

Consumer

Secondary Category

1800

1849

1860

1875

1880

1892

Household

1923

1929

Total
1

Drain tile

1

1

Fasteners

1

1

Window

1

Bottle

4

1
1

Crown caps

1

2

8

3

3

1

1
1

1

Strap slide

1

Fasteners

56

1
56

Strapping

1

1

Coal

12

12

Medicine

1

1

2

Butchered bone
Kitchen

n/d
1

Soft drink

Hardware

1910

Not butchered

Dairy

Garment

1901

24

Glassware

1

Sauce

1

24
1

1

2

Tableware

7

7

Machinery

Belt or gasket

1

1

Munitions

Cartridge

1

1

Doll

2

2

Smoking

1

1

Soil

Example

6

6

Unknown

Unknown

1

1

58

135

Personal

Grand Totals

1

1

1

7

59

3

1

1

1
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Figure 39

Partial overview of the American Canal as mapped for the site record showing the positions of built
features identified and profiles (e.g., P3) sketched during PTW construction monitoring.
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Figure 40

Partial overview of the American Canal as mapped for the site record showing the positions of built
features identified, profiles sketched (e.g., P6), and guided mechanical excavations (GMEAs)
conducted during PTW construction monitoring.
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Federal property fence

Figure 41

American Canal final preparation March, 1938, looking upstream. Note the cyclone fence erected
along the federal/private property line above the canal bank at the right of this photo. Photograph
copied from Ackerly 1999:40.

The city-side edge of federal property was delineated with a chain-link fence with gates at various points to
allow access to the canal. At the time of PTW construction, many portions of the original federal fence had
been modified by addition or replacement with modern chain link fence materials, damaged and not
repaired by the start of PTW construction, or was missing altogether. Assuming the entire length of the
federal property boundary from West Paisano Drive south to the International Dam was fenced, a rough
estimate based on undocumented observations suggests roughly 40 percent of the original fence was
present, roughly 50 percent was modified or partially buried, and the remaining portion absent.
Materials comprising the original federal property fence were manufactured by the Cyclone Fence Company
of Waukegan, Illinois and New York. All materials of the original fence, excluding signage, were galvanized
steel. The general scale of the fence was a barrier of chain link fabric six feet high topped with barbed wire.
Enameled steel signs were attached to the fence at intervals. The barbed wire consisted of three strands of
two-strand four-barb wire along the top supported by brackets atop each fence post angled away from the
canal (Figure 32). Posts were anchored to the earth by a large concrete footing poured around each post
base. Fence posts were I-beam in cross section. A standard section of fence consisted of vertical line posts
supporting a horizontal top rail of medium weight round tubing. A heavy wire ran the length of the fence run
at the bottom, secured to each post with a short wire wrap and provided a place to secure the bottom of the
fence fabric. The top rail extended through apertures near the base of the finials. Each finial consisted of a
short sleeve that extended over the top of the post, the aperture for the top rail, and then an angled arm to
hold three strands of barbed wire. The arm was formed of sheet metal stamped to create a hollow underside
and three notches on the top side. A wire keeper was inserted into the arm once the barbed wire was
placed, holding it within the notches.
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Figure 42

Remnant of the original federal property fence flanking the American Canal, looking southsoutheast. The components shown are typical of original materials. Photograph taken by Russ
Collett, August 10, 2013.

Gates were formed of segments of fence as separate features. These consisted of steel pipe frames
extending around all four sides of the gate reinforced with rods across the span adjustable by threaded
turnbuckles. Gate corners were formed with fittings designed and manufactured for the purpose and
accepted standard top rail pipe. Hinges were also designed for the purpose and bolted to the gate frame
and a companion piece bolted to the gate post. Gate and end posts were heavy tubing instead of the Ibeam cross section of line posts. Pedestrian gates were constructed in this way and consisted of a single
panel approximately 30 inches wide. Vehicle access gates were also constructed as described and
consisted of two panels approximately 96 inches wide. Latches were connected to a rod that could be lifted
and spun on its axis as the gate was opened or closed. A hole in the latch was matched with a hole in a
stationary piece bolted to the gate frame or other panel of the vehicle gate and could accept a padlock. The
chain link fabric was attached to the fence framework with short wire keepers at the top, hog rings at the
bottom, and brackets to hold an end bar of flat steel at the end post or gate post.
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Figure 43

Mosaic of attributes on gates through the federal property fence. The bottom right was a pedestrian
gate, the rest are of the vehicle access gate at the end of Hart’s Mill Road, but components are the
same for both gate types. Photographs taken by Russ Collett, August 10, 2013.

Enameled steel signs were attached to the fence at intervals and included two different wordings suggesting
missing or unreadable signs may have been replaced at some point (Figure 34). The older of the two is
approximately 12 inches by 24 inches with a landscape orientation. It is thin steel with a painted surface,
possibly tan or gray with white lettering. Lettering is in a font style consistent with styles of the Arts and
Crafts period. Wording was obscured by graffiti, but consisted of at least “U.S. GOVERNMENT PROPERTY
DO NOT TRESSPASS DEPARTMENT OF STATE.” The more recent sign style is also approximately 12
inches by 24 inches with a landscape orientation. The lettering is embossed with raised block letters and a
raised border painted black against a safety yellow background. The sign reads “U.S. GOVERNMENT
STRUCTURE DO NOT MOLEST UNDER PENALTY OF LAW.” This font style is consistent with modern
block lettering used on government signage.

Figure 44

Two examples of government property signs on the federal property fence flanking the American
Canal. Photographs taken by Russ Collett, August 10 and 19, 2013.
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Mortared stone outfalls

These were identified in the field as Feature F-ROC-07 to the north and Feature F-ROC-08 to the south
near profile P1 on Figure 29. Both features were generally similar in appearance and construction as well as
their placement on the bank relative to the canal walls. They differed in specifics of dimensions, shape, and
position on the canal bank. Figure 35 captures some of these differences and similarities.

Figure 45

Overview of both mortared stone outfalls, looking north-northwest. Feature F-ROC-08 is in the
foreground, F-ROC-07 beyond it. Photograph taken by Russ Collett, August 20, 2013.

Feature F-ROC-07 measured 11 feet by 6 feet with a slope matching the overall gradient of the canal bank.
It was composed of undressed field stone laid with mortar to form an apron to control erosion of the earthen
bank. The bottom edge of the apron rested on the top edge of the finished concrete canal channel wall. The
conduit for runoff was a prefabricated cement pipe 14 inches in diameter and included multiple segments of
pipe, although the complete number was not determined. The outfall end of the last complete downstream
segment of cement pipe in Feature F-ROC-07 was on the same vertical plane as the face of the retaining
wall constructed to support the end of the pipe and stabilize the earthen canal bank around the outfall
opening and upper portion of the outfall apron. The outfall apron was constructed as a shallow trough
approximately one foot deep with a curved bottom broadening slightly as it approached the concrete canal
wall. Flanking the outfall apron on both sides was a low mortared stone wall, but only the upper four feet
were present (Figures 36 and 37).
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Figure 46

Scale drawing of Feature F-ROC-07 drawn by Russ Collett, August 21, 2013.
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Figure 47

Views of Feature F-ROC-07 facing east at left and west at right. Photograph taken by Russ Collett,
August 20, 2013.

Feature F-ROC-08 measured 15 feet by 6 feet with a slope matching the overall gradient of the canal bank.
It was composed of undressed field stone laid with mortar to form an apron to control erosion of the earthen
bank. The bottom edge of the apron rested on the top edge of the finished concrete canal channel wall. The
conduit for runoff was a prefabricated cement pipe 36 inches in diameter and included multiple segments of
pipe, although the complete number was not determined. The outfall end of the last complete downstream
segment of cement pipe in Feature 8 protruded roughly four inches from the vertical face of the retaining
wall constructed to support the end of the pipe and stabilize the earthen canal bank around the outfall
opening and upper portion of the outfall apron. However, unlike Feature F-ROC-07, Feature F-ROC-08
included an additional partial segment that had been cut at an angle to partially form the uppermost part of
the outfall apron. The outfall apron was constructed as a shallow trough with an angled bottom
approximately one foot deep broadening slightly as it approached the concrete canal wall. Flanking the
outfall apron on both sides was a low mortared stone wall largely coated with mortar. The distal three feet of
the outfall’s left wall was missing (Figures 38 and 39).
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Figure 48

Scale drawing of Feature F-ROC-08 drawn by Russ Collett, August 21, 2013.
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Figure 49

View of Feature F-ROC-08 facing west. Photograph taken by Russ Collett, August 20, 2013.

Poured concrete surface runoff inlets

Three of these features were present in the PTW construction path and each was photographed, mapped,
and drawn to scale prior to demolition. Their construction and placement within the levee suggested they
were installed after 1938, perhaps during an effort to raise the levee access road. The features were
constructed at low points in the landscape where surrounding surfaces concentrated runoff toward the canal
(Figures 29 and 30). The concrete was poured in place using a wooden board form and the height of the
levee access road was even with the crest of the rear face of each feature. Each was exactly the same in
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terms of their dimensions and composition. The size of pipe installed to carry runoff through the levee was
different than the prefabricated opening through the feature wall. As a result the gap between the 18 inch
diameter wall opening and the 12 inch diameter pipes installed were filled with mortar and finished to form a
smooth transition to the pipe. The features themselves were composed of reinforced concrete poured and
finished smooth with chamfered corners and half-inch-minus angular aggregate in the concrete. Reinforcing
bars were ½ inch diameter and consistent with modern rebar lug patterns. Wall thicknesses were 6 inches
including the bottom apron. Each feature was configured in plan view as a trapezoid with the broad portion
forming the leading edge of the intake apron measuring 11 feet 4 inches wide and 48 inches deep. The
back wall at the pipe inlet was 26 ½ inches wide with a height of 42 inches. The two sloped sides of the
trapezoid plan view formed sloped wings in the side view that extended from the 42 inch wall height at the
back downward to finish even with the apron floor (Figures 40 and 41).

Figure 50

Scale drawing of typical surface runoff intake structures at Features F-ROC-04, F-ROC-05, and FROC-06, drawn by Russ Collett, July 27, 2013.
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Figure 51

Mosaic images of surface runoff intake features showing their positions relative to the access road
surface, federal property fence, and their state of maintenance. Clockwise from lower left; F-ROC04, F-ROC-5, F-ROC-05, and F-ROC-06. Photographed by Russ Collett, July 25 to August 16, 2013.

Other drains through the canal levee

Two other drain pipes passed through the canal’s left levee. One was an informal drain leading from private
properties flanking the canal. It consisted of an eight inch steel pipe with no formal intake or outfall. The
other was a formal storm drain outfall. This consisted of a pre-cast cement pipe with a diameter of ten
inches.

IX. Research Discussion
The research design reiterated three primary survey goals that were carried over to archeological
monitoring. It also presented four questions asked of resources and contexts revealed by construction
excavation. The questions were asked almost continuously during monitoring and helped formulate
conclusions about archeological resources in and near the project footprint. This section provides a
summary discussion of the overall investigation goals and the four supplemental questions asked of the
resources and contexts identified.
The first goal of locating cultural resources and delineating their specific boundaries within investigation
areas was accomplished. State resource records were filed for nine resources as a result of PTW
monitoring. Two newly discovered archeological resources (cistern 41EP37-C and unassociated footing
41EP37-D) were identified at the edges of the construction path and were recorded. Because these
resources were only exposed at the margins of construction, which did not need to extend through or into
them, they were left in place. Their limits were not determined, but they remain in situ beyond the limits of
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the PTW construction activity. The boundaries of seven other resources were delineated relative to the PTW
construction area. For three of these (historic scatter 41EP37-B, 1961 shed 41EP37-F, and historic scatter
41EP6782) the construction path encompassed all or almost their entire reported footprint and delineated
their extent within the PTW construction path. The construction path bisected portions of three others,
(municipal sewer 41EP37-E, arroyo walls 41EP37-G and American Canal 41EP7014), and their prompted
recording with the state.
The Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National Register Historic District (NRHD) was also better delineated as a
result of monitoring PTW construction. In fact, the PTW construction path revealed portions of one buried
layer with the potential to be related to this resource. Should the possible relationship between layer X and
Old Fort Bliss be found incorrect, then monitoring the PTW confirmed construction for the American Canal
and perhaps the municipal sewer represent the farthest extent that deposits from Old Fort Bliss might
remain intact. Additionally, it was recognized that current boundaries on file for the Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill
NRHD do not reflect its former extent. As a result, there is the potential for development within former post
boundaries to not be recognized as being within those former boundaries because it may occur outside the
current representative boundary. An update to the record was submitted, recommending revised boundaries
for the historic district that more closely approximate the former boundaries of the military reservation.
The second primary investigation goal was to assess significance of resources encountered and the effects
of pipeline construction on them. This topic involves several of the resources encountered and is explored
individually in the following paragraphs. The Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill NRHD was previously listed on the
National Register and impacts to it had the potential to qualify as adverse effects. However, PTW
construction did not reveal any deposits clearly contemporaneous with this historic property and none that
included the kinds of artifacts anticipated from occupation of the fort. Layer X, described above, has the
potential to have been contemporary with the fort’s occupation, but it lacked more than ephemeral
exposures within the PTW construction path and contained very few artifacts, and those of a very general
source and manufacture. As a result, the opportunity to assess the significance of layer X rested on the
recovery from the hand excavated sample, which was largely inconclusive as to its relationship with Old Fort
Bliss. Based on the limited and inconclusive content from layer X the layer itself did not retain characteristics
sufficient to meet NRHP eligibility criteria independently. Further, there was no confirmed association of
layer X with Old Fort Bliss and the level of effect on the historic property by construction excavation was
deemed not adverse.
The American Canal was not previously recorded but was previously recommended eligible for NRHP listing
under criteria A and C. Proposed alterations of the canal were assessed for their impact on the resource
during prior investigations (Ackerly 1999; Parsons 2000). Recommendations of those investigations were
that physical alteration of the canal would not result in an adverse effect on a historic property. Since the
PTW would be installed within the canal’s former construction area and levee, with stipulations the final
grade be consistent with its former configuration, the PTW was recommended as having no adverse effect
on this historic property. Monitoring during construction excavations confirmed the impacts of PTW
construction were limited to the left levee and had no adverse effect on the historic property as these areas
included no newly recognized attributes contributing to its eligibility and also no adverse effect on those
attributes already supporting eligibility.
Another result of monitoring construction through levee contexts was the chance to fully assess the
formation and composition of two previously recorded resources, 41EP37-B and 41EP6782. Both of these
sites were recommended not eligible for NRHP listing. Monitoring provided opportunity to examine
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subsurface structure in both site locations and supported recommendations by prior investigators these sites
were not eligible. It was learned that 41EP37-B was the result of disturbances to fill layers in the canal’s left
levee and that 41EP6782 had formed during or after formation of the same levee and that its constituents
were intermixed with the upper layers of levee fill. Because each of these sites was not eligible, there were
no adverse effects to historic properties resulting from construction of the PTW through them.
The masonry walls along Hart’s Mill Arroyo provided a similar opportunity to examine prior researcher
recommendations of ineligibility. Here the portion of the walls across the PTW construction path lacked
many attributes necessary to meet NRHP eligibility criteria. No excavation had been conducted, but none
was warranted based on the observable makeup of the features. Monitoring during PTW construction
confirmed the composition of the walls across the construction path did not meet eligibility criteria. The
conclusion was also that impacts to the ineligible site were not adverse effects on a historic property.
Two other resources were identified in the PTW construction path, and in each case, enough of each
resource could be identified to confirm it did not meet NRHP eligibility criteria. One of these (41EP37-F)
consisted of only a poured concrete footing for a building later identified in a 1961 aerial photograph, but that
was not present in 1929. The footing retained no components that met NRHP eligibility criteria and it was
demolished during PTW construction. The other resource was a municipal sewer. This resource encroached
on the PTW construction path and was dated more than 50 years old through city records. It too was
recommended not eligible for NRHP listing as its physical composition did not satisfy eligibility criteria. In
these cases the lack of attributes to satisfy MRHP eligibility criteria meant impacts resulting from PTW
construction did not constitute adverse effects on historic properties.
Finally, two resources were partially exposed by PTW construction trench wall failures (41EP37-C and
41EP37-D), but remain beyond the limits of PTW construction excavations. These two resource locations
were mapped and recorded with the state. In each case, not enough information could be obtained within
the PTW construction path to assess eligibility for NRHP listing. The recommendation was for provisional
eligibility pending evaluation, which was not necessary to accomplish as part of the PTW monitoring
program.
The third primary investigation goal was to make recommendations for resource treatment. Of the nine
resources the PTW construction interacted with, one (41EP37) was previously listed on the NRHP and one
(41EP7014) was previously recommended for listing on the NRHP. PTW construction resulted in no
adverse effects to these historic properties, but prompted a recommendation to revise the district boundary
for the Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill NRHD (41EP37). Because the American Canal was not recorded with the
state previously a record was filed and it was designated as 41EP7014. By adding the canal and better
delineating the former limits of Old Fort Bliss the spatial relationships between these resources, others in the
area, and future development may be better recognized and the potential effect on historic properties
effectively assessed.
For 41EP37-C and 41EP37-D, their positions beyond the limits of PTW construction allowed them to be
preserved in situ. Each has been recorded with the state and recommended a provisional status as eligible
for the NRHP pending evaluation. Development of these locations is recommended to include investigations
to determine their eligibility for NRHP or other listings as appropriate.
The remaining five resources that PTW construction interacted with were not recommended eligible for
NRHP listing (41EP37-B the scatter, 41EP6782 a scatter, 41EP37-E municipal sewer, 41EP37-F 1961
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shed, and 41EP37-G the arroyo walls). Three of them have already been demolished as a result of PTW
construction (41EP37-B, 41EP6782, and 41EP37-F). Each of these five was assessed as not eligible for
NRHP listing and are not considered historic properties. The result is that impacts to these resources either
from PTW construction or future development did or would not constitute an adverse effect on historic
properties.
Archeological monitoring during PTW construction afforded opportunity to identify and document site
formation processes for areas along the PTW construction path. The exposure of large areas of subsurface
context was informative and beneficial for assessing the extent and condition of archeological resources as
well as the level of impacts to them resulting from PTW construction. The first of four questions regarding
formation of the archeological context was:
•

Are former surfaces preserved and discernible in the exposed profile, and if so are they datable?

Only one former surface exposed in the excavated profile was discernible and datable. This was within fill
layers of the American Canal’s left levee. The lowest of the identified layers were river flood sediments,
identified as layer XI. Overlying this was the deepest artifact-bearing layer, identified as layer X. Layer X
yielded very few artifacts, but they were consistent with materials that could have been contemporary with
occupation of Old Fort Bliss between 1878 and 1893. However, they may include attributes not identified yet
that reveal manufacture dates after 1893. It is also possible these materials could have been placed as fill
overlying layer XI during canal construction in 1938. Few exposures of layer X were present within the
construction path, and more are expected to the immediate east of the PTW trench and west of the
municipal sewer alignment. The second question regarding formation of the archeological context was:
•

Does the excavated exposure reveal one or more natural deposits, and if so how do they relate
spatially to cultural deposits in or near the exposure?

Naturally deposited sediments were encountered along the entire length of the PTW trench. Those with the
clearest spatial relationship to overlying archeological deposits were approximately 250 feet north of Hart’s
Mill Road and extended from that point another 300 feet. Levee cross sections from this area retained
distinct layering overlying native river bank sediments. A clear association with construction of the American
Canal was discernible in many exposures. Only one layer in contact with native sediments had the potential
to be associated with Old Fort Bliss. The number and distinctive character of fill layers decreased farther
north. Here, contact between the conglomerate and lowest fill layer placed during canal levee construction
was indistinct in many areas suggesting methods to scarify and perhaps key the fill to the conglomerate
were tried. South of Hart’s Mill Road fill was limited to one layer 25 to 30 inches thick with a gradual
transition to the underlying sandy native sediments. This pattern in the PTW cut continued east of the
American Canal, where it roughly paralleled the Franklin Canal. It remained visible in the cut until nearly
reaching the extant bore pit at the edge of Doniphan Drive where conglomerate was exposed within three
feet of the surface. The alignment west of Doniphan Drive is characterized by indistinct deposits of fill that
vary in content from mostly dirt with some rubble near the Cistern and 1961 Shed to several feet of concrete
rubble containing reinforcing bar closer to Doniphan Drive and the bore pit. The lateral extent of these fills
was not tracked and they have an as yet undefined relationship with the former southern margins of Hart’s
Mill. The balance of archeological features was not in contact with native sediments or the relationship could
not be delineated within the PTW construction path. The third question regarding formation of the
archeological context was:
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•

Is the exposed cultural deposit datable and how?

Most cultural resources in the monitoring area consisted of built features in place after 1929. This is
because most were the product of or followed construction of the American Canal in 1938. These resources
include the American Canal itself and the flanking levees; 41EP37-B an artifact scatter and a result of
disturbance to levee fills; 41EP6782 a sparse deposit of historic items intermixed with levee grading;
41EP37-D the unassociated footing within the American Canal construction path and therefore post-dates
formation of the levee in 1938; 41EP37-E the municipal sewer in place by 1950; 41EP37-C the cistern
whose location was unoccupied in 1929, but was overlain by a large metal building by 1961; and 41EP37-F
the concrete footing for that large metal building. The 1929 aerial photograph of the area shows some effort
to channelize Hart’s Mill Arroyo, but whether or not walls had been constructed by then was not clear from
the image. The portions of walls across the PTW construction path were not consistent with work from that
period, although wall remnants farther upstream may be consistent with masonry from the depression or
before.
One buried layer was exposed in portions of the PTW construction cut that might be contemporary with Old
Fort Bliss. The balance of the National Register Historic District and its features were datable through
historic records. However, this single layer yielded a small number of artifacts that have a general temporal
range in the late 19th century. None of the objects included indications their earliest date of manufacture was
after that. As a result, there is some potential for the relative age of layer X to predate formation of the canal
levee and the most likely period for it to have formed was during occupation of Fort Bliss between 1878 and
1893. The fourth question regarding formation of the archeological context was:
•

Does the cultural deposit intrude or encroach on another cultural resource and how?

This question was posed to determine the manner in which any one archeological deposit may have
impacted one or more archeological deposits the preceded it. In a way the intended result is to establish a
sequence of events that will ultimately indicate which deposit was earliest and what potential research
opportunity the deposit may still retain. During the PTW monitoring effort there were several locations where
older archeological deposits were encroached on by younger events, some of which were during the historic
period. An example of this is construction of the American Canal, which once completed had consumed
approximately 11 acres of riverside areas within the Old Fort Bliss boundary of 1893. These areas could
have included former dump or task areas derived from fort activity. When construction of the canal was
completed the new riverward margin of deposits associated with the fort was inside the canal’s construction
footprint or at the federal property line. Very little indication of deposits that might date to the period of fort
occupation were encountered during PTW construction. Even so, the current riverward margin for extant
archeological deposits from the fort period is the margin of the PTW construction trench, very near the
federal property line.
The archeological deposits along the federal property line within the Old Fort Bliss boundary were also most
likely encroached upon by later activity. Some time prior to 1950, the city of El Paso installed a municipal
sewer line very close to the federal property line. At the time, the sewer trench would have been excavated
on the fort-side of the canal construction limits. The result was a narrow strip of archeological deposits
isolated between the two construction cuts that may date to the fort’s occupation.
The walls in Hart’s Mill Arroyo across the PTW construction path were probably constructed in or just prior
to 1961. Sometime prior to 1961 the parcel abutting the Franklin Canal was raised with fill. This created the
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grade for constructing the large metal building shown in the 1961 aerial photograph. The consistent gradient
across the parcel suggests the fill was stabilized along the arroyo by the addition of the clay block walls.
Additionally there was no clear indication the fill was laid on stable native sediments or on former culturally
occupied surfaces near the arroyo. However, the fill and metal building from 1961 covered a Cistern that
was revealed during PTW excavations. As discussed earlier in this report, the Cistern was beyond the limits
of the PTW excavation and was not explored archeologically, but the position was overlain by the shed. The
two were very likely not used at the same time. In this case, the 1961 shed and fills associated with its
construction encroached on whatever previous features and task areas the cistern is associated with. The
northward extent of the fill was not determined but may extend to former Hart’s Mill facilities. The south edge
of the parcel nearest the Franklin Canal was modified in 1997 with undetermined impacts to what may have
been present prior to that.

X. Conclusions/Summary
A. Evaluations and Recommendations
1. Comparison of Expected and Actual Results
Expected results were based on previous projects in the general area with a potential density of one site of
any period per 40 acres. ARCADIS anticipated a low probability of discovering small prehistoric lithic
scatters, or open camps, and few historic structures and debris related to fort activity and its associated
historic settlement. Preserved river margins and paleo surfaces were also expected to be nil, due to
alterations of the river margin landscape over time and during construction of the American Canal in
particular. The absence of prehistoric or early contact period sites in the project area is probably due to the
overall degree of historical disturbance and urbanization of the area.
Actual results of PTW archeological monitoring revealed the presence of previously unrecognized buried
sites, clarified spatial and temporal relationships between known and previously unrecognized sites,
recorded sites not previously included in state records, and documented a portion of the effects of historical
development in the project area on older resources. As a result of this monitoring opportunity, it is apparent
there remain other opportunities for archeological investigation in areas flanking the PTW.
2. Confidence
ARCADIS archeologists are very confident the objectives of archeological monitoring were met and have
established there is no potential for intact subsurface cultural deposits within the excavated PTW
construction path. Two buried resource locations (41EP37-C and 41EP37-D) remain immediately adjacent
to the PTW trench but extended away from the construction cut and have been mapped and recorded with
the state. Other buried resources or subsurface components of standing resources may be present in areas
not excavated for the PTW. This conclusion is based on the results of background research, consultation
with knowledgeable persons, observed conditions, skilled monitors, and the monitoring results.
3. Further Work
Further work specific to the PTW is not recommended or required in order to address historic properties or
other cultural resources. Specific areas flanking the PTW retain potential for hosting buried deposits that
could have scientific value. Opportunities for future investigations vary depending on what portion of the
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monitored area is considered. The following summary observations are offered as a supplement to maps
and content elsewhere in this summary report.
Culturally placed fill and natural sediments flanking the American Canal were removed and replaced to a
depth below culturally placed fill from 1938. Archeological investigations, such as that for the K1B alignment
along the American Canal can expect to observe items displaced from American Canal construction fill
layers intermixed with native sediments and redistributed within the PTW backfill and grading matrix. A
narrow wedge of American Canal fill may be present immediately beneath the concrete canal sides but
would not be likely sources of deposits linked with anything but canal construction in 1938.
A strip of land, presumably unexcavated, extends approximately from the International Dam to Doniphan
Drive. It separates the PTW construction trench from what was the Franklin Canal. The former Franklin
Canal margins were modified in 1997, and no documents addressing impacts to cultural resources and
historic properties have been identified in research for the PTW. However, such records may exist and could
provide information regarding the extent of alterations to the area. The width of this presumably
unexcavated strip of land varies and is estimated to be as much as 50 feet wide in places.
Site-Specific Recommendations
The following recommendations are offered as a concise recap of conclusions about each of these
regarding their condition and perceived research potential. Recommendations of eligibility or ineligibility are
offered here for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
41EP37 Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill National Register Historic District. This resource remains essentially as it
was prior to PTW construction. ARCADIS’ recommendation is to revise the district boundary to conform
more closely to the military reservation and post boundaries delineated in the 1893 Ruhlen map. The
current boundaries encompass only a small portion of the former post surrounding two standing buildings,
but exclude several areas of former post activity that may retain archeological deposits of the period.
41EP37-B Historic period artifact scatter. This site was found to be unrelated to Old Fort Bliss activity and
was instead a result of disturbance to American Canal fill layers. As such, it was not eligible for listing, as its
recorders had suspected. ARCAIDS confirmed ineligibility of the deposit during testing for the PTW. Virtually
the entire surface scatter was disrupted and replaced during construction of the PTW. No further attention to
the artifact scatter identified as 41EP37-B is recommended.
41EP37-C Cistern Pre-1961. This feature was revealed by trench wall failure and is on a privately owned
parcel. The exposed component was documented and left in place at the margin of PTW construction. No
indication of the feature, its purpose or association was revealed in research conducted for the PTW.
Because only the southern margin was exposed there may be other components of this site in situ. It was
afforded a provisional recommendation of NRHP eligibility and SAL candidacy pending further evaluation.
41EP37-D Unassociated Footing. This footing was also discovered after a portion of trench wall fell away.
The feature was not within the PTW construction excavation and could be left in situ. Its dimensions were
not determined other than thickness and approximate length. No indication of a building at this position was
found in research for the PTW before, during, or after monitoring. It was afforded a provisional
recommendation of NRHP eligibility and SAL candidacy pending further evaluation.
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41EP37-E City Sewer Line. This linear feature was bisected during PTW construction on federal property.
The majority of the line remains in situ and flanks the PTW construction path effectively along the federal
property line south of the bisection. City records indicate the line was present by 1950. It retains a number of
construction and material attributes of note, but is recommended not eligible and no further work is
recommended. ARCADIS recommends the city sewer line not eligible for NRHP listing or SAL designation.
41EP37-F 1961 Shed Footing. This site was documented and recorded in the course of the PTW monitoring
program. It was recommended not eligible for NRHP listing during the pedestrian survey with testing
preceding PTW construction. No constituents of historical, archeological or architectural importance were
discovered during the PTW construction excavation. The remains of this resource were completely removed
during PTW construction. No further work is recommended for this resource location.
41EP37-G Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls. These features were recommended not eligible by prior investigators.
Monitoring confirmed they were insubstantial and their southern ends were removed and replaced during
alterations of the Franklin Canal in 1997. No association with Hart’s Mill could be determined and a review
of a 1929 aerial photograph shows a very different configuration than was present at the time PTW and K1B
investigations began. Portions of the walls within the PTW construction path were completely removed
during PTW construction. Portions remaining upstream of PTW construction remain in situ and may retain
research value. ARCADIS recommends the Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls are not eligible for the NRHP and are
not recommended eligible for SAL designation.
41EP6782 Artifact Scatter flanking the American Canal. This scatter was previously recommended ineligible
for the NRHP, but monitoring during construction in the site area was recommended (Lindemuth 2011:7-1).
Monitoring during PTW construction revealed it to have no temporal association with Old Fort Bliss and
could not be directly associated with construction of the American Canal or the early 20th century homes
nearby. The scatter retained few objects and a limited and highly disturbed subsurface component. This
may have been a result of installation of a municipal sewer line in the immediate area prior to 1950. Virtually
the entire site was disrupted and replaced during construction of the PTW. No further attention to this site is
recommended.
41EP7014 The American Canal. This NRHP eligible resource dating to 1938 is flanked in places by the
PTW. Although PTW construction resulted in substantial impacts to fill layers of its left bank, the attributes
supporting its NRHP eligibility were not adversely affected. Having previously been recommended eligible
for NRHP listing ARCADIS also recommends it as an appropriate candidate for SAL designation if it is
eventually listed on the NRHP.
4. Data Recovery
Data recovery excavations were not appropriate or necessary for this undertaking. The level of effects to
historic properties and SAL candidate cultural resources were mitigated through monitoring and
documentation. PTW construction would not, and did not alter attributes of the Old Fort Bliss, Hart’s Mill
National Register Historic District and the American Canal that contribute to their eligibility for inclusion on
the National Register. Additionally, PTW construction revealed but bypassed newly discovered
archeological cultural resources. In this way, they remain unaffected and have been recommended a
provisional consideration of eligibility to the NRHP and Texas listings until evaluated through archeological
testing, historical documentation, or a combination of methods. In bypassing these undefined resources,
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adverse effects to them were mitigated through avoidance and data recovery excavation was not necessary
as part of the PTW project.
Given the results summarized above, ARCADIS recommends a finding of no adverse effect to historic
properties for the construction of the proposed PTW project in El Paso County, Texas. ARCADIS also
recommends a finding of no adverse effect to candidates for designation as State Antiquities Landmark
resources for these same reasons.
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XI. Archeological Monitoring Project Team and Support
The archeological monitoring project summarized in this report would not have been as successful as it was
without the thoughtful interest and cooperation of the persons, groups, and agencies involved.
ARCADIS U.S., Inc.
• Russell O. Collett: archeological monitor, artifact analyst and primary report author.
• James Goolsby, Senior Construction Inspector
• Adam C. Graves Ph.D., RPA: Principal Investigator, archeological monitor, cartography, and report
co-author.
• Rebecca Mashak-Little: archeological monitor, artifact analyst and report appendix contributor.
• Andrew McLean: cartography and GIS.
• Randolph Moses, Ph.D.: cartography and GIS.
• Shane Rosenthal: report graphics.
• Bethany Strandwitz:, technical edit quality control.
• Gilbert Trejo, Senior Environmental Engineer: Project Manager.
El Paso Water Utilities Public Service Board
• Valerie Provencio, Environmental Planner, Land Management: archeological monitor.
USIBWC, El Paso office
• Mark Howe, Cultural Resource Specialist: point of contact and field photography.
El Paso County Historical Commission
• Bernie Sargent, Chairman.
Thanks also to staff at: The Texas Historical Commission, Texas Archeological Sites Atlas, and National
Park Service.
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Appendix A
Copy of 1893 Map of Fort Bliss by
Capt. Ruhlen

Appendix B
PTW Monitoring Photograph Log

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

IMG_0036

Photo No.

Date:
8/30/2013
1
Direction Photo Taken:
North-northwest
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
North end of the monitored
area prior to vegetation
clearing. Northernmost
terminus is not visible in this
view. American Canal
th
(41EP7104) at left, early 20
century homes at right.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/20/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

2

North-northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
View from the Lot 11
access point. Note the
vaults. These are modern
and do not extend into, or
very far into the underlying
levee fill. Dark cavity at
upper left center is the
canal conduit under
Paisano Drive and the
north end of the monitored
area.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1030157

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1030147

Photo No.

Date:
8/19/2013
3
Direction Photo Taken:
South-southeast
Photograph taken by Russell
Collett

Description:
Northern portion of
monitored area prior to
vegetation clearing.
American Canal (41EP7014)
th
at right, early 20 century
homes at left.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/17/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

4

South-southeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Overview of conditions
behind lots 6, 7, 8 and 9
prior to vegetation clearing.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020879

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020140

Photo No.

Date:
7/24/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

5

North-northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Overview of the central
portion along the American
Canal (41EP7014) prior to
vegetation clearing (from
station 149+53, southwest
of Doniphan Park).
Concrete at lower left is
bridge abutment of former
Harts Mill Road Bridge.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
7/23/2013
6
Direction Photo Taken:
East-northeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
View of pipe alignment and
work areas near Doniphan
Road prior to excavation.
Existing bore pit is at upper
right. 1961 Shed foundation
(41EP37-F) in midground
and rubble mixed into fill in
the foreground.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020109

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020134

Photo No.

Date:
7/24/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

7

Northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Clearing prior to grubbing,
marking and trenching.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
7/25/2013
8
Direction Photo Taken:
North-northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Grubbing within the levee
fill prior to marking and
trenching. Grubbing
removes organics such as
root masses and debris in
the upper matrix, neither of
which is appropriate to
include with fill when the
trench is closed.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020148

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020349

Photo No.

Date:
8/1/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

9

South-southeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Marking excavation
centerline. Distance from
offset stakes is indicated by
plans. A string held
between two points is
marked with paint.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/1/2013
10
Direction Photo Taken:
North-northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Excavation centerline
marked with paint and
ready for trenching.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020350

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020193

Photo No.

Date:
7/26/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

11

North
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Trenching. In this location a
deeper trench was needed
and several feet of levee fill
were removed to form a
path and working platform.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
7/29/2013
12
Direction Photo Taken:
West
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Trenching direct from initial
surface to prepare for
inserting a trench shield.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020217

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020235

Photo No.

Date:
7/30/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

13

East
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Trench shield being
dragged into trench as the
excavation is lengthened.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
7/31/2013
14
Direction Photo Taken:
North
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Excavation direct from
initial surface. Trench is
flared in this area to
provide safe walls. Gravel
is added to bottom to bed
the pipe. Worker is creating
a notch to support the laser
level used to verify trench
depth.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020282

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020287

Photo No.

Date:
7/31/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

15

West
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Trench excavated with
flared sides for safety and
gravel pipe bed. Workers
are gauging trench depth
according to marks on their
shovel handles compared
to the laser alignment.
Gravel is redistributed or
added as needed to
establish the pipe bed.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
7/31/2013
16
Direction Photo Taken:
Southwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Lowering pipe into the
trench. Sling straps support
the pipe from the excavator
as it is guided into position.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020293

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020298

Photo No.

Date:
7/31/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

17

East
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Fill added to secure the
pipe in position. This is
part of the shading process
in which fill material without
stones larger than four
inches is placed to support,
secure, and cover the pipe
before the rest of the trench
is filled. Compaction takes
place during shading and
fill.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
7/31/2013
18
Direction Photo Taken:
Northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Lowering pipe to connect to
one in place. A worker is
within the pipe already
placed to ensure the new
joint of pipe aligns
correctly. A series of shims
and other tools are used to
adjust the fit.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020307

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020308

Photo No.

Date:
7/31/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

19

North-northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Once the pipe is in position
the exterior is wrapped and
sealed with a rubberized
band. A torch is used to
secure the adhesive and
shrink the band to a snug
fit. The interior seam is
joined by welding and then
matched with the body of
the pipe interior with grout.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/29/2013
20
Direction Photo Taken:
North
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Pipe shaded with gravel
prior to backfill and
compaction.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

IMG_0026

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020707

Photo No.

Date:
8/14/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

21

South-southeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Excavator shifting lifts of
backfill material into the
trench prior to compaction
using wheel and sheep’s
foot attachments.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/15/2013
22
Direction Photo Taken:
North-northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Lines being shifted from
former to new poles to
allow clearance for the
pipeline.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020759

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020533

Photo No.

Date:
8/8/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

23

North-northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Guided mechanical
excavation areas (GMEAs)
were established in
locations within the trench
path and west of the main
Old Fort Bliss areas and
former Officer Quarters
buildings. Each was
monitored and directed by
the onsite archaeologist.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/2/2013
24
Direction Photo Taken:
Northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
GMEAs allowed deposits of
refuse to be tracked in a
controlled manner and
would have revealed
structural features had they
been present in these
areas.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020556

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020430

Photo No.

Date:
8/5/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

25

South
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
A drill rig was brought in to
place de-watering wells on
the eastern end of the
trench path near an
existing bore pit. The drill
revealed a variety of rubble
in the fill. Doniphan Drive is
at left and the Franklin
Canal is on the far side of
the rig.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/22/2013
26
Direction Photo Taken:
Northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Best management
practices (BMPs) for
controlling erosion and offsite migration of project
materials were placed
along the American Canal.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1030213

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

FFT_0020

Photo No.

Date:
10/4/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

27

Northwest
Photograph taken by
Valerie Provencio

Description:
This overview shows the
result of final grading. The
subject is the same area
shown above in Photo No.
7.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/4/2013
28
Direction Photo Taken:
Southeast
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
View of Old Fort Bliss
Officer Quarters (41EP37)
as seen from across the
American Canal
(41EP7014) from the
canal’s right levee.
41EP37-B, a historic period
artifact scatter, was
recorded on the left levee
crest behind the buildings.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

IMG_0094

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020145

Photo No.

Date:
7/24/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

29

East-northeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
One of the Old Fort Bliss
Officer Quarters (41EP37)
buildings as seen from the
left American Canal
(41EP7014) levee. The
fence in the near ground
separated federal property
from private and city
parcels and was installed in
1938.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
7/29/2013
30
Direction Photo Taken:
West-northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Early exposure of the
Circular Cistern (41EP37C) revealed after the trench
wall slumped away during
trenching to place a trench
shield.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020226

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020267

Photo No.

Date:
7/31/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

31

East
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Circular Cistern (41EP37C) suspended and partially
undercut by erosion as
additional unconsolidated
fill continued falling away
from the trench wall during
trenching. Note the depth
of the trench shield and
ground water level.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/14/2013
32
Direction Photo Taken:
Southwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Exposure of the
Unassociated Footing
(41EP37-D) revealed as
trench wall material fell
away during trenching to
move the trench shield
along the cut.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020708

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020727

Photo No.

Date:
8/15/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

33

West-northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Further exposure of the
Unassociated Footing
(41EP37-D) revealed as
trench wall material fell
away when the trench
shield was moved.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/13/2013
34
Direction Photo Taken:
Northeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Municipal Sewer Line
(41EP37-E) manhole
structure rising above the
filled grade on private
parcels flanking federal
property.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020695

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1030234

Photo No.

Date:
8/24/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

35

Northeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Municipal Sewer Line
(41EP37-E) manhole
structure exposed during
grubbing and preparation
for trenching. Feature FRML-10 was identified in
the backfilled excavation
for this manhole; behind it
in this view.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/29/2013
36
Direction Photo Taken:
North
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Municipal Sewer Line
(41EP37-E) manhole
structure exposed during
grubbing and preparation
for trenching. Feature FRML-10 was identified in
the backfilled excavation
for this manhole; right of it
in this view.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

IMG_0031

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

IMG_0044

Photo No.

Date:
9/2/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

37

Northeast
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Feature F-RML-10 (darker
material) associated with
Municipal Sewer Line
(41EP37-E). The feature
consisted of materials
discarded as backfill
components into the void
around the manhole
structure after it was
constructed.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
7/29/2013
38
Direction Photo Taken:
West
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
1961 Shed Footing
(41EP37-F). The footing
was visible at ground level
when monitoring began. No
building had been present
for an extended time. A
shed was identified at this
location in an aerial
photograph dated 1961.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020208

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020115

Photo No.

Date:
7/23/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

39

Southwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
1961 Shed Footing
(41EP37-F). This view
captures some of the
extant elements associated
with the footing including a
finished edge, anchor bolts,
rebar and extensions
outside the footing for a
doorway stoop.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
7/29/2013
40
Direction Photo Taken:
West
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
1961 Shed Footing
(41EP37-F). Demolition
and removal of the shed
footing’s western
alignment. The mass at
upper right center was one
of the thicker areas formed
to include attachment bolts
for girders. Similar were
present at each corner and
each wall.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020209

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020215

Photo No.

Date:
7/29/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

41

South
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls
(41EP37-G). This view
shows composition of the
walls near the project path
as well as alterations made
in the early 1990s (poured
cement side at mid right).
Masonry composition
includes fired clay blocks
and recycled concrete on
left side.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
7/29/2013
42
Direction Photo Taken:
East-southeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls
(41EP37-G). Note the
composition and
construction of the walls
both sides of the project
path. Improper masonry
methods suggest this was
an ad hoc effort to reduce
erosion.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020216

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020146

Photo No.

Date:
7/25/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

43

South-southeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls
(41EP37-G). This view
captures a portion of the
walls in the upper reach of
the arroyo. Here the walls
are composed of mortared
cobbles and large cement
or roughly dressed stone
blocks. Visible above the
shopping cart.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
7/29/2013
44
Direction Photo Taken:
South
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Hart’s Mill Arroyo Walls
(41EP37-G). This view
shows composition of the
walls near the project path
as well as alterations made
in the early 1990s (poured
cement side at mid right).
Masonry composition
includes fired clay blocks
and recycled concrete on
left side.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020215

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1030148

Photo No.

Date:
8/19/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

45

Southeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
Historic Period Artifact
Scatter (41EP6782). Some
of this artifact scatter still
present at the surface as
archeological monitoring
began. No substantial
deposit or features were
present within this ineligible
scatter.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/4/2013
46
Direction Photo Taken:
North
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
The American Canal
(41EP7014). This view
captures a portion of the
overall alignment and some
of its relationship to Old
Fort Bliss and private
parcels.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

IMG_0082

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020879

Photo No.

Date:
8/17/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

47

South-southeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
The American Canal
(41EP7014). This view
along a portion of the left
levee shows the grade and
condition at the start of
archeological monitoring.
The elevated grades on
private parcels are retained
by the stone wall. The
shorter fence at left was six
feet high in 1938, now
about four to five.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/10/2013
48
Direction Photo Taken:
North
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
The American Canal
(41EP7014). Former
government property sign
on the vehicle gate across
Hart’s Mill Road.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020590

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1030149

Photo No.

Date:
8/19/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

49

East
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
The American Canal
(41EP7014). Another
version of government
property signage. This
version includes raised
lettering, bold colors, and
blockier typeface. This form
is very likely a more recent
replacement of older signs
like those in the previous
photograph.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/21/2013
50
Direction Photo Taken:
Northeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
The American Canal
(41EP7014). A pedestrian
gate through the federal
property fence near the
former Globe Street Bridge
across the canal. Note the
sign at left. This gate was
more than six feet high in
1938. The litter along the
fence indicates the surface
current during monitoring.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1030193

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020187

Photo No.

Date:
7/26/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

51

North-northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
The American Canal
(41EP7014). Assorted
discarded objects of varied
materials and sizes were
incorporated into levee fill.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/20/2013
52
Direction Photo Taken:
North-northwest
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
The American Canal
(41EP7014). This object in
the levee fill appeared to be
a slab or sidewalk. No
structure was present on
canal maps in this area.
Possibly an illicit recreation
area on the former surface,
later covered by additional
fill. The proportions of the
fill match those at Feature
F-RLM-10 (Photo No. 35).

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1030184

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020353

Photo No.

Date:
8/2/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

53

East-northeast
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
The American Canal
(41EP7014). Fill layers
exposed in the left levee.
Bottom is native river bank.
Above that as many as
seven layers include
burned coal, ash, rusted
metal, butchered bone,
broken building materials,
glass, ceramic, and redeposited dirt and rock.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/15/2013
54
Direction Photo Taken:
East
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
The American Canal
(41EP7014). Anchors for
utility poles required
excavation to install. This
displaced artifacts in buried
fill layers to the surface that
were later recorded as
41EP37-B.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020804

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1020816

Photo No.

Date:
8/15/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

55

East
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
The American Canal
(41EP7014). Another form
of utility pole anchor used
in the left canal levee.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/15/2013
56
Direction Photo Taken:
East
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
The American Canal
(41EP7014). Changes to
the levee height and the
height of adjacent parcels
shifted drainage patterns.
This prompted installation
of intakes. Feature F-ROC06 is shown here. Pipes
buried in the levee carried
runoff to the canal.

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1030129

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

P1030177

Photo No.

Date:
8/20/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

57

East
Photograph taken by
Russell Collett

Description:
The American Canal
(41EP7014). Surface runoff
control features included
two examples of mortared
field stone believed to be
contemporary with the
levee construction in 1938.
They are low on the levee
slope. Their intakes were
not identified and may be
buried on private parcels
not accessed.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
8/31/2013
58
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Field Number 006, Catalog
Number 001: medicine
bottle, ca. 1895-1905. From
fill layer VII
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_7797

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_7799

Photo No.

Date:
8/31/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

59

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Field Number 008, Catalog
Number 002: Assorted
ceramic sherds and glass
shards. These retained no
marks but included a
variety of decorative
treatments typical of
residential use, since ca.
1860.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/1/2013
60
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Field Number 003, Catalog
Number 003: Cartridge
case of undetermined
caliber and age. From fill
layer VII
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_7827

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_7830

Photo No.

Date:
9/1/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

61

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Field Number 004, Catalog
Number 004: Coin of
undetermined minting, age
and denomination. From fill
layer I
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/1/2013
62
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Field Number 009, Catalog
Number 006: Ceramic cup
sherd with “Germany” hand
painted on the base, ca.
1885-1940. From fill layer
VII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_7833

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_7837

Photo No.

Date:
9/1/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

63

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Field Number 002, Catalog
Number 007: Hazel Atlas
bottle base shard, ca.
1882-1923. From fill layer
VII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/1/2013
64
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Field Number 005, Catalog
Number 008: Glass and
ceramic items. Short glass
at left, ca. 1916-1918.
Glass at right is not dated.
Ceramic not dated. From fill
layer VII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_7842

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_7855

Photo No.

Date:
9/1/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

65

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Field Number 007, Catalog
Number 009: Northern
Glass Works soda or
mineral water bottle, ca.
1896-1900. From fill layer
VII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/1/2013
66
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 010:
Unfinished concrete
building material. From fill
layer VII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_7864

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_7869

Photo No.

Date:
9/1/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

67

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 011:
Mixed glass, nails, bone
and building material.
Glass and nails, ca. 18751912. From fill layer X.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/1/2013
68
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 012:
Assorted glass shards,
mostly consumer items, ca.
1849-1960. From fill layer
VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_7901

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_7978

Photo No.

Date:
9/1/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

69

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 012:
Assorted ceramic
tableware and doll sherds,
one mark ca. 1930. From
fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/2/2013
70
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 013:
Glazed ceramic drain tile,
ca. 1880-1910. From fill
layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8040

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8044

Photo No.

Date:
9/2/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

71

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 014:
Assorted butchered bone
with saw-cuts, not dated.
From fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/2/2013
72
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 013:
Mixed bone, tobacco tin,
nails, leather, and
undetermined, ca. 18801912. From fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8050

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8053

Photo No.

Date:
9/2/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

73

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 016: Dried
clay, possibly adobe
mortar, not dated. From fill
layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/2/2013
74
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 017:
Partially burned coal, not
dated. From fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8057

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8062

Photo No.

Date:
9/2/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

75

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 018:
Window glass shard and
mortar fragments, not
dated. From fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/2/2013
76
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 019:
Assorted metal objects
including nails, bottle caps,
suspender slide, and
undetermined items, ca.
1880-1912. From fill layer
VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8064

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8075

Photo No.

Date:
9/2/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

77

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 020:
Cologn (left) and extract
bottles, ca. 1910-1940.
From fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/2/2013
78
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 021:
Mixed consumer,
household and kitchen
glass containers, ca. 18751988. From fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8109

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8211

Photo No.

Date:
9/4/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

79

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 022:
Assorted glass containers,
kitchen, ca. 1870-1920.
Ceramic plate has not been
dated. From fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/4/2013
80
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 023:
Assorted glass containers,
consumer, kitchen and
household, ca. 1850-1960.
From fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8248

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8354

Photo No.

Date:
9/5/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

81

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 024:
Mixed items; building
materials, consumer,
garment, household,
kitchen, munitions and
personal, ca. 1860-1980.
From fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/6/2013
82
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 025:
Assorted glass container
shards; consumer,
household, kitchen and
personal, ca. 1849-1988.
From fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8453

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8609

Photo No.

Date:
9/6/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

83

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 026:
Assorted glass containers;
consumer, household and
kitchen, ca. 1875-1988.
From fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/6/2013
84
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 026:
Undated W.H. Grindley &
Co. mark. Grindley has
been producing wares
since 1880. From fill layer
VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8704

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8716

Photo No.

Date:
9/6/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

85

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 027:
Assorted glass containers,
household, ca. 1875-1960.
Ceramic plate has not been
dated. From fill layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/7/2013
86
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 028:
Assorted glass containers,
consumer and household,
ca. 1880-1920. From fill
layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8757

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8804

Photo No.

Date:
9/7/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

87

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 028: John
Maddock & Sons Ltd. mark
in use since 1945. From fill
layer VIII.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/7/2013
88
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 029:
Assorted glass containers,
household and kitchen, ca.
1850-1923. From feature FRML-10.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8814

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8857

Photo No.

Date:
9/7/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

89

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 029:
Assorted glass shards,
consumer, window glass
and kitchen, ca. 1860present. From feature FRML-10.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/7/2013
90
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 029:
Assorted metal items as yet
undefined. Not dated. From
feature F-RML-10.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8859

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8872

Photo No.

Date:
9/7/2013
Direction Photo Taken:

91

Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 029:
Ceramic pot or spitoon. Not
dated. From feature FRML-10.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
Property Name:
Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission
Waterline, Archaeological Monitoring
Photo No.

Date:
9/7/2013
92
Direction Photo Taken:
Photograph taken by
Rebecca Mashak

Description:
Catalog Number 029:
Assorted sherds of ceramic
serving ware. Not dated.
From feature F-RML-10.
[This is a sample of
recovered items.]

Location:

Field Image No.

El Paso, El Paso County, Texas

DSC_8819

Appendix C
PTW Monitor’s Daily Field Note Log

Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission Waterline, Archeological Monitoring
El Paso County, Texas; Monitor’s Field Notes

[Russell Collett, Archaeological Monitor until end or change is noted.]
July 23, 2013 Tuesday
Arrived at the indicated jobsite approximately 0750. Only person present until 0815 when
James Goolsby drove up. There was a crew (not directly involved in the current project)
looking at relocating a power pole next to the canal. Jose Rodriquez with
OSCARRENDA Construction (ORC) came by and indicated they would be mobilizing
equipment to the area near La Hacienda, but may or may not begin actual excavation. I
indicted I would remain nearby and ready. We broke up and went on with other tasks.
I took a walk around the area of the bore excavation. Relocated the foundation Adam
documented on his last visit. I agree this is a modern foundation typical of industrial
shelters to cover or shield storage or workspace. There does not appear to have been a
substantial floor within the foundation area. One of the ancillary slabs, like a stoop, is
broken and revealed rebar configured consistent with “current” rebar form. As
comparison, a brush and refuse pile near and outside the southeast corner of the slab
includes a bent piece of rebar consistent with examples I observed in construction circa
1930s. I took pictures.
158+40, additionally, there is a footing or base of a chimney to the west of the
foundation. This base is substantially disturbed and may not be in situ. Approximately
five feet by five feet, it is composed of fired clay blocks with hollow cores and lined with
fire brick. There are some sub-angular stone cobbles present, but the ones visible are not
affixed to the block and may be local rubble rather than part of the feature. I mapped this
into a new GPS file (Paisano monitoring 02). After mapping the chimney feature I found
a single hexagonal floor tile, white, one-inch across. This tile is typical of restroom floor
coverings of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, but could be younger or from another
application. The south edge of the foundation is at station 159+17. [Post-field editorial
note, this chimney base was not in situ and was part of the fill in this area. It was not a
feature-ROC].
1130, left the jobsite for lunch then returned to eat on site.
1300, excavator delivered and parked next to the mobile power screen (SCALPER 107T).
Crew making delivery then left.
1345, James drove by to check the area near La Hacienda an said if they have not begun
work by 1730 I should go ahead and leave since they clear out by 1830.
1530, still no excavation activity. I noticed a loader is now near the trench box for the
previous excavation now, but is not moving. There is also a truck from Brock &
Bustillos, Inc. but no workers are active.
1725, left the jobsite for the day.

Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission Waterline, Archeological Monitoring
El Paso County, Texas; Monitor’s Field Notes

July 24, 2013 Wednesday
Onsite by 0650. No evidence of damage or even substantial rain over night. Around 0800
a loader was moving spoil to create work pads near the pipe on the La Hacienda side of
the drainage ditch. This is in preparation for assembling a valve to some pipe. This is
expected to take at east a half day. Met Rod Fisher, project superintendent with
OSCARRENDA, and then Carlos with AT&T.
Activity in the morning includes clearing piled Arundo donax, and working on the valve
assembly. I asked about the potential to begin excavations this morning and did not get a
clear indication yes or no. I stated my plan would be to remain on site and ready to go
should things go that way.
0945 equipment clearing brush and spoil piles struck a bee hive and sent the exposed
crew running for escape. This ended work on the valve assembly until much later. Using
the loader and excavator to relocate spoil and brush piles continued.
1030 walked over to view progress of clearing and got swarmed by bees, stung four
times. Returned to the safety of my vehicle.
1200 looks like lunch time for the crew as there s no activity and members are leaving the
area. I went for a cold drink and came right back.
1345, Arundo donax along the fence line behind La Hacienda. Loader and excavator are
making minimal cuts mostly into wind-blown berms along the fence line. No deposits or
artifacts observed.
1500, Valerie Provencio stopped by. She offered to come by and spell me if I need a
break at any point. We also discussed the overall plan, goals for relocating power poles,
and she mentioned Mark with IBWC is working up a plan for test pits to find privies. (I
passed her news to Adam. Adam called Mark and got no news of same.).
1530, they began removing the chain link fence along the canal road behind La Hacienda.
1535, run over by a dust devil while observing fence removal.
1615, called Adam and left a message about progress (good, but no real excavation yet),
that I met Valerie and her comment about Mark’s privy plan.
Vegetation and modern refuse removal along the fence line continued for the rest of the
day ending at 1815. As this activity progressed northward from behind La Hacienda,
they approached the canal-end of the street along Doniphan Park then continued to a
point at approximately station 147+50. This point is behind Officer Quarters building at
1836 Paisano. Clearing exposed a number of recent (less than 50 years old) refuse items.
Among these were plastic bottles, aluminum cans, glass bottles with screw closures,
clothing, fragments of all these, fragments of electronics parts, steel can, aerosol cans,
glazed ceramic drainage tiles, fragments of window or door screen frame, fired clay
bricks and brick fragments, concrete rubble, sub-angular cobbles and boulders, furniture
hardware. This material is without a specific arrangement or discernable horizontal

Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission Waterline, Archeological Monitoring
El Paso County, Texas; Monitor’s Field Notes

pattern aside from its proximity to the existing fence, forming a woggly. Some of these
items behind the Officer Quarters and the neighboring house to the south appear
contemporary with those buildings. Most likely these were discarded after repairs or
demolition of features or now former structures. For example, the glazed ceramic sewer
drain tiles were discarded in this area rather than being removed to landfill. It is possible
they were unused segments later broken and left. Juan Alvares (resident and property
manager next door, stated a short brick wall in front of 1834 W. Paisano Dr. was
demolished and dumped near the fence.
1830, off site.
July 25, 2013 Thursday
On site by 0650. Rain overnight with puddles, mud, and the ditch flowing runoff from
town. The amount of trash washing into the American Canal increased. Crew on site
about 0720 to begin tasks. These include continued clearing of vegetation and fencing,
removing posts and spoil piles.
154+50
0815 Loader and excavator moving spoil, posts, and fence.
0930, began excavation at south point of straight section along the canal. Cut path is to
the north from the top of the curve. Initial cut is with excavator to a depth of about 1.5
feet b.s. This exposed disturbed fill composed of small boulders, sparse individual
medium-sized boulders, and smaller clasts, all sub-rounded. Matrix is predominantly
fine, silty sand with minimal clay content. Color is dark brown (10 YR 4/3). There are
exposures and clods that include caliche threads. The cut path is approximately 21.0 feet
wide and is almost to the edge of the concrete canal lining. By about 100 feet up the path
the cut depth increased to 3.0 feet b.s.
0940, City of El Paso van arrives and a guy got out to mark some things in green along
the fence near the hexplex residences. He did not come in to speak with anyone.
1040, Items scattered in the fill include fired clay bricks (common size 2-1/2 inches by
four-inches by eight inches), fragments of charcoal, half-inch poly pipe, 3/4-inch rigid
conduit, three sherds glazed sewer tile, 3/4-inch PVC pipe, blue plastic conduit, one
utility pole base, one ground rod, 20 fired clay bricks, numerous pieces of stone and
concrete rubble
154+00, No finds.
153+50, No finds.
153+00, No finds.
152+50

Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission Waterline, Archeological Monitoring
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1100, Ash scatter exposed during excavation 1.5 to 2.0 feet b.s. Artifacts in association
are limited to a few fragmented ceramics and glass. Specific of these were captured (or
attempted) as temporal diagnostics (TD). Numbered in the GPS file with mapped
position. One is ceramic with a Laughlin mark and another is a glass bottle bottom with
mark.
1200, Lunch break until 1300. Then clear and grub continued. Excavator operator
(Ramon) said the plan is to remove the upper portion to make more room during dig and
lay work.
152+00, One medicine or bluing bottle neck hand finished lip.
151+50, One medicine bottle base with A under H mark photographed, four 2.0 inch steel
pipe fragments, one can fragment with lap seam; both within 2.0 feet of surface.
151+00, One clear glass ash tray shard.
1445, Juan (neighboring resident) asked the tree be removed behind his house.
1600, Work of clear and grub is even with the hexplex residences and to the sewer line
across the IBWC property.
150+50, One piece of one-inch steel pipe.
150+00, One cartridge casing, (003) heavily corroded.
149+50, One corroded coin (004) at Station 149+80.
149+00, No finds.
148+50, Four 4” white ceramic tiles, one, 1qt brown beer bottle with aluminum screw
cap, one plastic rocket toy fragment, one paint roller, one low-profile vehicle tire and rim,
one rubber boot, one aluminum beer can, three meat bones with saw cut ends, one clear
bottle glass shard, one fired clay brick half, numerous fragments of plastic, one Oreo
cookie bag, one plastic drinking straw, one amber 32 oz beer bottle with aluminum screw
cap, one discarded ground-rod, one 12 oz glass bottle with aluminum screw cap.
1804, Excavation stopped for the day. Off site by 1810.
July 26, 2013 Friday
0640 on site. No apparent change from previous evening, no vandals or disturbance, no
rain.
0730 excavation resumes with widening the area at the south end of the straight section.
The ash scatter edge extended 2.0 feet to east of fence.
148+50 to 149+00

Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission Waterline, Archeological Monitoring
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Four 4” white ceramic tiles, one, 1qt brown beer bottle with aluminum screw cap, one
plastic rocket toy fragment, one paint roller, one low-profile vehicle tire and rim, one
rubber boot, one aluminum beer can, three meat bones with saw cut ends.
148+00 to 148+50
One plastic potato chip bag, one plastic shampoo bottle fragment, one one-gallon plastic
bottle, one 40 oz beer bottle with aluminum screw cap, one brown glass bottle body
shard, one plastic milk jug screw lid, one black plastic garbage bag, one steel aerosol can,
one rubber boot (match to previous), one half fired clay brick.
148+00 mapped as feature, roadway mix dumped in fill matrix. Composed of large
angular pebbles and gravels aggregate with a thin tar surface coat. Dumped into fill along
with matrix, it is localized and ex-situ. It is not part of a former road surface in this
location. This was not a feature and was deleted as mapped.
1125-1235, lunch break, then resumed widening cut along the fence until 1300. Then
shifted back to head of cut. Using excavator to loosen material and form a pile that one or
two loaders then scoop and haul to the spoil piles at La Hacienda. Found a saucer intact
with maker’s mark in the spoil and recovered it for general reference.
Additional materials in 148+00 to 148+50 include; one green bottle glass shard, one
white plastic half-gallon milk jug, one fire brick fragment, seven mortar blobs, one twoliter soft drink bottle, 12 stone rubble with mortar, 4-inch diameter steel drain pipe at
148+40 mapped as feature 42 inches b.s., three fired clay bricks, one segment of green
garden hose, one steel belted radial tire, one sherd of glazed sewer tile.
1450 down to one loader to move and haul spoil from the cut.
147+50 to 148+00, seven fired cay bricks, eight pieces of stone rubble with mortar, one
set of finished concrete steps, one sherd of glazed sewer tile.
1815, end of work day.
July 27, 2013 Saturday
0645 on site. Light rain overnight. 0735 loaders resume moving spoil from head of cut to
spoil piles. Excavator began taking the canal edge of the cut deeper at around 148+50
then north to the head of the cut and continued.
147+50 to 148+00 ten pieces of stone rubble with mortar, plus content from surface
previously mentioned in this segment. By 0900 a third-party crew was using a vacuum
excavator to relocate poles at the top of the curve.
147+00 to 147+50
One tire, three sherds sewer tile, eight pieces rubble with mortar, one reel to reel tape
drive wheel, three fired clay bricks, one horseshoe, one church-key-opened steel can.

Paisano Drive 48 Inch Transmission Waterline, Archeological Monitoring
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1200 to 1230, Lunch Break. Resumed delineating and clearing construction easement
behind Officer Quarters. The superficial portion of this was along the temporary
construction easement between about 145+50 and 148+40. There is a brick manhole
feature to remain in place at 146+46. The content of recent materials at the surface
include: fired clay bricks, concrete kerbs, mortar and concrete rubble, plywood, and
numerous bits of litter to many and varied to tally and all less than 50 years old.
July 29, 2013 Monday
0615 On site. Rain overnight with damp and soft walking surfaces. Started a new GPS
file for this week (Paisano monitoring 03).
0745, Excavation by excavator resumed at the head of cut with loosening material for
scoop and haul by loader to the spoil piles. This continued until about 0830 when new
excavation stopped at the path cut and loaders continued scoop and haul of already loose
material.
0830, Excavator tracked to new excavation area about 158+50, which is near the
foundation recorded by Adam.
158+42
0920, The foundation portions in and next to the cut path were removed and added to
existing spoil piles. The chimney base I recorded was not substantial and may have been
a remnant mixed into existing fill material near the large surface foundation. Excavator
continued removing rubble from the areas near the ditch. The foundation included
minimal rebar, (two ½ inch bars near the top and two at bottom of the pour),
approximately 24-inches deep by 12 inches, with small angular aggregate.
157+80
1000, Began excavation through the south wall lining the arroyo. The walls are filled
behind them with stone, brick, and concrete rubble, fragmented fired clay blocks, and
assorted building material trash. All exposed components were previously documented.
There is a wide variety of litter floated into the location along the ditch that is all modern
and typical of the area.
159+00
1020, Excavation for the trench box began soon after the foundation was cleared from the
cut path east of the curve. Encountered two stone pillar bases, initially I thought they
were mill stones, but no. Excavation revealed the south curving edge of a cistern that
appears to be filled with rubble and dirt. The trench box can be installed next to the
cistern, allowing it to remain in place until later efforts to excavate it are selected. If the
box can be installed without damage to the cistern we will be in good shape. Any
unintended damage is likely to expose contents and perhaps construction details.
1200 to 1230, lunch break. Then resumed removing foundation debris to spoil piles, Wait
for trench box with no excavation.
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1530, trench box arrives unassembled. Assembly begins and continues for most of the
afternoon. Toward 1800 the box is assembled and moved to position. Working to set it in
the cut for protection and diversion.
1815, Trench box is in place, but not fully within the cut. End of day, all out.
July 30, 2013 Tuesday
0645, on site. 0700, excavation activity begins with bailing saturated spoil from the cut
inside the trench box (TB). Loader is repositioning the nearby spoil pile making ready for
excavation today.
0825, Excavation began for the day. Trench at depth is saturated.
158+41, twenty feet west of the cistern, the fill included hundreds of fired clay bricks and
fragments with mortar adhering, but no walls in situ. One aluminum Budweiser can,
rubble in the fill layer also includes green asphalt roof shingles, coaxial cables, 2-inch
green plastic pipe, one two-liter soda bottle, garden hose segment, two cinder blocks,
Slumping of sidewalls undermined the cistern revealing its bottom depth at about seven
feet b.s. Cistern base is 36-inches poured cement, top courses are 24-inches of mortared
brick, and interior is coated with paint or Portland cement skim coat with color. There is
no lid visible and reveals interior is filled with combination of rubble and dirt. There are
two, 2.0-inch steel pipes extending about three inches beyond the south point of the
cistern’s concrete base with one toward lowest point and the other near the top at brick.
158+00, Foundation rim wall reinforced with ½-inch rebar and ½-inch minus angular
aggregate appears to be in place across the cut path.
Rigid conduit one-inch diameter with wire,
Un-reinforced poured concrete slab in place six feet b.s., four-inches thick with ½-inch
minus angular aggregate. Concluded this is a basement floor. Sump box in southeast
corner of the floor, 30-inches square by 36-inches deep with an eight-inch pump column
in the northeast corner of the box. Walls of the box were three inches thick of poured
concrete with very little 3/8-inch rebar and lid of same.
158+18, Wall remnant in situ of mortared fired clay blocks. No discernable connection
with the floor slab or other portions of foundation rim wall. This remnant group is not
eligible as it had very poor integrity and although it may date to the 1950s and be ore than
50 years old the context is highly disturbed by recent and even new items intermixed
within the fill layer. There is no architectural importance as methods are common and
vernacular or common among vernacular and commercial contractor methods of the late
mid-20th entry period. Artifact distributions and associations are not clearly contemporary
with what looks like a former residence or office. As such they are not suited to
interpreting patterns not supported by county ownership records.
1200 to 1230, Lunch break. Resume work near TB removing foundation rubble from
along the fence line. By 1315 they were moving spoil away to make space for installing
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dewatering equipment. 1550, still installing dewatering pump and lines. Loaders are
dressing and consolidating spoil piles.
1620, Excavator repositioned to try dewatering the cut path along the canal but with no
joy. Then repositioned again to another spot, but not for excavation. Review of the
backdirt pile revealed one amber liquor bottle with machine finished threaded closure and
“FEDERAL LAW FORBIDS SALE OR REUSE OF THIS BOTTLE ONE PINT” AND
Ball in cursive on the bottom. Also found part of one broken, clear, single-serving drink
glass with a mark on the bottom. These items along with the saucer found last week in the
spoil pile would represent the age range of reuse within the top three feet of the areas
excavated between 155+00 and 147+00.
1730, There is no new excavation being done right now. Will remain on site until close of
day or instructed otherwise, just in case, because it looks like their plan is falling apart
and changing rapidly just to avoid losing more time. While sunny and dry most of today,
there is now a thunderstorm to the north that looks to be moving toward the south.
0630, checking pumps and securing the site for overnight. I was working on the photo log
for the day’s shots. End of day and off site.
July 31, 2013 Wednesday
0630, On site, no rain overnight and no apparent vandalism. The cut and trench box is
completely flooded.
0720, Excavation began at 156+85 moving west from that point. The method is to begin
with a direct cut to three feet for a width of about 25.0 feet. This is then deepened and
the side benched until the final depth is reached. This exposes the sequence from surface
downward as follows and shown in profile drawings. Surface is disturbed and is the
topmost of the fill layer that includes rubble, refuse, and random angular to sub-angular
boulders. Thus extends from surface to three feet b.s. Below this is a layer of fine, poorly
sorted sand for approximately another three feet to a depth of six feet below surface. This
is underlain by a band of fine sand and silt darkened by organics and oxidation
approximately one foot thick. This overlies a one foot thick layer of coarse sands,
pebbles, and cobbles all rounded to sub-rounded. The lowest point of the excavation gets
below these strata and into a layer of tightly packed but not cemented cobbles and
boulders. Free water is encountered in these lowest three strata.
1200 to 1245, Lunch break. Work resumed with efforts to prep for, lower and place the
next pipe segment.
1300, laying pipe segment. 1330 at angle point and moving west from there. 1540, done
laying pipe for the day and doing water control and security work. These varied nonexcavation tasks continued until about 1540 when backfill along the pipe began. This
activity continued to about 1900. I was on site until then completing photo logs and
notes. 1900, Off site.
August 1, 2013

Thursday
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0630, On site. No vandalism or damage from a light rain overnight. Expecting Valerie
Provencio to visit around 0730, which she did. She invited Bernie Sargent, Chairman of
the El Paso County Historical Commission and Gary Williams, Senior Program Officer
with the El Paso Community Foundation. Both of whom did also visit. We were all soon
diverted from the area since only I had PPE. We discussed the process of excavation,
path, finds made so far, and local historical events. They confirmed, and will provide
pictures and maps, the large footing Adam recorded is of fairly recent age. They liked the
cistern and agreed it was something probably also rather recent and there is no need to
excavate it if it can remain in place.
0900, Crew plan is to pump the pool from the TB and then backfill, or most likely to do
both in successive steps. At this time I chose to take a drive through the overall project
area with James Goolsby. Returned to my art of the project at 1050 and the crew is still
at the planned pump and fill tasks. Standing by.
1145, Mark Howe and Albert Flores from IBWC stopped by for a visit. 1200, Crew broke
for lunch. I walked around the site showing Mark progress and discussing process,
permits, procedures, and planning for work along the canal behind the Officer Quarters
buildings. When we walked up there the weather overnight had cleared off the exposed
sidewall and revealed a series of strata suitable for a profile. As we talked it was clear I
would need to contact my chain to ensure the IBWC permit is in place and also that we
are acting on the stipulations of that permit. I contacted Adam and summarized my
conversation with Mark. He said he would follow up on it, but reiterated what our
understanding was regarding monitoring, response time, etc. I then composed a detailed
profile drawing of a five-foot wide portion of the profile behind the OQs. I then supplied
him with photos and comments about the potential for the trenching activity to extend
well into the yards behind the OQs. This would very likely bring them in contact with the
privies Mark is confident are present.
Mark also was relieved that I had met with the county historical commission chairman as
he is influential in terms of how the area is handled through projects. Mark also stated the
US Park Service is very keen on the idea there will be physical marks in the landscape
associated with the Onate Crossing. As always I am on the lookout for indications of all
kinds of features and things out of the anticipated natural patterns. But I have a hard time
accepting the suggestion that a crossing without formal infrastructure would survive in a
dynamic fluvial setting. Mark said the levee was raised in the 1950s or 1960s.
The bulk of the day was spent removing the TB and backfilling it without pipe then
dressing the surface area.
1615, Shifted the TB to 154+50 to begin the run north along the canal. Excavator began
cutting material in this area to make room for the angle piece. In this area the
stratigraphic profile is shorter than farther to the east. It has the same series, but within
six feet the cobble layer is reached.
1715, excavator moved off to do pump work. I remained on site through 1800 doing
photo logs and field notes.
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August 2, 2013
Friday
0630, On site. No rain and no damage or vandalism overnight. Took Munsell values for
exposed profile of river margin strata using the better light conditions in the morning.
0710, Crew arrives to continue their work.
0830, Excavation is widened at the valve box position to accommodate the rest of the box
to be put in place. Forms being removed and expanded.
0845, Adam called and confirmed there is no IBWC permit in hand at this time. After
the call I asked Rod Fisher if they knew there was no permit and if they would divert
from IBWC and curtail moving spoil from the north end. He and Chris Miller essentially
told me it was our problem and they had permission to work. Crew was setting the angle
segment at 154+52. I called James Goolsby who said he knew and would be talking with
Gilbert soon.
0915, Angle segment is placed and partially backfilled.
0930, Excavation resumes in IBWC property heading north from 154+50. The organic
staining within the strata is at the cobble layer, which is shallower in this location.
0955, Cobble layer is at six feet b.s. and mixed with rounded pebbles.
1030, Crew is placing the next stick of pipe. I called Mark to let him know the profile
was drawn and the ORC team is continuing excavation north in IBWC. He was not happy
about the continued excavation and said he would come out later this morning. Got
Gilbert’s number from James, but no contact, since he was in a meeting. Called Adam
and updated him on progress and that Mark was coming out.
1100, poured cement for floor of the valve vault.
1130, Mark Howe and Tony Solo (IBWC) came to the jobsite. Pull summary from e-mail
to Adam. ORC was halted from continuing in IBWC.
1407, Adam called to discuss the day and the potential plan for the coming week and my
rotating out. ORC team left the La Hacienda area for other work on the pipeline at former
ASARCO.
1700, Notified James I was leaving the project area to obtain a tarp to cover the exposed
profile. Returned with tarp in a light rain and called James, who came over to help me
place it.
1815, Left the site for the day.
August 3, 2013
Saturday
0630, On site. Flooded trench and worksite. ORC had blocked both ends of the pipe in
the arroyo. Almost all the trench is flooded and at least two segments of pipe floated out
of position. These and several other segments of pipe will need to be removed and re-
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laid. The ORC team will be spending their day cleaning up and stabilizing their mess. I
will take the day to conduct a partial hand excavation of exposed river margin strata.
Mark Howe stopped by to view and volunteer with the hand excavation for about an hour
and a half.
Tangent profile exposed, photos, sketch. Very hot and long dirty day.
1800, Off site.
August 4, 2013
Sunday
0700 to 0737, Checked on site for damage and work and then completed last notes for
profile drawing. Did not hear of work, so I am off today.
August 5, 2013
0630, On site. No rain or damage to things on site over the weekend.
0723, Loader began dressing the surfaces near the bore pit on Paisano Dr. as preparation
for drilling dewatering wells.
0818, Backhoe grubbing vegetation in the same area of bore pit.
0900, Drill crew from Hardy Hole Drilling begins setting up and drilling first of eight
wells near the bore pit.
1000, Excavator moving shifted sections of pipe and clearing mud to facilitate draining
the trench to pumps.
120 to 1230, Lunch break on site. Other tasks continued as described previous today.
1258, Excavator resumes clearing mud and slump from the pipe trench.
1415, Called Valerie to catch up after James told me she had tried to call me earlier today
and could not get through. She and I discussed the progress and current activity. We also
discussed the pending IBWC permit, multiple monitors, Mark saying he did not see me
on site a couple times (I did not ask when this was), and the constriction along the OQs
where the IBWC alignment is where the trench will be, but slope or wall failures could
extend into the temporary construction easement on private property.
1435, Activity remains minimal with excavator shifting spoil and mud, pumps and
generators to clear loose mud from the trench near the valve box. Drilling contractor is
now working on a second well point. This is actually the fourth point. The first point was
too loose and failed at about four feet b.s., the second held and casing was installed. The
third was refused at about six feet b.s. with very large rubble and rebar. To be clear, this
was not an intact feature, but rubble included in the fill layer.
1612, Learned the IBWC permit is now signed and sent to parties involved in the project
(ORC, James Goolsby at least). I called Adam to alert him it is available if he does not
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already have it. We discussed the progress and possible completion, which is at least two
weeks from now if they stop screwing around and doing stupid stuff.
1645, Second dewater well casing was installed successfully.
1730, ORC crew shifted to remove outfall hose from six-inch pump. Drill crew preparing
new location and Carlos came by to check AT&T lines.
1800, crews cleaning up and securing for the night. 1810, done for day, off site.
August 6, 2013
Tuesday
0615, On site. Crew began arriving by 0710.
0730, Crew is moving pipes at the angle point at 154+52, clearing mud and debris from
the ditch, and mixing spoil to distribute moisture.
0900, Backfilling portions of the ditch.
1000, removing other pie segments from ditch on IBWC and backfilling. Pipes must be
cleaned before re-setting them. General ditch clearing and laying gravel continues.
1100, Ditch clearing and laying gravel continues. James mentioned to Rod with ORC
that if we find a feature or something as we are on IBWC they will need to stop while we
address it, so having other things to do will be good.
1200 to 1245, Lunch break. On return the crew resumed cleaning and patching pipe
coating.
1345, Mapped dewater well locations with GPS. Created a new GPS file (Paisano
monitoring 04) for the current week.
1520, James brought me a printed copy of the IBWC permit.
1548, Re-excavating the backfill from the ditch for the pipe segment last laid before the
flooding. This is in the area of 154+00.
1705, Clearing almost the last previously excavated material to lay the next pipe segment.
I called Adam and left a message then called Valerie to give her a heads up. Apparently
everyone is trying to convey to Mark at IBWC that two monitors are not necessary unless
there is something exposed to address.
1745, Backfilling the latest pipe segment. Crew is cleaning u by 1805.
1810,Off site.
August 7, 2013
Wednesday
0630, On site, no damage overnight.
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0706, Crew begins arriving and by 0745 the trench box is moved farther back out of the
way. Crew is patching and cleaning pipes, testing dewatering pumps, and the excavator is
shifting pipes to the IBWC alignment.
1000, Excavator begins excavation again in IBWC alignment at about station 153+34.
The spoil in this area yielded one Nehi bottle, one clear bottle base, and one Wallace
marked ceramic sherd. These objects from no known context, but collected for reference
in general since the spoil in this area is from the upper fill zone along IBWC. The matrix
is silty and moist. Cut depth in this area is approximately four feet below the previous
three feet cut away for a total cut depth of seven feet. The bottom four feet of the cut are
silty and moist with no substantial amount of cobbles or other rock and no debris such as
rubble or trash.
Excavation and pipe lay concluded after one joint. Crew then began compaction and
excavator began backfilling with sifted material.
152+50
One 1 pint hip flask bottle with screw cap (modern) and from spoil. One fragment cast
iron pipe from 5.0 feet b.s.
1029, Valerie Provencio called. She asked hoe things were going and said that Mark was
concerned there was no testing underway yet She said e wants to meet us on the site and
talk over the plan and what to do to get testing underway behind OQs.
1100, Mark Howe and Valerie on site for a conversation to clarify Mark’s concerns bout
testing in the IBWC alignment behind the OQs prior to contractor excavation reaching
that point and stopping. Mark recommended backhoe or similar to strip material and
expose features as present or absent in IBWC alignment, document profiles and move on.
Then later if during excavation there is a slump and features are exposed on private
property there would be obligation to stabilize for later excavation or to mitigate through
salvage now if at risk.
Valerie began making calls and it was agreed to have the city supply a skid steer and
operator to work under our direction. Valerie will monitor trench excavation on IBWC.
Mark again volunteered to monitor as his schedule allows.
120 to 1300, Lunch break. On return to site the crew resumed backfilling along installed
pie segments. This continued for the rest of the afternoon. I started hand clearing the face
of the cut wall to trace strata there from the adjacent wall.
In head wall exposure, initial clearing revealed what is consistent with stratum –VIII- and
it produced the top of a battery core like that of a D-cell and a cartridge case base and
head like from a paper .410 round. Very hot and took a break from this until tomorrow.
Lots of photos of the exposed profile.
1745, Still doing backfill tasks. Crew is packing up for the day. I will be of site when the
excavator shuts down. Just to be safe, because these guys have not practiced a pattern yet.
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1800, Off site.
August 8, 2013
Thursday
0630, On site. No damage overnight.
0715, Crew on site now and resuming backfill tasks for trench from valve box forward to
almost end of pipe.
0730, Valerie Provencio on site and waiting for the EPWU backhoe.
0815, EPU backhoe arrived. Directed to work area and discussed plan with operator Raul
Diaz. Plan is to clear the face for photos and drawing, then begin scraping the upper
surfaces to expose extend of strata observed in profile, thus creating more profile for
documentation.
Val said the excavation crew was expecting to excavate to the force main sewer after
lunch today, but are still backfilling and making ready for concrete to come Friday.
1200-1245, Lunch break. Mark Howe expected to visit after lunch today.
Exposures of the upper trash stratum –VIII- is underway. The area being cleared is from
the former face at Station 146+64.
Contents of the scatter between Stations 146+64 north to 146+42 includes: five fired clay
bricks, small rubble stone, seven large rubble stone boulders, glass shards, ceramic and
porcelain sherds, sewer tile sherds (at least one used), copper wire, asphalt road surface,
and several objects recovered as representative items toward estimating age and
characterizing content. [THESE TO BE TALLIED].
1430, Mark arrived and caught up on progress and discussed the expectations, assessed
what had been revealed thus far, etc. He also mentioned that IBWC brass will be
planning a visit tomorrow (Friday).
1445, Backhoe released for the day.
1500, Mark left the site .
1630, Valerie left for the day. No excavation the rest of the day so I left and was off site
by 1645.
August 9, 2013
Friday
0645, On site. No damage overnight. The drill rig is also on site.
0700, Crew is working on rebar placement preparatory to pouring concrete cap over pipe.
Drill rig resumes work on dewater well location 05. El Paso Utilities is on location to
move the upper electric line for border lights, trim down the poles in two locations and
leave the phone lines for the phone company to address. I sent a text to ark Howe
reminding him to have any IBWC visitors come prepared with sturdy boots, safety vest,
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hard hat, and safety glasses. Valerie is expected to arrive some time after 0830 this
morning. I expect the city equipment operator by about 0800.
0750, Spoke with James and we caught up on plans for the day. I told him I reminded
Mark about visitor preparedness and he said if they want to be within the easement that
was correct, but if they are not prepared I can have a chat outside the easement.
0830, Valerie Provencio arrived. I started orienting her to the drill operations and we
caught up on the trenching activity status.
0845, Henry Martinez, equipment operator from EPWU arrived. I showed him the work
space and he agreed it might go better with a loader rather than a backhoe. He made calls
then departed to swap equipment.
0900, Bernie Sargent with the El Paso County Historical Commission came by for a visit
with Valerie and me. He had some printed descriptions and maps of the local history for
each of us. He wanted to talk about the progress and also the items collected so far. It was
a brief visit, but he took some photos of items gathered from the mechanical scrapes in
search of features, then he left about 0930.
0940, Drill rig in position and Valerie is monitoring that activity. I will monitor the
loader work at the OQs and up the canal. Loader operator arrived about this time and I
directed him for the next work area. His supervisor, Derrick Flores, came by to see what
was going on since he was approving the mechanized assistance to Valerie.
In the first area of mechanical exposure the cut depth is very close to the cut depth for
installing pipe. In this portion the lower trash stratum –X- is being contacted in a few
points, but no artifacts. I hesitate to continue deeper in order to avoid risk to the
engineering component of the construction project. At this time it is clear there are no
features in this exposure. It is possible there may be some exposed deeper, if construction
excavation goes deeper, but that will happen on its own.
1110, Began the second area of exposure on IBWC using the EPWU loader. Photos and
mapping along with collections from stratum –VIII-. Same composition of strata and
sequences. Also stopping our guided excavation for features at the approximate cut depth
to avoid complicating construction. The lower trash stratum of –X- is not being exposed
by our guided work in this second area, but if present it may be revealed during pipeline
excavations. Nevertheless, there has been no indication of distinct features.
1205 to 1245, Lunch break.
1250, Began third exposure using EPWU loader. This area is even with some poles Adam
observed during their relocation. Numerous fragments of historic refuse are visible on the
surface and include manganese clarified shards, milk glass shards, bottle finishes, all
intermixed with recent trash and fragments of recent object like car stereo components.
Because the context of these objects is unclear I decided to not record them other than as
notes and making note of their positions. It was observation of this type of scattered
material that lead to unproductive shovel tests along with recommended extension of the
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Fort Bliss HD boundary to encompass them. The matrix in this area is darker and ashy
fine material consistent with that observed at depth in the upper trash stratum –VIII-. I
suspect there may have been excavation activity that brought material to the surface
where it was redistributed, but this is not a satisfactory explanation for the large area such
artifacts are found within. Photos and mapping along with collections from stratum –
VIII-. Here also is continuation of strata and sequences. Also stopping guided excavation
for features at the approximate pipeline cut depth to avoid complicating construction.
The lower trash stratum of –X- is not being exposed by our guided work in this second
area, but if present it may be revealed during pipeline excavations. Nevertheless, there
has been no indication of distinct features.
After completing the third exposure I looked northward for other reasonable places to
expose. I noticed the government fence in the area behind Bomanite Pools is buried more
than half the original six-foot height. Although intriguing, I decided in favor of caution
and safety and concluded exposures with mechanical means at this time. I doubted
whether a deep cut would reveal anything new or that could not be readily obtained
during pipeline excavation and also had misgivings about an open excavation well away
from the other construction areas.
1400, Cut the loader operator loose for the day and ended guided excavation with
equipment until another time and approved situation. I notified Valerie of my decision.
James Goolsby asked if I could have the operator smooth out mounds of debris and trash
in the corner of the temporary construction easement behind the OQs, which I relayed to
Henry and completed before leaving for the day around 1430.
Mark Howe and Gilbert Anaya (both IBWC) visited the project and wearing proper PPE,
toured the exposures. Mark caught Gilbert up with the discoveries and progress as well
as plans and our own working hypotheses. Mark is still in favor of the strata being in situ
primary deposits and I have doubts of that and see them as secondary deposits. Still need
more information to argue one in favor of the other, but it might come with excavation
for pipe. I asked if the government fence had been documented as part of the canal
district and got odd looks. They indicated they did not know and that it probably was not
included. I said I would collect information about it (was planning to anyway) with
photos and such. I am pursuing this as opportunity and convenience allow.
1500, Excavation of the pipeline trench resumed toward the sewer under-crossing.
Valerie and I were able to monitor and catch up on our day of separate activity. She said
there were two shards of glass in dewater well location 06 and that only one other well
was drilled after that. James said that was the last well to be drilled. I complete
measurements and bagging recovery from exposures.
1630, Valerie left for the day. She returned all materials, references, and equipment from
her activity monitoring drilling and trenching. I took up her lace for the rest of the work
day.
1730, Pipe crew is preparing the last joint of the day for placement.
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1800, of site after confirming end of excavation with James.
August 10, 2013
Saturday
0630, On site. Light rain but no damage and no damage from vandals or looters. Today
is a bit cloudy, breezy, and muggy. Expecting Mark Howe to stop in this morning to poke
around the exposures.
0700, Mark arrived and was on site until about 0800. During his visit we explored
sidewall exposures, discussed competing hypotheses for structure, age, and origin of the
materials observed. I showed him the partially buried government fence, which seems to
argue in favor of more substantial fill regimes than he was initially impressed with, but
more work is needed to get a fuller picture. He also reiterated the stipulation for two
archaeologists and I discussed that with him by explaining we are unclear as to why two
persons are needed to monitor trenching. He again clarified that the intent is to ensure one
person is able to continue monitoring while the second is available to document finds
with no or very little delay in the pipeline work. Agreed with the intent and discussed that
our expectation was to have a second person available immediately, but not necessarily
on the project site, or a person could be had a t short notice or brought in for the express
purpose of working on finds, but that two folks watching the same trench seemed
unnecessary. He agreed two watching trenching was unnecessary as long as there was a
way to ensure trenching was monitored while finds were documented and explored. I
agreed that was our expectation and intent and in any case, if a find is made trenching
progress is likely to be diverted until it can be addressed, thus allowing time for
additional persons to reach the field. He agreed that was an acceptable approach.
0800, Crew resumes compaction along installed pipe not already capped with concrete.
Crew had begun arriving for varied tasks prior to 0800, but no excavation was taking
place. Compaction and related tasks to settling pipe already in lace continued until after
1010. I used the time to catch up on notes and photographs generated over the past few
days of activity.
August 12, 2013
Monday
0650, On site. No apparent damage over the weekend break. Crew is arriving by 0715.
0800, Loads of pipe arrive for off load by crew with excavator. I called James to let him
know I was in need of a tire replacement and would be going off site for that. He agreed
it should be fine and I left. Arrived Firestone service joint on Mesa St. within about ten
minutes. They also provided the oil change I had previously requested on a Sunday
morning, but nixed against the two hour wait projected by their counter staff. So today I
got a new tire and an oil change for the rental. I returned to the job site by 0950 and
called James. He said they had been doing nothing but off load pipe and clean mud from
the arroyo. This work was continuing through 1000.
1000, Still off-loading pipe from a third trailer load. Still cleaning out the pipe segment
removed from the arroyo.
1025, Pouring cement cap over pipe.
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1155 to 1225, Lunch break. I went off-site to grab something then came back to eat onsite. Mark Howe drove by and collected PPE so he and a co-worker could visit the
excavation exposures, but I did not accompany them.
1300, A second excavator was delivered.
1424, Crew is still working with excavator to clean out the former arroyo pipe. I
reviewed the permit from THC. According to that the recovered materials are to be held
until completion of the report at the Centennial Museum at UTEP. I made a note to
discuss this with Adam and formulate a plan for processing and packaging these items.
We need a copy of the UTEP curatorial standards, materials, and a place to do this work.
1730, Began moving pipe segments north to the temporary construction easement.
1750, Off site to obtain artifact packaging supplies. Too late for any excavation now.
August 13, 2013
Tuesday
0655, On site. No apparent damage and no looting overnight.
0705, Crew begins arriving to run loaders and fuel equipment.
0755, Two excavators are operating. One is handling backfill and the other excavating
trench for pipe. Excavation resumes from the north end of the last joint laid near Station
150+50 and moving north toward the sewer main crossing.
150+50
Head of cut in this position includes a band of rounded cobbles and pebbles with coarse
sands and small gravels, possibly also rounded. The depth is about four feet below
surface and is very likely material included in the fill during construction or upgrade of
the levee. Below this are fine-grained mud consistent with flooded bank deposits.
Two pieces of one-inch diameter steel pipe.
The profile shows 6.0-feet fill over 3.5-feet of fine-grained muddy flood deposits.
149+85
In the area of the gate at the head of the street the profile is 4.0-feet fill over 2.0-feet of
refuse-laden fill with a horizontal bottom and sloped top, over 4.0-feet of muddy bank
deposits.
0930, Laying segment of pipe.
1045, Excavation under the sewer force main at Station 149+53. Cut depth under the pipe
is approximately 13 feet b.s.
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1120, Backfilling and compacting the last pipe segment. Then waiting for second small
trench box to be released from another part of the job and hauled to this spot for use.
At the north side of the street the sediment profile consists of recent to late historical fill
to 3.5-feet b.s., underlain by refuse with ash that appears consistent with upper trash
stratum –VIII-, and that is underlain from 4.0-feet b.s. to bottom of cut by fine grained
clayey mud deposits. Some exposures in the area off the end of the street include cobble
and rubble in the upper fill layer in contact with VIII. A wall failure exposed
horizontally bedded sediments in bands at depth within the native riverbed sediments
identified above that. It is possible the lowest strata are fill, but their source and
composition is homogenous and their layering is in substantial horizontal lifts if they are
fill. [Check these values against the profile drawing for verification].
1536, Pipe segment under the sewer is installed and backfill and compaction is underway
before new excavation. I’ll remain on site until there is a clear decision to dig or not to
dig. Both excavators and one loader are involved.
1715, grubbing near and between the surface drains already identified as features (004,
005, and 006) of the levee. Today they are at Feature 005.
1815, end of day’s work and off site.
August 14, 2013
Wednesday
0645, On site. No damage or looting observed. 0720, crew resumes excavating and
compacting fill along laid pipe segments.
0900, Excavate for pipe and place it. 148+80.
1139, I called Valerie to give her an update of activity. All is well and they are working
only in one place.
1150 to 1230, Lunch break.
1309, Excavation resumed north of the sewer force main.
148+50
One utility pole deadman, one 3.0-inch cast iron pipe fragment, three pieces of stone
rubble in the fill layer.
1430, Laying a segment of pipe until 1515.
1431, Attempted repair of vehicle tire at Firestone. Contacted James and was back at
1550. James told me they did some excavation in the area they had already been. I
examined the profile and the spoil and saw no indications of any new discoveries or
materials.
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1630, Wait on Electric Company to move lines to new poles and free up the old ones. I
sent a text to Mark Howe to update him on activity and that all is well. No features and
no indications of the trash lenses seen farther north. Gilbert Trejo made a visit t the
project site, mostly talking with James, but I showed him some of the exposed trash
lenses to the north behind the Officer Quarters and explained the monitoring process and
clues we look for.
1730, Electric Company arrives to reinforce the pole shoring and prepare transfer of
lines.
1740, A concrete footing came to light as the west trench face slumped at Station
147+50. It is approximately 12-inches high and appears to be in situ since it is somewhat
long and upright. Feature is unrelated t the objects in the cut path. It consists of concrete
composed with random small rounded aggregate and measures one foot high. Continues
along the edge of the cut path, but does not intersect. There are no extensions into the cut
path and no discernable extensions to the west toward the levee. Since it is beyond the
limits of our excavation I chose to leave it in place and map its location on plans for
future reference.
147+50
Concrete rubble fragments in the upper fill layer.
1813, Laying pipe now with no more excavation today. 1820, Off site for the day.
August 15, 2013
Thursday
0630, On site. No damage from the rain overnight and no looting or vandalism.
0700, Crew arriving. Fueling tasks and compacting fill around pipe in the trench.
146+94
Leading edge of the lower trash stratum exposed in the cut wall of the trench during
excavation. Content, depth, and structure are consistent with the stratum identified in the
detailed wall and section profiles to the north. At 16 feet below the original surface grade
it is deeper than the first identification of the stratum. But, it fits with the trend of the
slope from the quarters toward the river indicated in the section profiles. The exposure is
visible at the end of the pipe joint number 450 in the photos taken.
0855, Mark Howe arrived for a field visit. I updated him on the footing and the lower
trash stratum identifications.
1100, Mark departed the project site. Work progressed northward to a point between the
utility poles. Excavation in the trench revealed boulders at a depth of 10.0 feet below the
pre-cut surface grade, or about 14-feet below the original grade at this point.
1139, Finished laying the pipe segment centered on Officer Quarters at 1844 W. Paisano
Dr.
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1152 to 1245, Lunch break. Then excavation resumed.
1300, Set pipe segment 448. The lower trash stratum –X- is gone by the midline of
Officer Quarters at 1844 W. Paisano Dr.
145+00
Three halves of fired clay bricks, two glass bottles, three glass bottle necks, seven glazed
white ceramic sherds, three ham bones. Caliche is present at the line between Lots 4 and
5. Water is present in the trench bottom at 12-feet b.s. and in the bell cut to 14 feet b.s.
145+30
Glass shards and glazed white ceramic sherds typical of upper trash stratum –VIIIcontinue. Sidewalls show the stratum continues north of the Officer Quarters. There is a
shallow cemented cobble stratum or the upper expression of the same stratum
encountered in guided mechanical excavation areas (GMEAs) and not cut down through.
The impression is that of a bench or bar that drops or was cut down on this line farther
south than this station. No, it is two strata of cobbles. The upper stratum is tightly packed,
brown, but appears riverine. It includes coarse-grained sands and small gravels among the
rounded pebbles and cobbles. The lower is cemented with caliche, white to very pale tan,
fine cementaceous matrix surrounding tightly packed rounded and sub-rounded pebbles,
cobbles, and boulders. The lower appears to be much older than quaternary fluvial
deposits.
10 ft box ht, 4 ft pipe, -1 ft = 13 ft cut at property line station value.
145+00 to 145+50
Dense cobble stratum exposed as in GMEA 02. Four utility pole deadmen. VIII
expression continues.
1610, Lay pipe. I note this kind of thing as activity as a way to relate the pace of
progress.
1715, Resume excavation.
Same station pair as above. One snuff bottle (research “Levi Garrett Sweet snuff”, which
James related his Grandmother was partial to). According to James, the bottle was also a
glass for table use and some promotions included fancy details.
145+00 Profile sequence is basically this: 0-3 ft is fill and surface material with
disturbance, 3-4 ft is -VIII-, 4-6 ft is loose cobble fill with dirt, 6-bottom of cut is tightly
packed and partly cemented cobble stratum composed of rounded cobbles, rounded to
sub rounded boulders, and small pebbles and gavels as well as coarse sands.
1810, Lay pipe. End of day and off site by 1820.
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August 16, 2013
Friday
0650, On site. 0705, Crew arriving and doing fueling and housekeeping tasks.
0738, Excavation resumed from 145+10 heading north.
145+00 to 144+50
The cobble stratum below four feet b.s. is structured like conglomerate containing coarse
sands mostly but with some clayey pockets cementing things. It is very resistant. Loose
fill underneath is thin and possibly a natural deposit rather than fill as identified in the
detail profile. Packed cobbles 39 inches b.s.
0917, Ramon says last pipe on site is going in next and then they will be cleaning up the
project site, filling and dressing surfaces. They are now using a dump truck to transfer
material from one area to another.
Could the cobble stratum under –VIII- be a weathered component of a geological
conglomerate? Yes. By 145+60 it is –VIII- on top of weathered cobble conglomerate.
1100, Lay pipe- last segment for the day. Uh, week. Call came in from the Firestone
dealer that my replacement tire is in. I called James and told him I’d be out for that.
1320, Returned to jobsite with a new tire. Crew had been and is still doing hand tasks
such as installing silt fence along the canal, and backfilling.
1500, Left the site for a cold drink.
1537, Valerie called and said she is planning a visit with Mark on site today.
1545, Returned from the store. Sill no action on the cut. Mark arrived and we looked at
the progress.
1600, Excavation began to cut the west edge of the levee as a pre-cut. Mark left and I
returned to monitoring excavation.
144+00 to 143+50
Several dozen fired clay bricks and fragments, upper trash stratum –VIII-.
At 5.0 feet b.s. the crew was forming a shelf or ledge and driving the dump truck on that.
It is the west upper corner of the levee that is being removed to form the shelf. At this cut
depth the cobble conglomerate extends all the way to the levee face.
143+50 to 143+00

Five fired clay bricks.

1812, Stopped work for the day. 1832, Off site.
August 17, 2013

Saturday
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0630, On site. No damage or vandalism. 0715, Crew arriving.
0745, Excavation resumes on the levee to form the pre-cut.
144+50 to 144+00, Five fired clay bricks, thin stratum –VIII-. Moved forward to
complete cut started earlier.
144+00 to 143+50, Ten fired clay bricks, one fragment of 4.0-inch steel pipe, thin
stratum –VIII.
143+50 to 143+00, Three fired clay bricks, very thin stratum –VIII-.
143+00 to 142+50, Very little ashy indication of stratum-VIII-.
The cut method Ramon is executing takes the top of the levee down two feet along the
pipe path forming a bench for him to sit on when he gets back to excavating for pipe.
Anther two feet is removed on the levee-side of the pipe path that forms a parallel path
between the levee face and the pipe path at an elevation about four feet below the levee
road surface existing grade. By the first two feet cut from the surface the cobble matrix is
exposed. It consists of rounded cobbles, pebbles, and boulders with caliche and coarse
sands. The color is pinkish white 7.5YR 8/2. If this material is a fill layer it is one of the
best I have ever seen. It is massive, tightly compacted and difficult for the excavator to
loosen.
1150, Lunch break until 1250. Then resumed the same activities. Some crew are
installing silt fence along the canal. Loaders are clearing debris and consolidating spoil
piles, refuse to bins, etc.
142+50 is the last indication of upper trash stratum –VIII- less than 4.0-feet b.s.
142+50 to 142+00 No finds.
1514, Excavator shut off for the day at 141+60.
1530, Off site for the weekend.
August 19, 2013
Monday
0640, On site. No damage from rain last evening. No vandalism.
0715, Crew is fueling and starting hand tasks like BMPs.
0750, Excavation resumes from 141+60.
141+50 to 141+00 No finds.
141+00 to 140+50 No finds.
140+50 to 140+00
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Corrugated steel drain pipe fragment, one fragment 3.0-inch steel pipe, two fired clay
bricks, one aluminum beverage can, one Coke bottle shard, one clear bottle shard.
Feature 006 has 18-inch diameter corrugated steel drain line.
139+50 to 140+00
Two fired clay bricks, one sewer tile sherd.
139+67 Coal waste in fill 3.0 feet b.s.
139+50 Coal waste in fill at 4.0 feet b.s.
139+65 encountered cobble conglomerate again at 4.5 feet b.s.
139+00 to 139+50
Two sherds sewer tile, 2.0 inch steel pipe fragment, ten fired clay bricks, wall footing
rubble with half-inch minus angular aggregate, sidewalk rubble with half-inch minus
angular aggregate.
1650, Lightning, sprinkles, thunder. Continued working through the shower as it got
worse then abated.
Excavation continued until quitting time at 1815. Off site by 1820.
August 20, 2013
Tuesday
0630, On site. No damage from rain or looting. Crew on site around 0700 beginning hand
tasks and fueling and lube equipment.
0740, Excavation resumed from Station 138+60 northward.
139+00 to 138+50, Four fired clay bricks.
138+50 to138+00, No finds. Cobble conglomerate encountered at 4.0 feet b.s.
138+00 to 137+50, No finds.
137+50 to 137+00, Fill is 3.0 feet thick from surface, two modern concrete vaults with
steel lids PVC 3.0-inch pipe connected to each and duct tape on unused openings; five
fired clay bricks.
1050, I called Scott Cutler at Centennial Museum regarding curation standards for
archaeological collections. Left a voicemail. He returned my call at 1114 and we agreed
I would complete my e-mail to him and he would reply with the standards attached. I am
to contact him with questions. Sent the e-mail to him.
1130, Mark Howe visited the site. He took a look at what has been revealed since his last
visit. We discussed he strata exposed and he poked a cologne bottle from the sidewall to
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add to the pile. I mentioned I contacted Scott Cutler. Mark said he would want some
select items for the IBWC office for interpretive uses. I asked about ownership and
objects going to UTEP per our THC permit. He said Cutler would have a better idea of
how the details could be arranged.
1200 to 1245, Lunch break then back to excavation. Crew doing hand tasks like silt
fence, loaders dressing areas and managing fill, dump truck hauling from pre-cut to spoil
piles.
400 feet of pipe delivered and stockpiled today.
137+00 to 136+50
One 1.0 quart yellow plastic oil bottle, one 20 ounce clear plastic drink bottle, 3.0 inch
PVC pipe fragments, blue glazed ceramic tile sherds, four fired clay bricks, sidewalk
rubble.
136+50 to 136+00, Three fired clay bricks, concrete rubble, 1.5-inch PVC pipe fragment,
3.0-inch PVC pipe fragment.
A flat slab was exposed, but proved to be neither sidewalk nor slab, but large pieces of
flatwork rubble in the fill. The depth is 2.0-feet b.s. and it is not level, edges of adjacent
pieces do not match. These fragments of flat rubble are too high to have been
contemporaneous with the canal construction itself, but very probably were added to the
fill during efforts to increase levee height circa 1960. Below this are two storm drain
outfalls documented as Feature 007 and 008.
1630, Excavation stopped for the day, or so I was told by the excavator operator. He said
silt fence and changing teeth on the bucket are next and end the day. Tomorrow we dig
for pipe.
I continued clearing off the two storm drain outfalls identified as Features 007 (station
136+81) and 008 (Station 136+92). GPS for each with a new file (Paisano monitoring
06). Crew installed silt fence overtop of them. . The storm drain features are constructed
in place of random field stone mortared to form low walls that flank the spillway that is
also surfaced with mortared field stone. The pipe in each is cement. I took photos and
made measurements for producing scale drawings. Finished this, cleaned up and left the
heat to run some errands for supplies.
1715, Off site. James called at 1800 and said they started excavating again. I said I was
still on the road and would come back. Arrived at 1815, they were still in the 136+50 to
136+00 area and exposed nothing new. Stopped for the night at 1825.
1830, Off site for the night.
August 21, 2013

Wednesday
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0630, On site. No damage or vandalism. Crew began arriving by 0700 and started
fueling and greasing equipment. Pipe is on site so excavation for pipe is to resume.
Started by staging four sticks in the path.
Excavation is within the cobble conglomerate stratum primarily. They are exposing
matrix above the conglomerate at the margins and in some patches within the excavation
path. Monitoring will focus on those areas rather than the conglomerate. Work space is
very congested and safety is a greater interest than more bottles. Throughout the pre-cut
portions from their end of pipe there were no features not already identified, such as
Feature 006, the surface drain intake.
Excavation from 144+60 to 144+50 revealed no finds. Hard conglomerate deposit.
144+50 to 144+00, No finds. Cobble conglomerate deposit continues from 3 .0 feet b.s.
through 10.0 feet b.s.
144+00 to 143+50, No finds. Cobble conglomerate deposit continues from 3 .0 feet b.s.
through 10.0 feet b.s.
143+50 to 143+00, No finds. Cobble conglomerate deposit continues throughout the
column depth but for the upper one foot, already removed. The upper four feet of the
conglomerate is weathered, less consolidated, reddish tan compared to tightly
consolidated and very pale tan at depth. This has been the pattern for over 200 feet.
143+00 to 142+50
Three drain lines encountered. One is a cement pipe 24-inches diameter at about Station
142+50. Another is a fired clay sewer tile 4.0-inches diameter. The third is steel and 12
inches diameter. Photo with scale bar shows relationship. None of these are eligible for
NRHP. The cement line may date to or not long after construction of the canal, but it
consists only of a drain pipe with no formal outlet structure that is visible from above. It
was not safe to inspect the pipe from the canal slope.
Took some time to review GPS files for items identified and found some missing. I’ll
take this opportunity to fill in those blanks. The will be in the GPS file for this week, but
were items identified in previous weeks. Specifically these are Artifact 009, Features 005
and 006. These items are mapped with GPS also now.
While crew was setting the last stick of pipe for the day before repairing BMPs I drew
features 007 and 008 to scale.
1730 through 1811, Excavator is scooping spoil from the canal slope.
1813, Off site.
August 22, 2013
Thursday
0630, On site. Crew arriving by 0705. Some crew resumed installing BMPs and
excavators resumed clearing spoil and debris from the canal slope. I spoke with Ramon
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about leaving the outfalls in place. I also spoke with the hand crew installing silt fence
across them.
Benching for silt fence revealed more of the same levee composition observed in this
northern portion. The levee looks to have been cut into the conglomerate bedrock
stratum. Later efforts to raise the height added fill and blended the slope. Due to their
process in the past few days there has been some spillage and mixing of historical
material onto other slopes and commingling enough to perhaps confuse those not aware
of the progression of activity.
0930, Ramon was down for maintenance on his 490 excavator. The 400 was moving
spoil.
1015, Ramon tracked to the sewer force main area to expose the valve by re-excavating
some of the trench. He said Rod has no plan to excavate for pipe today. I’m sticking
around anyway. The 400 excavator is starting to cut the working path down to a lower
level by removing about five feet of conglomerate. Most of this is weathered and it also
includes material from the canal slope staged in the path during clearing.
143+50 to 143+00, No finds. All work in conglomerate.
142+50 to 143+00, No finds and work was primarily in conglomerate. At 142+50 cutting
was reduced to form a ramp up and over a storm drain outfall. The trench this was in
included some fragments and ashy matrix in the fill covering the pipe.
1150 to 1230, Lunch break.
Telephone company on site after lunch to shift lines to new poles and cut the poles.
1400, I called Mark Howe to inform him of the stone outfall features. Said Tony Solo
may have some information about them, so calling him and Valerie was the thing to do.
He also thought Bernie and Gary may want to see them as well. I then called Valerie
who said she would send an invite to the group for a site visit Friday and I asked her to
remind them to have PPE.
1437, Both excavators are stopped. The 490 at the valve and the 400 at the trench box.
1616, Danny, who was operating the 400, departed for the day after completing repairs to
his machine.
1655, Looks like nobody is present but there are still vehicles. Must be in the trench
working on the valve. Doing notes and keeping tabs on activity, just in case they start
again. 1755, I left the site for the day.
August 23, 2013
Friday
0640, On site. No vandalism. Crew arriving by 0700 and returning to work on the
butterfly valve and running the loaders to sift soil and manage the site surfaces.
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0855, Valerie, Skip Clark (both EPWU) and Bernie Sargent arrive for tour of the water
outfalls at the north end. We discussed them and they also had the same considerations
that photos and drawings would be adequate. Tony solo was invited but did not attend.
There was some discussion that since the former Ice Plant was upslope at about this area,
the outfalls may be continuations of a series of runoff management features to carry melt
water and storm water to the canal. The visit concluded at 1020.
1020, Excavator is back to loading spoil from the surface of the canal and cut into the
dump truck hauling it to the spoil path over the pipe. Basically clearing the soil from
their work path and putting it over the pipe as backfill.
1155, Still moving spoil, but then broke for lunch until 1230.
1415, I left for a cold one. 1422, James called to ay no more excavation. I was still on
site doing paperwork and photo correlations, etc. Then saw dust. They started moving
spoil a gain at 1555. I stayed on site observing this until 1815 and left when the rest of the
crew abandoned Ramon, the excavator operator reading his phone.
1820, Off site for the day.
August 24, 2013
Saturday
0650, On site. No damage or rain overnight.
0715, Crew arriving to begin fueling and greasing equipment.
1745, Shifting spoil from the path resumed.
0945, Excavation resumed from 136+75. From there to 136+50 the fill layer is from
surface to three feet the recent layer and then about two feet of old fill. It looks like the
two outfall features got partially covered and then partially damage by the excavator. Oh
well.
136+50 to 136+75, Four fired clay bricks and some fragments of sewer tile.
136+00 to 136+50, Sewer tiles.
135+50 to 136+00, Sewer tiles, three fired clay bricks. Andesite in formation was
reached by 135+50. The near-surface portion is weathered and fissured and can be broken
pretty well, but the underlying and more consolidated portion is very resistant.
1517, Still scraping through the andesite formation. The sewer line to the east is largely
in the fill layer or extends only a little way into the weathered portion of the andesite
formation.
1755, Off site for the day.
August 26, 2013

Monday
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0630, On site. No vandalism. New and small excavator delivered early today or over the
weekend.
0700, Crew on site and beginning their morning tasks like fuel and lube.
0745, Excavation resumed in cobble conglomerate.
0830, Spoke with James Goolsby and told him Becca was scheduled to arrive today
around noon and that I would leave to pick her up.
1008, Ready to lay the first stick of pipe today.
1117, Ready to lay the second stick of pipe today. The cut depth is 10 feet b.s. at
141+50. No finds.
1200, Lunch break. I got word from Becca Little that she was landing and I left to pick
her up.
1300, Returned to the jobsite and began the orientation and shift from me to Becca.
Excavation pattern continues as it has been. Dig, shift the box, dig and shift the box until
ready to lay pipe. The upper layer of the levee was previously removed and their work is
only in the underlying cobble conglomerate. This work continued along with managing
spoil until the end of the day just before 1800. No finds all day.
1800, Off site for the day.
Daily notes after this will be from Becca until there is another staff change. My role with
her tomorrow will be to ensure she has the information she needs and to reinforce her
work on her first day tomorrow.
[Rebecca (Becca) Little, Archaeological Monitor until end or change is noted.]
Monday 8/26/13
Flew from Gillette, WY and arrived on site by 1pm. Russ Collett escorted me around,
explaining project details on site. We discussed how he has been performing tasks. Met
James Goolsby, the ARCADIS-US site inspector. After work at the site was finished for
the day, Russ and I exchanged work details such as transfer of notes and paper work to
me, artifacts moved to my hotel room.
All artifacts recovered will need to be photographed (maker’s marks, distinguishing
attributes, etc.) then transferred to the local museum.
Tuesday 8/27/13
Arrived on work site at 6:30, construction crew was not present. Walked around site,
photographed the area for personal and work purposes. Russ and I further discussed
security and project requirements.
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Crews did not start digging at site until mid-morning- waited on mechanic for the trackhoe. Tried plotting 2 “features” one being a black stain swath (see photo’s 13,14, 17, 18).
The only artifacts found were a few pieces of aqua glass [bottle] fragments and a red
brick (photo’s 19 & 20 are both sides of the brick). The black stain looks like a coal pilethe depth is approximately 10’ below present ground surface but was very concentrated
to one area. Soils around the stain were river cobbles, sandy loam tan dirt. This all
appears to be previous fill dirt from a previously disturbed layer. Soils near the bottom of
the staining appear to be cobble conglomerate/river material. The extent of the staining
(length) is unknown due to the construction crew having machinery and trench box in the
direct area at all times. The pipe is also being buried as the pipe is laid. The estimated
length is 15ft.
The second “feature” consisted of a poured concrete slab with a buried depth of 26 +
inches below present ground surface. This was later completely excavated and destroyed
[by track-hoe]. Photo’s 11,12,15,16 illustrate the in-situ find and after the slab was
removed. Soils underneath the slab contained metal pallet straps, brick and other modern
trash. Directly behind (East) of the slab on the surface, is a poured concrete foundation
that is slumping and degraded with similar [concrete] material makeup as the buried slab.
These two points were not collected on this date due to a GPS message indicating a
system coordinate malfunction (do not know the exact message). Will work on fixing
this issue at the hotel and in the morning.
**GPS file 8 27 13 RML
Wednesday 8/28/13
Not a lot of digging occurred today. The construction crews were off to a late start due to
an operator needing to be in court. They did not start digging until after 12pm. The route
continued past the MFH lot and the adjacent vacant lot currently being used as the
parking lot and pipe staging area.
The construction route proved difficult to get close to the digging- the land space between
the channel and property fence line is narrowing, there is only room for one track-hoe,
the crew, and a few lengths of extra pipe. The dirt pulled from digging the pipe channel is
being used as fill for the access road. If the crews continue at a solid pace, this portion
may be completed in the given 2-week time frame (give or take just a few days).
Nothing new was plotted today; the soils continue to be the large cobble conglomerate.
No black coal staining or artifacts and features were recorded.
Thursday 8/29/13
No segments of pipe were set today, virtually no digging as well. Crews had to pump
water out of the southern borehole due to drizzle throughout the day and through the
night. The rain has caused the access road directly next to the pipe to become soft and
slumping into the American Canal. The haul truck was not able to bring backfill dirt
back to the exposed pipe until the road dried out.
Starting around station 140+00 and 139+00 the construction foreman began using gray
pea road gravel as backfill on top of the pipe, then subsequently covering the gravel with
the existing backfill dirt.
Because the backfill from the access road was slumping into the Canal, the crews spent
the rest of the afternoon digging dirt and debris from the canal and fixing the silt fencing.
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No features or cultural material was recovered or recorded. No GPS points were taken.
Friday 8/30/13
**New GPS file: Paisano monitoring stations 8 30 13
7am: Crews still working on silt fencing and canal cleanup
12:30pm: Crew started moving dirt- no new digging yet
Only one section of pipe was set today. Most of the day was spent of cleanup, welding
and backfilling previously set pipe. The only discovery was the 2 pipes and poured
concrete culvert. One earthen/clay pipe has been possibly in use until recently (portions
of this pipe seen throughout the construction has water precipitate/draining), although
they are now destroyed due to construction activities. The poured concrete pipe is placed
6-7 inches below the earthen/clay pipe as well as the unknown pipe.
I was able to walk the remaining length of stations with the ARCADIS inspector to better
determine a time frame for the end of this portion of the project. There is approximately
400 +/- feet left before the borehole is dug. Once the borehole site is reached the crew
will leave this area for up to a month or more before coming back to finish the borehole.
The remaining station stakes were also plotted to gain a better reference if a feature is
found in the upcoming week. This area will be difficult to monitor due to the narrowing
of the ground space between the American canal and the construction easement next to
the Paisano road.
Saturday 8/31/13, Sunday 9/1/13, and Monday 9/2/13
Spent these days photographing all artifacts from Russ’ excavation/monitor prior to my
monitoring of the site. I have started a catalog of the artifacts- what I have done is since
they are all historic in nature I have gave an entire bag of artifacts a catalog number.
There are some individual items that have an individual catalog number. An example
would be if there is a bag of 60 nails, I assigned all 60 nails with the same catalog number
but in the comments separated the sizes (or penny size if applicable).
Tuesday 9/3/13
Since there was no work done on site over the weekend the crews had to fuel equipment
but got off to a relatively good pace. Last night was a down poor of rain but the site
fortunately was not so saturated that the crews could not work. Digging was commenced
right away although the excavator has moved into the narrow portion of the project area.
Furthermore, it is now a smaller excavator subsequently resulting in slower digging due
to the smaller excavator not being able to break through as much of the hard bedrock.
Only one section of pipe was set today due to the hard rock digging.
The inspector James informed me today that if the crews can lay at 100ft a day this
project could be wrapped up in 3-4 days. However, this may not be the case strictly
based off of the small excavator not being able to dig as fast.
Artifacts were unearthed today. They consisted of clear glass fragments and bottles all
with rainbow patina, metal food containers (squashed) one pot with lid, and 2 ceramic
bowls. One ceramic bowl is nearly complete while the other may be able to be glued
back together. All artifacts came from the same location- where an existing man hole
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was destroyed and removed. There was a distinct sandy staining where the manhole was
set in the east wall of the trench. They were plotted and samples collected.
Wednesday 9/4/13
Not much digging again occurred today, most of the time was spent switching equipment.
The smaller jackhammer was not working so the crews switched to another one.
However, the topsoil was stripped all the way back to station 134+00 which is
approximately 50ft from the borehole station (boundary). No new artifacts were found
today. The soils are consistent with topsoil fill for 2-3ft, after this the ground turns into
the Gila soils for about a foot then compact bedrock.

Appendix D
PTW Running Log of Construction
Path Observations

El Paso Water Utilities Public Service Board
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Archeological Monitoring Running Log of Construction Path Observations
Station

Sidewall

Depth Feature Artifact
(ft. b.s.)
No.
Nos.

133+70
134+00
134+50
135+00
135+50
136+00

End of open excavation.

Sewer tiles, three fired clay bricks.
Three fired clay bricks, concrete rubble, 1.5-inch PVC pipe
fragment, 3.0-inch PVC pipe fragment, fragments of sewer
tiles.
One 1.0 quart yellow plastic oil bottle, one 20 ounce clear
plastic drink bottle, 3.0 inch PVC pipe fragments, blue glazed
ceramic tile sherds, four fired clay bricks, sidewalk rubble,
Four fired clay bricks and some fragments of sewer tile.

136+50

136+81
136+92
136+96
137+00
137+50
138+00
138+50

ARCADIS U.S., Inc.

Content

west
west
east

surface
surface
0-4

007
008
010

Storm drain outfall feature. Stone.
Storm drain outfall feature. Stone.
Manhole void trash cluster. 13 items collected, see catalog.
Two modern concrete vaults with steel lids, PVC 3 in pipe
and duct tape, five fired clay bricks.
Four fired clay bricks.
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Station

Sidewall

139+00

east

Depth Feature Artifact
Content
(ft. b.s.)
No.
Nos.
26"b.s.
017
Buried concrete slab (RML) rubble. Had large 12" diam.
Cobble lined bottom. Concrete clast size varies from small
to medium >1" in size. Not actually a feature.

139+50

path

139+67
140+00

path
path

3
0-4

140+13

east

surface

140+50
141+00
141+50
142+00
142+50

143+00
143+50

ARCADIS U.S., Inc.

Two sherds sewer tile, 2.0 inch steel pipe fragment, ten fired
clay bricks, wall footing rubble with half-inch minus angular
aggregate, sidewalk rubble with half-inch minus angular
aggregate.
Two fired clay bricks, one sewer tile sherd. Coals waste at 4
ft.
Coal waste.
Black staining (RML). Mechanical exposure. Concentrated
layer 6ft b.s., and 70 +/- ft. in length. This is indicative of
either railroad activities or blacksmithing activities due to
location close to possible stable location.
006

Storm drain runoff intake feature. Uses 18 in corrugated steel
drain pipe.

Three drain lines encountered. One is a cement pipe 24inches diameter at about Station 142+50. Another is a fired
clay sewer tile 4.0-inches diameter. The third is steel and 12
inches diameter.
One ceramic plate sherd, four glass bottles.
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Station

Sidewall

Depth Feature Artifact
(ft. b.s.)
No.
Nos.

144+00

One bottle neck wrapped with wire, one ceramic bowl sherd,
two ceramic plate sherds, one cartridge of undetermined
caliber, one snuff jar, one bottle base, one bottle.

144+23
144+42
144+50

east
path

surface
0-4

144+80
144+80
145+00
145+11

path
path
path
path

0-4
0-4
0-4
surface

ARCADIS U.S., Inc.

Content

005

Storm drain runoff intake feature.
Mechanical exposure area three, north end.
Numerous fragments of historic refuse are visible on the
surface and include manganese clarified shards, milk glass
shards, bottle finishes, all intermixed with recent trash and
fragments of recent object like car stereo components.
Because the context of these objects is unclear I decided to
not record them other than as notes and making note of their
positions. It was observation of this type of scattered
material that lead to unproductive shovel tests along with
recommended extension of the Fort Bliss HD boundary to
encompass them. The matrix in this area is darker and ashy
fine material consistent with that observed at depth in the
upper trash stratum –VIII-. I suspect there may have been
excavation activity that brought material to the surface where
it was redistributed, but this is not a satisfactory explanation
for the large area such artifacts are found within. Photos and
mapping along with collections from stratum –VIII
Mechanical exposure area three, south end.
Two glass bottles, one salt/pepper shaker.
One snuff jar, one glass bottle shard, one ceramic plate
Utility line dead man and scatter of historic glass and
ceramics . 41EP37.
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Station

Sidewall

145+35
145+50
145+80
146+00
146+46
146+50

path
path
path
path

146+50

path

5

146+64
146+67
146+94
147+00

path
path
path

0-6
0-6
3.5

147+02

east

ARCADIS U.S., Inc.

path

Depth Feature Artifact
Content
(ft. b.s.)
No.
Nos.
0-4
Mechanical exposure area two north end.
0-4
0-4
Mechanical exposure area two, south end.
0-6
Mechanical exposure area one, north end.
surface
Brick manhole structure east of federal property line.
5
Five fired clay bricks, small rubble stone, seven large rubble
stone boulders, glass shards, ceramic and porcelain sherds,
sewer tile sherds (at least one used), copper wire, asphalt
road surface, and several objects recovered for catalog.

006,
007,
008

0-6

The cut depth is very close to the cut depth for installing
pipe. In this portion the lower trash stratum –X- is being
contacted in a few points, but no artifacts.
Mechanical exposure area one, south end.
One battery core cap, one shot-shell base.
South edge of lower trash layer -X-.
One passenger vehicle radial tire, three sherds sewer tile,
eight pieces rubble with mortar, one reel to reel tape drive
wheel, three fired clay bricks, one horseshoe, one churchkey-opened steel can. Field Nos include one glass bottle,
two fragments clear glass, one ceramic bowl sherd, two
ceramic cup sherds, four ceramic sherds, one green glass
shard; one complete glass bottle.
Hand excavated profile. Collection separate, see catalog.
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Station

Sidewall

147+50

path

147+68

west

ARCADIS U.S., Inc.

Depth Feature Artifact
Content
(ft. b.s.)
No.
Nos.
0-3
100
Seven fired cay bricks, 18 pieces of stone rubble with mortar,
one set of finished concrete steps, one sherd of glazed
sewer tile; recent (less than 50 years old) refuse items.
Among these were plastic bottles, aluminum cans, glass
bottles with screw closures, clothing, fragments of all these,
fragments of electronics parts, steel can, aerosol cans,
glazed ceramic drainage tiles, fragments of window or door
screen frame, fired clay bricks and brick fragments, concrete
rubble, sub-angular cobbles and boulders, furniture
hardware. This material is without a specific arrangement or
discernible horizontal pattern aside from its proximity to the
existing fence, forming a woggly. Some of these items behind
the Officer Quarters and the neighboring house to the south
appear contemporary with those buildings. Most likely these
were discarded after repairs or demolition of features or now
former structures. For example, the glazed ceramic sewer
drain tiles were discarded in this area rather than being
removed to landfill. It is possible they were unused segments
later broken and left.

4

41EPX5

Footing exposed by sidewall slump. Measured for length and
possibly thickness, but not dimension to west. Not excavated
and left in place. 41EPX5. Last exposure.
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Archeological Monitoring Running Log of Construction Path Observations
Station

Sidewall

Depth Feature Artifact
(ft. b.s.)
No.
Nos.

147+78

147+88

west

4

148+00

path

0-3

148+40

center

3.5

ARCADIS U.S., Inc.

41EPX5

Content
Feature is unrelated to the objects in the cut path. It consists
of concrete composed with random small rounded aggregate
and measures one foot high. Continues along the edge of
the cut path, but does not intersect. There are no extensions
into the cut path and no discernible extensions to the west
toward the levee. Since it is beyond the limits of our
excavation I chose to leave it in place and map its location
on plans for future reference.
Footing exposed by sidewall slump. Measured for length and
possibly thickness, but not dimension to west. Not excavated
and left in place. 41EPX5 First exposure.
One plastic potato chip bag, one plastic shampoo bottle
fragment, one one-gallon plastic bottle, one 40 oz. beer
bottle with aluminum screw cap, one brown glass bottle body
shard, one plastic milk jug screw lid, one black plastic
garbage bag, one steel aerosol can, one rubber boot (match
to previous), one half fired clay brick, one green bottle glass
shard, one white plastic half-gallon milk jug, one fire brick
fragment, seven mortar blobs, one two-liter soft drink bottle,
12 stone rubble with mortar, 4-inch diameter steel drain pipe
at 148+40 mapped as feature 42 inches b.s., three fired clay
bricks, one segment of green garden hose, one steel belted
radial tire, one sherd of glazed sewer tile, asphalt roadway
4-inch diameter steel drain pipe at 148+40 mapped as
feature 42 inches b.s.
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Archeological Monitoring Running Log of Construction Path Observations
Station

Sidewall

148+50

path

148+65
149+00
149+48
149+71

east

Depth Feature Artifact
Content
(ft. b.s.)
No.
Nos.
0-3
Four 4” white ceramic tiles, one, 1qt brown beer bottle with
aluminum screw cap, one plastic rocket toy fragment, one
paint roller, one low-profile vehicle tire and rim, one rubber
boot, one aluminum beer can, three meat bones with saw cut
ends, one clear bottle glass shard, one fired clay brick half,
numerous fragments of plastic, one Oreo cookie bag, one
plastic drinking straw, one amber 32 oz. beer bottle with
aluminum screw cap, one discarded ground-rod, one 12 oz.
glass bottle with aluminum screw cap
surface
004
Storm drain runoff intake feature.

west
east

surface
surface

149+80
150+00
150+50
151+00
151+50

east
west
path
path
path

2
3
0-3
1
2

152+00
152+50

path
east

2
1.5-2.0

153+00
153+34

path

3

003

North edge bridge abutment.
Street alignment between Doniphan Park and Hart's Folly of
hex-plex residences.
004 004 coin. Heavily corroded, but might be old.
003 003 cartridge casing. Heavily corroded.
Three pieces one-inch steel pipe
One clear glass ash tray shard.
One medicine bottle base with A under H mark, four 2.0 inch
steel pipe fragments, one can fragment with lap seam
One medicine or bluing bottle neck hand finished lip
001, 002 Ash scatter, Mexican glazed sherd, 001 Laughlin mark (lost
to canal), 002 glass mark. Scatter extended two feet east of
fence line as revealed when cut path was widened.
One Nehi bottle, one clear bottle base, and one Wallace
marked ceramic sherd.

153+50

ARCADIS U.S., Inc.
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Station

Sidewall

154+00

path

154+50

path

155+00

path

155+50

path

155+63

path

156+00

path

156+50

path

156+85
157+00

path

ARCADIS U.S., Inc.

Depth Feature Artifact
Content
(ft. b.s.)
No.
Nos.
3
Exposed matrix is disturbed fill composed of small boulders,
sparse individual medium-sized boulders, and smaller clasts,
all sub-rounded. Matrix is predominantly fine, silty sand with
minimal clay content. Color is dark brown (10 YR 4/3). There
are exposures and clods that include caliche threads.
2
Half-inch poly pipe, 3/4-inch rigid conduit, three sherds
glazed sewer tile, 3/4-inch PVC pipe, blue plastic conduit,
one utility pole base, one ground rod, 20 fired clay bricks,
numerous pieces of stone and concrete rubble, boulders.
0-3
7 fired clay bricks, numerous pieces of stone and concrete
rubble, boulders.
0-3
Numerous pieces of stone and concrete rubble, one paper
cement bag, ten fired clay bricks, one terra cotta plant pot
sherd
0-3
3/4-inch polyethylene pipe, one tree trunk, four fired clay
bricks, concrete post footing
0-3
One white plastic bucket lid, one 20oz green plastic soda
bottle, minimal concrete and brick rubble, one piece of 1.0inch old type rebar.
0-3
005 One Lay's potato chip bag, one fragment of railroad tie, 8.0inch steel pipe, 2.0-inch steel pipe, plastic bag or plastic
sheet, reinforced concrete footing rubble, mortared fired cay
brick wall rubble, blue plastic bucket, white ceramic platter
sherds, Orange Crush bottle with printed label
(photographed), clear glass drinking glass with unknown
mark.
0-3
Excavation start point. Heading west.
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Station

Sidewall

157+50
157+80

both

surface

002

158+00

path

3

f

158+18

north

3

h

158+21

south

5

g

158+23

south

6

g

158+27

south

3

f

ARCADIS U.S., Inc.

Depth Feature Artifact
(ft. b.s.)
No.
Nos.

Content

Arroyo (ditch). Fired clay block and recycled concrete slab
pieces used in retaining wall along part of each side. Cut
path bisects these areas. 41EPX4.
Foundation rim wall remnant of poured cement with 1/2-inch
rebar. 1-inch poly pipes, 4-inch cast iron pipe, cinder blocks.
Rigid conduit of one-inch diameter with wires.
Hollow fired clay blocks mortared as a wall remnant
disassociated from foundation. Oriented as though the north
wall of a basement. Block is the same as that used for
retaining the arroyo sides nearby.
Sump box lid. Sump box and rubble in southeast corner of
basement floor of poured unreinforced concrete four inches
thick with small angular aggregate. Modern.
Modern style basement floor slab of unreinforced concrete
with small angular aggregate, four inches thick.
Foundation footing rim wall. 12 inches by 20 inches high,
reinforced with two 1/2 inch rebar near the bottom.
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Station

Sidewall

158+40

north

158+41

path

158+42

path

158+50
158+61

north

ARCADIS U.S., Inc.

Depth Feature Artifact
Content
(ft. b.s.)
No.
Nos.
surface
d
Chimney rubble west of the 1961 shed foundation. This
material is substantially disturbed and not in situ.
Approximately five feet by five feet, it is composed of fired
clay blocks with hollow cores and lined with fire brick. There
are some sub-angular stone cobbles present, but the ones
visible are not affixed to the block and may be local rubble
rather than part of the feature. I mapped this into a new GPS
file (Paisano monitoring 02). After mapping the chimney
rubble I found a single hexagonal floor tile, white, one-inch
across. This tile is typical of restroom floor coverings of the
late 19th and early 20th centuries, but could be younger or
from another application.
3
Hundreds of fired clay bricks and fragments with mortar
adhering, but no walls in situ. One aluminum Budweiser can,
rubble in the fill layer also includes green asphalt roof
shingles, coaxial cables, 2-inch green plastic pipe, one twoliter soda bottle, garden hose segment, two cinder blocks
surface
001
Foundation, nominally west edge. Poured concrete, 3/4-inch
rebar two high, two low, 1/2-inch minus angular aggregate.
Steel exterior rim of thin sheet steel. Four bolts at each
corner and points along each side at regular opposing
intervals as mapped by Adam. Includes at least two post
footings mid-span.
2.5

e

Cistern, filled with rubble and dirt. Top 24 inches is mortared
brick, bottom 30 or 36 inches is poured cement. Lined with
paint or skim coat.
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Station

Sidewall

158+80

north

159+00
159+17

path

159+50
159+60 dewater06
159+84

ARCADIS U.S., Inc.

Depth Feature Artifact
Content
(ft. b.s.)
No.
Nos.
5
Two architectural pillar bases made of stone and mixed in as
part of the rubble and dirt fill in the area.
surface

4

001

Foundation, nominally south edge. Poured concrete, 3/4-inch
rebar two high, two low, 1/2-inch minus angular aggregate.
Steel exterior rim of thin sheet steel. Four bolts at each
corner and points along each side at regular opposing
intervals as mapped by Adam. Includes at least two post
footings mid-span.
Two shards of amber bottle glass.
End of open excavation.
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Sediment Layer Descriptions,Archaeological Monitoring
Terminology and usage:
Following the ARCADIS Soil Description Field Guide (AUS July 10, 2008). The term
stratum is typically applied to deposits or matrices greater than 12 inches thick and the
term layer is typically applied to those between 0.5 and 12 inches thickness. In this field
application layer is used for any distinct matrix described during the project fieldwork
regardless of thickness. Thicknesses of some layers vary from less than to more than 12
inches without change of content or composition. To simplify their discussion
terminology is kept to layer.
The described layers include natural sediments as well as cultural deposits. Cultural
deposits include modern, recent, and historical deposits with the oldest indication being
consumer items as old as the latter two decades of the 19th century. Natural sediments
include cobble alluvium forming the underlying geologic pediment on and against which
the Rio Grande interacted at various points through time. Natural sediments also include
fluvial deposits of sand and silt suggestive that at times the landscape was flooded along
the project portion adjacent to the American Canal. That flooding occurred in the past is a
foregone conclusion supported by historical photographs and anecdotes. But the
archaeological monitoring program allowed observation of alluvial and fluvial deposit
content and sequence along more than 2670 feet of the project. This long observation
extended from southeast of Hart’s Mill to well north of the former stables located on Old
Fort Bliss.
Characterizing and documenting each layer observed during archaeological monitoring
provided clues to formation processes of the natural and cultural landscape in this
historically rich setting.
Layers are identified using Roman numerals. Numerals were assigned sequentially from
the first description (i.e., Layer I) through the last with distinct characteristics (i.e., Layer
XVI). Designations were typically assigned from higher to lower in the exposed column,
but some apparent layers or pockets may have been identified higher than others
identified before them. The point being that layer is not interchangeable with depth. The
numeric designation of a layer was repeated if the material was identified in more than
one place. This facilitated discussions and tracking individual layers across the project
worksite.
Surface, as used in stratigraphic descriptions, means the exposed uppermost and
generally horizontal top of the ground. Consider it the walking surface at the time
monitoring began. The term used on project engineering plans is existing grade.
Layer I Most recent fill deposit. From surface to 30 or 36 inches in general. The principal
component is dirt of mixed origins and that is typically fine grained sands and silt with
minor clay content. This layer includes construction debris, modern trash, rounded and
sub-rounded low sphericity river cobbles and boulders as well as smaller clasts. It has
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been mechanically mixed during deposit and distribution. It is typically dry but becomes
sloppy and unstable when wet and forms hard but easily powdered surfaces as it dries.
Color is 10YR 4/3 dark brown.
Layer II
Sand bed. Variable thickness and distribution depending on local
expression. Moderately well sorted fine sand with trace rounded to sub-rounded low
sphericity small to medium sized pebbles. It is commonly deep enough to remain moist.
It is non-plastic with rapid dilatancy. Very soft. 10YR 6/3 pale brown. This layer is of
fluvial origin indicating a period of low water velocity.
Layer III
Upper mesic zone. Typically 12 inches thick. Poorly sorted fine to
medium sands little coarse sand. Moist, soft, medium plasticity, and rapid dilatancy.
Organic residues give the layer a stain toward the black color range 2.5Y 4/0 dark gray.
This is also of fluvial origin.
Layer IV
Lower mesic zone. Approximately 12 inches thick. Poorly sorted coarse
sands with little rounded and sub-rounded small pebbles. Wet and nonplastic, 2.5Y 4/0
dark gray. Also of fluvial origin suggesting medium velocity flow.
Layer V
Cobble bed. Extending down from eight feet below surface in the lower
project elevations (<3725 feet AMSL) and not reached in the higher project elevations
(>3725 feet AMSL). Cobbles and boulders, rounded and sub-rounded clasts poorly sorted
of high and low sphericity. Wet and dense. Matrix color trends to 2.5Y 4/0 dark gray.
This material may be an inundated, weathered and de-cemented geologic alluvium. It
may also be fluvial deposition during a substantial high velocity event.
Layer VI
Silty mud crusts. From surface under spoil to nine inches thick.
Interrupted, but generally horizontal seams of silt, poorly sorted. Dry and nonplastic.
10YR 6/3 pale brown. Horizontal seams indicate formation as mud surfaces derived
predominantly from the surrounding surface. Interruptions indicate disturbance during the
drying process such as foot or vehicle traffic.
Layer VII
Historical fill, non-ashy with very sparse artifact content. From nine to 20
inches below surface, but variable with local conditions. Medium to coarse-grained sand
with some rock and refuse including building materials. Rock includes all clast sizes with
smaller clasts well rounded and larger clasts sub-angular. Loose, dry, nonplastic, medium
stiff. 10YR 5/2 grayish brown. Derived from mixed sources, imported, and deposited as
fill.
Layer VIII
Historical fill, ashy upper trash layer. From 20 to 24 inches below surface
with localized pockets filling gaps or depressions in underlying surfaces. Primarily
medium grained, poorly sorted sand and fine ash with refuse. Refuse is unburned and
includes a range of artifact classes and sizes including used building materials, but is
conspicuously non-military. Nonplastic, dry, loose, medium stiff. 10YR 5/2 grayish
brown. Derived from mixed cultural sources and deposited as fill.
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Layer IX
Sterile historical fill. From 20 to 42 inches below surface. Coarse sand,
poorly sorted sub-angular to sub-rounded, nonplastic, dry, stiff. Compact and weakly
cemented. 10YR 7/3 very pale brown. The source of this material is uncertain, but it has
characteristics that argue in favor of it being redeposited. Among them are the absence of
horizontal seams or lenses. It has instead sloping irregular bands of clods and granules. It
appeared different from other layers within the profile selected for description and was
called out as a separate stratigraphic member. However, it may have been obtained from
another location along the canal as the geologic conglomerate underlying much of the
area north of the Officer Quarters includes similar components. If so this source is
present in the immediate to nearby areas of the canal path accessible during its
construction. It is also possible it is imported fill from a source with an origin having
those characteristics.
Layer X
Lower trash layer. Historical fill, ashy lower trash layer. From 42 to 48
inches below surface. Fine to medium-grained sand and silt. Ashy with refuse included.
Refuse is unburned and includes a range of artifact classes and sizes including used
building materials, but is conspicuously non-military. Nonplastic, dry, loose, soft. 10YR
6/2 light brownish gray. Derived from cultural sources and may be an in situ refuse
deposit.
Layer XI
Littoral flood deposits. From 48 inches below surface to bottom of
exposure at 72 inches below surface. Coarse to medium-grained sand, poorly sorted, with
sub-angular and rounded pebbles. Stratified with overlapping differences between layers
in grain size, cohesion, sorting, or deviation from horizontal. Dry, no dilatancy, compact
and very stiff. 10YR 5/2 grayish brown. Fluvial deposits derived from the Rio Grande
watershed and deposited during flood events of medium to low velocity flow.
Layer XII
Silty historical fill. Localized presence with near vertical insets of other
layers and lacking broad distribution consistent with natural deposition. From 33 to 41
inches below surface. Well sorted fine material. Dry, no dilatancy, stiff. 10YR 6/3 pale
brown.
Layer XIII
Pebbly historical fill lens. From 33 to 36 inches below surface and not
wide spread or common. Well rounded pebbles and medium to fine sand, dry, loose.
10YR 6/3 pale brown.
Layer XIV
Sandy historical fill lenses. From 15 to 26 inches below surface with
limited distribution. Poorly sorted medium grained silty sand, dry, no dilatancy, stiff.
10YR 4/1 dark gray.
Layer XV
Historical fill, non ashy. From 28 to 43 inches below surface and not wide
spread or common. Coarse-grained sandy loam, poorly sorted, with refuse. Refuse
includes small shards of coal and rust stains. 10YR 3/3 dark brown. The material has a
jumbled composition suggesting it was disturbed and redeposited. Derived from
historical deposits from other locations.
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Layer XVI
Redeposited conglomerate historical fill. From 43 to 59 inches below
surface with broad distribution overlying native flood sediments and underlying mixed
layers of historical fill. Poorly sorted matrix of light brown coarse sands with caliche
coated rounded pebbles and cobbles, dry and loose. 7.5YR 6/4 light brown. The presence
of the light brown sands intermixed with caliche coated clasts of much larger size is not
consistent with natural conglomerate or weathered conglomerate layers observed in situ
where the matrix has a high caliche content and pale tan to white coloration and is well
cemented.
Layer XVII Native conglomerate. From 30 inches and 39 inches below surface to
bottom of the excavated trench. Northern portion of the monitored area has the shallowest
presence of this stratigraphic unit. Moving southward the depth of the unit increases and
is not seen south of the Officer Quarters buildings. Clasts range in size from pebbles to
boulders and all are rounded to sub-round. The mass is cemented with caliche and some
clays are present in the interstices. 7.5YR 7/4 pink. This stratigraphic unit is broken in
places at the far northern end of the monitored area where exposures of andesite are
surrounded with conglomerate.
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The following instructions guided completion of the catalog process. A leaner version was used at the beginning and added to as items and information was
identified and deemed noteworthy. In short this was and is a working catalog.
ref
This is a consecutive number used either as a catalog number or for tracking entries. If you wish, you may include both a reference
number and a catalog number. You may also change the heading to read "catalog number" or similar from ref.
Provenience
Whatever is indicated or appropriate. The example catalog lacks this column as all of it was from one place without subdivision.
Field Number
For the PTW specific items could be assigned an individual field number.
Layer
This is the stratigraphic layer the item was recovered from. Layers are described in the report attachment of profiles and sediment
descriptions.
Station
The location within the project alignment relative to reference points on the engineering plans. Station is a combination of an abbreviated
whole number plus its two digit partial. This is noted to project stakes in this way: 145+60 for example. This example point is, as far as the
plans are concerned, 14,560 feet from the start point. Start points can be arbitrary and may begin at 100+00 for example.
Category
A grouping adaptable to the specific range of items recovered. Some examples are in the accompanying example catalog, but others
should be encompassed by the following list:
Undifferentiated historic item (usually something cataloged by someone else)
Consumer (items purchased and consumed on a regular basis)
Kitchen (food preparation and serving)
Household (daily household maintenance)
Garment (clothing items)
Personal (belonging to a single individual)
Furniture (furniture parts)
Hardware (misc. hardware not included in a specific group)
Tools (hand tools)
Livery (horse and horse-drawn vehicle items)
Munitions (firearms and related items)
Coins (coins and tokens)
Building materials (construction materials)
Machinery (machine parts not agricultural)
Forge materials (forge, furnace, and stove wastes)
Agricultural implements (farm equipment)
Other occupations (specialized occupation item)
Unique item (not included in another group)
Category 2nd
This column was added to subdivide the category and allow the individual thing to be entered. For example the2nd for the munitions
category could account for bullets, cartridges, percussion caps, flints, etc. It allows further answering the question of how many things
from the category were recovered by also indicating what they are.
Item
A brief indication of the specific item being listed. May also apply to a bag of several things like saw-cut bones. This entry was used as a
place to indicate the content at the rough separation, which may or may not have been refined afterward.
Best Idea of
This is the best estimate of how many things are represented by fragments or wholes.
Quantity
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Material
Material 2nd.
Color
General Shape

Primary material the object is composed of.
Subordinate material in the item. Allows more differentiation in theory, but not much help in practice.
Dominant color or main color plus a remarkable accent.
Basic form of the object. Can be descriptive and specific to the list being compiled, but be consistent if possible. For example, in using a
general shape indication for oval stick with oval not oval, half round, not round, eye, lense, and more. The purpose of shape is to make it
roughly different from things less like it.
Size
This is nominal or general size rather than a specific dimension with consistent orientation.
Photo number
Indicate the photos that show this item.
Imprint notes
Describe any painting, printing, or applied decoration such as stripes, colored areas, and labels.
Imprint dimensions Measurement of the area imprinted if it helps indicate something. For example, a painted label panel rather than the entire bottle, 1/4-inch
wide stripe around the rim, etc.
Emboss notes
Describe any embossed, impressed, or raised details. Include surface textures as a general description, but focus on labeling.
Emboss
General dimensions of the embossed info. Or example, lettering around base 1/4-inch high, or dimpled pattern around base 2 inches
dimensions
high, etc. Here too the maker and label details are more important than decorative patterns.
Maker Mark
Describe the maker mark or maker information if determined. For example, simply stating Owens mark with 1, 2, 2 would be enough to
put this together. Enter a note someplace to indicate the order the numbers are given for such marks like (left to right along lower arch or
top to bottom), etc. If the mark includes words or letters list them in quotes and describe the rest as a cartouche, seal, shield, etc. if a
photo would be better, take one.
Comment
Enter any comments you wish. These may include your speculations and observations of the item or its similarity to other items you have
seen in this collection or in other areas, etc.
Process
This is for manufacturing process, usually for glass containers. It made sense to add this column to the original framework.
Finish
For bottles indicate the finish.
IMACS Type
For bottles indicate the finish by number on the IMACS catalog reference.
Base
For bottles indicate the base.
IMACS Type
For bottles indicate the base by number on the IMACS catalog reference.
Reference
List each source of information regarding this item. American Antiquity format is preferred, but the content is the important part and
should be sufficient to find the reference. For example, simply stating Toulouse would be adequate for bottles. Toulouse p 65 even
better. The full citation for Toulouse is not necessary since this is a well known source. Less well known should be fully cited at least
once.
Earliest Age
Earliest manufacture date reasonable for this item. Could be based on the material, process, finish, imprint, or other characteristic.
Latest Age
Latest manufacture date reasonable for this item. Could be based on the material, process, finish, imprint, or other characteristic.
NOTE: Latest age date indicated as italicized 2015 is a place holder for items still in production. This arbitrary year was chosen to
facilitate calculations and does not represent the actual latest age of production for these items, materials, or methods.
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